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MISCELLANEOUS

A Mew House To Let.
built last season: contains 21 rooms, with a
good stable, a large garden, good soft water carried into the kitchen, and situated within a short distance from the P. & O. Railroad Station, at Lake
Sebago, Staudish. These buildings are well situated
for a hotel or boarding house. Rent reasonable. Apply to GEO. W. WAltD, on the premises. mch20-lw

:

MAINE~STATE

THE

PRESS

Is published every Thursday Morning at
year; If paid in advance, at. §2 00 a year.

§2 50

a

To be Let
PLEASANT Ui—Stairs Tenement;four rooms;
Sebago water; rent ten dollars a month. Inquire
of
H. A. JONES,
_feb3dtf_1 Galt Block.

Kates of Advertising: One inch ot space, in
length of column, constitutes a “square.”
first week: 75 cents per
§150 per square
week after; three insertions, or less, §1 00; continung every other day alter first week. 50 cents.
llalf square, three insertions or less, 75 cents; one
week, §1 00; 50 cents i>er week after.
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head of “Amusmements,” §2 00 per square
per week; three insertions or less §1 50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every part
of the State) for §1 00 per square for first Insertion,
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent insertion.
Add"

MUNGER,

Chicago,

Fire, Marine and Life Insurance Agency,

small rent of 4 rooms.
11 Preble street.

Enquire of L. F.
mchlS-lw

Room To Let.

No. 160 FORE ST.,

PORTLAND,

ME.

by way

Can place in perfectly reliable < oiupauies any amount of Fire,
marine and Life Insurance desired a • urreut rates.

or
ac-

a

commodated,

Free Street.

at 82

To

jn4-tf

500 to

Union Insurance Co.

NARRAGANSETT

Let!
oc-

W. K. RIPLEY. M.

wholesale Flour or Grocery Business. Gas,
Water and all modem conveniences.
Apply to
A. E. STEVENS & CO.,
JanlCtf
146 Commercial street.

D.,

Mice Rent for $300.

!

Physician

Eclectic

PORTLAND,

fA

NIK.

OFFICE AND RESIDENCE,
Cou|in-m» 81., three doors north of the Park.
Office Hours, 10 to 12 a. m., and 2 to 5 p. m.

TOgress ami Franklin sts; contains

( HAS. A. WARREN,
Warren &

TO

-AND-

COMMISSION MERCHANT,
4A4 MOUTH DELAWABK AVKNUK,

Successors to Warren &

NOT Bold previous to Oct 1st, the two end bouse*
in the new brick block of lour, on the corner ot
Neal and Pine hip, will be rented on favorable teams.
These aie first class liou.-ea in every respect, ©onaiuiLg 13 rooms, having all modern improvements,
and be Ini go water. Apply to .lOflN T.
HULL, 48
Union St.
sep!6

Philadelphia.
one room

___

TENEMENT
For
water.

ST,

aug23

Counsellor

without board.
wan tad. Apply corner

WITH

TO

of H. H. Massey & Co.,

Board of Trade

Merchants,

11,
Building)

These offices

are

marddtt

sold,

THE

Are

and

COLLECTIONS of Notes, Drafts, Coupons and
Dividends made with promptness on all points.
ADTANCES made on approved ollaterals.
on

commission,

For

Attorneys

and Counsellors at

German, English and French manufacture,
Straights, Diagonals, Kerseys, Hair-Lines, etc.
of

Law,

95

Exchange

Edward Paysox,

SPRING OVERCOATS,

E. P. Paysox.

A great variety of

dec27eod3m

G AGE &
Flair, Grain

PANT

DAYIS,

and Provision

Commission

Merchants,

SCOTCH

r'oavif.’

!

and

Chicago
Boston.V'JIlUClgVo

ones.

been directed

SUITS,

the result is

ing, making
heretofore.

a new style of mixtures and weavthe goods look richer and neater than
All lovers of Scotch goods should see

these patterns.

GEORG ED.J0ST,

A

complete

assortment of

of the

RESIDENCE, 6 BRADFORD STREET.

thing

latest styles, and “nobbier” than anybefore had.

verv

I

N. B.
and Cross Streets.

H.

do20

tf

Peyret Ac CJ

KOHLING,

OF

99 EXCHANGE STREET.

WINES,

WE ARE SELLING

IMPORTERS

FRENCH

W. H.

o

WINTER

Fainter,

PORTLAND, 1HAINK.

UANUVACTUKEB

ilrOwuough I'atent
nmvlcd
ore

Bod

Wc have Removal

L«uu|(r«,

HARNESS

Eu-

Chain, A-c.

klndsot lepalrinc neatly done. Furnlina'ted,
•chft-’fiOJL' T&Stt

MIDDLE

.1. II. LA VI,SON,

PHOTOGRAPHIC,

MARKET

6c

NIB.

Dunn & Son.

ItlOVK

TO

No. f 1 Preble flltreet.
tnchl9d2w

hand a good assortment of Iialtan
a 1.1. keep
ami American Marble, and will receive orders to
of Monumental slock, at prices
kinds
..•ut to slim all
ithat will not tail to be satisfactory to all marble workon

Portland,

hereby

]*o. 43 Pine Street, Brown Block.

Tho

LAW.

FOKT FAIRFIELD.

to Business Men !

BooU-Keeiier, Copyist or
ate; reference* first -do**.
mcMeodtf

WATCH
that
Pa.

burg

_

book-keeping.

<lesires
Salesman.

Enquire

a

rears expesituation as

1

tonic remedy.
Those afflicted with any of the above difflcnlties,
and not wishing to call ilium their physicians, can
purchase from their druggist »ne or two dollar packages of the medicine, with physicians full directions
for use.
For sale by all Druggists.

Whipple & Co.,

31 MARKET SQUARE,
PORTLAND, MAINE.

STATE
declB

KINGSBURY, Jr, Mayor.

only

Shawl

dood

AGENTS.
lyAwSl

Strap

a

our new 16 page iutper tin
Thirteen
writes
it.
Rev. A. B.
t
$2.00 premium to each subscriber. Foi

Agents’ terniB, address James H.
mchl6t4w
Mass.

at the

PRESS OFFICE.

Earle, Boston

Removal.
R. P.

I

JENNESS has removed to No. 4 Browi
to I
d. Me. Office hours from

DR.St., Portia
A.

M., and 4 to t P.

M.

THOS. LAUGHLIN & SON,
GENERAL BLACKSMITHS,

mode with

Contributor.
departments, religion;
WANTED.—Agenlsfor
Earle
for
$1.00
and secular.
year;

Salary moder-

FREE to Agents to introduce article.
sell in everv house.
Latta&Co., Pittsno2?
w

am

metallic top
Sliver plated, with crow, and end strap*. Acknowlall
who
have
seon
them to bo the neate*l
edged by
shawl strap ever invented. Just the tiling for holiWe
also
manufacture Shawl Straps 01
day presents.
all kinds.
Manufacturers
ol
Solo
Broad’s Patents, 27J Market
Street, Opposite P. O.
G. B. BROAD * CO,
docl9-dtf

WILLIAM A. EVANS,

MAN who has had several

1872, tho lines

no25-3m

185

COMMERCIAL STV
Fast of Centre Srreet.

IRON

1/VORK

Buildings, Bridges, Wharfs and all other pur
posts. Iron Railings, Shutters, Side Walk Gmtini
and Awning Frames, &c.
HRprqaa and heavy Wagons of all kinds inado to or
derand warranted equal to any in the market.
For

JOHN C. PROCTER. No. 93 Eich»»*e
Street.

AN

Wanted

GEO. R. DAVIS

State Street.

Silver Smith and Gold and Silver Plater.

Immediately.

wet
SITUATION
mchl5*lw
as

Apply

nurse.

69

reliable

PEARSON, No. 33 Temple St., nenr
Congress. All kinds of Silver nnd Plated
%Varc Repaired.

m.

GREEN ST.

_

a

a

or

Silver and Plated Ware.
I ABNER LOWELL, 301 Congress
Schools.

and

Congress

CARPETS, BEDDING, Ac., at
HENRY GREEN’S,

stairs.

Watches, Jewelry, &c.

mch8dlm*

J.ArnBROSE mERRILL,No.l39 middie Street.
J. W. A H. H. mCDIJFFEE, Cor. Middle
A Union Sts.

Lost.
rewarded

be

on

Spring

leaving

it at 59
mrl8d3t

“THE SINGER”

Lost!
Saturday afternoon, Mardi 16th, on Congress
between
street,
Turner,Brother8store and Brown

ON

IMPROVED

a red morocco Pocket-book containing about
fifteen dollars in money and two small pieces
of calico. The finder will be suitably rewarded by
mrl8d3t*
leaving same at No. 5 Parris st.

Cash

(Gold baala) January 1st,

Capital,

IF you

ASSETS.

I

|
I

Loans on Bond and Mortgago.
Real Estate.
U. S. lK81’s Registered.
South Carolina State Bonds.
Loans ou Collaterals.
Cash on hand and in Bunk.... $65,551,71
Cosh with Agents. 51,202 88
Premiums in course of Collection.
Bills Receivable.
Interest duo ami accrued
Alt other Assets.

90,500
50,000
15,073 85
57,500
116,814 59
61,066 79
16,922 24
23,328 66
15,306 49

$1,030,014

LIABILITIES.

Unpaid Losses, comprising all

$592,560

62

Mayor

CO’S,

and

law,

Fore Street,

J. W. HVNOER,
mcblidaodSw

.Agent.

BANKERS,
Htnt'i
—

—

American ami Foreign Specie and Coupons.
BUY AND SELL
City, State, County and United States Bonds.
AUKNTH FOB TBI HALF OF
UnitL!NOTON, OKDAU RaIMUS, RUll MINNESOTA
«oiu.
In
First Mortgage K. It Bonds. 7 p-sr
Northern Pacific H. It. Bonds, 7 3-10 in
ami the U H. Funded Loan.
cent

th.ia,

ALNO, FOR NALK
Europeansud Nor.h American F.ust Mortingage R. 11. Bonds, 6 per rout In Gold, at 90 and
terest.

Frnncl^ro,

We draw
Fxchnntr on Hnn
Bonlronl, Hi. John, aud Unlllnx, and Buy
and Sell on Commission Stocks and Bums In Boston ami New Yoik.
Inquiries by mail promptly

with
Board and Nursing, for Ladles about to be confined,
or who require treatment, (except for contagious or
venereal diseases,) under the charge of their own physician, can be found by addressing Mrs. M. S. Ware,
No. 4 Ferdinand et., Boston. All communications

confidential.

References: Wm.Read, M. D., (late City Physician); David Thayer, M. D.; .John Skinner. M. 1>.;
C. F. Folsom, M. D.: S. L. Dutton, M. D„ Boston;
Natlum French. M. D., Maldeu Centre, Mass.
janl3 eod 3m

Dissolution of Copartnership*

heretofore existing between
and Henry T. Carter,
name
True St Co., is this day
We hawe as good facilities as can be found in Nel dissolved by mutual consent. Either party Is authorfirm
name
In
use
to
settlement,
Engkwd for doing every brauch of the business la th< ized
best manuvr, at low prices, and invite persona li
Woodbrhlge C.Osborno will contlno the manufacwant of BLACKSMITH 1NG of any kind to cal I tare of N. E. Rum, retaining the old firm named
down aud st*e us.
J. G. TRUE & CO.
W. C. OSBORNE,
Parsons ia want of large quantities of IRON WORI
IK.NRY T. CARTER.
should remainber us before contracting.
March
1872.
mr8d3wlaw
6,
Portland,
inchSdltw&eodtf

copartnership
THE
Woodbrhlge C. Osborne
of J. G.
under the firm

Garvey, a representative from the
House, in reply to the taunt of the
opposition about the “loyalty” part of the
Governor's speech, delivered a speech as remarkable for its eloquence, as for the home

truths it contained. He said that if the people of this Province were at any time during
the past four or five years disloyal or gave utterance to disloyal and un-British sentiments,
it was Confederation that made them so.
When he went to Ottawa the English flag
was gone, and a new flag like the Sandwich
Island flag was in its place. When he came
down the river he saw the great historic lines
of Kingston, where the royal Americans of
that time fought the wars of England so well,
and there the ramparts were dismantled, the
British flag was down, and the staff was bare,
and there was not a red coat on the ramparts.
At Montreal the drum-beat was gone from
there, too. At the plains of Abraham, where
the blood of his own kindred flowed to promote British ascendancy on this continent,
the camp was preparing for the march, the
men waiting for the bugle sound to summon
them to leave the Gibraltar of America. The
flag was down there, too. That was the loyalty—that was the closer British tie so largely
vaunted when Confederation was proclaimed.
At the citadel of Halifax, to-day, the successors of those royal Americaus—the 69th Kifles
—who commenced at Ticonderoga that wonderful serii of colonial daring that led to the
capture ot Q,. bee, are on the wingto go, and
it was the iron v <>t fate that the regiment that
carried the colors of England first into the
woods of Canada, was the regiment that had
carried them away from Quebec and was
ready to carry them away before long from

te

parties a

Tlio

and

would

which will excel anything of the kind ever brought
Into the market. And us a guarantee of thin stutement, will refer to the fbllowlng well known reliable
gentlemen of this city:
Gorrish A Pearson, Jewelers, Middle st; vVnt. Senter
deweler, Exchange at; Sam'l ltulfe. Druggist, ConCongress hi. ; Hand A Thome*, dealer* In Crockery,
J. A.
gi'uss st; Abner Lowell, Jeweler, Congress st;
C.
0.
Middle
st;
Telman,
Merrill & Co., Jewelers,
Market Sur; Nutter Ilro*. Stove Dealer*, Market Sur;
■I F. Land, Dealer In Crockery, Glassware, Ac., ExMONK* PKAKNON,
change «t.
Milversuillh, IJold Ac Milrrr Pinter,
Truiplr Ml., nrur f«i|rru Ml.
a2#eod tf
For Sale by the trade generally,_
....

WEwith

The other day I called on Commodore Daniel Ammen, chief of the Bureau of Yards and
Docks, and asked him to tell me about the
celebrated

KNIGHT
S-d&w&n

indications of the

A

memory,

pure medicines.

Physicians’ prescriptions will be made a specialt
of, os heretofore. The attention of tlio country trail
is particularly invited aud out-of-town physician 4
can rolv u|»oii' prompt attention to their orders, an 1
the high standard of the goods forwarded.
CHA8. W. GILKEY,
SARGENT P. COE.

1

uu

as

de-

STRIDDEN

CUNDURANGO.
A SMALL supply of this Invaluable remedy foi
iV Cuurrr, Mrrofuln, Hlirunimi.nl. Mult
Hhruni, Ulrrraand all Blood Dlaruaro. Ju*l
ful

received from Ecuador. I-rlceof the bark, with
direction*, $3 tier ismnd; *cnt to all iwrts.
Address.
Dlt. WM. C. DOWNS,
No. 0 Exchange 1‘laee Providence K. 1.
JaSdtf

THE
ttellef Association,
mchlPSt_

i

Fellows Mutua
will be hold at Odd bellow
March 19, at 7* o clock.
It. C. BAKNES, Sec.

Saw For Sale.
nearly new. Enquire or ad
LITTLEFIELD 3fc WILSON, Cor. Yorl

GOOD Gate Saw,

A dress

and

Maple st.

ja3ttf

still

preserved

among the

ped for their destination on board the “Ocean
Queen,” in charge of Commodore Ammen
and

a

subordinate officer.

There were over

thousand other passengers, including many
ladies and children.
Justice Field, of the

a

United States Supreme Court, was among the
cabin passengers. The vessel itself was commanded by a fine old seaman, Captain Tinklepaugh. On the first day out the new recruits began to show dissatisfaction with their
accommodations and food, and it was soon
evident that, under the counsel of two or
three desperate leaders, they were preparing
to seize aud rifle the steamer and the passengers. The Captain proposed to run into one
of the nearest ports and get rid of the dangerous conspirators, but this was resisted by
Commodore Ammen, who had the turbulent
men in charge.
He quietly reasoned with
them, and assured them that as he was responsible for their good conduct, he would
see to their proper comfort, but if they resorted to violence they would be severely punished. He was so cool and kind as he made
this statement, that they did not think him
in earnest, and proceeded with their plans.
Their chief, Kelley, was a young fellow of six
feet four inches, very athletic and determined.
When the first demonstration was made Commodore Ammen was in a distant part of the
vessel, and on hearing the noise proceeded
to the scene of action. There he found Captain Tinklepaugh in the hands of Kelley, who
was surrounded by the other mutineers, all evi
dently under his orders and ready to proceed
to tlie worst extremities. The crisis had come,
and Ammen, seeing that prompt action was
necessary to save the steamer and perhaps
the lives of the female passengers, drew his
revolver and shot Kelley dead on the spot.
One of his immediate followers was killed at
at the same time. The effect on the others
was instantaneous.
They saw' that the quiet
man who had them in charge, was resolved
to enforce his authority, and they quailed.
He then briefly addressed them, teiling them
of his determination, exhorted them to remember their duty and their flag, and was
greeted with three hearty cheers. After
which, under his advice, they went to their
dinner. There was, of course, great consternation among the cabin passengers, but
they were soon reassured by the calm deHis next
meanor of Commodore Ammen.
step was to go straight among the remainder
of the mutineers, and to call out the leaders
and order them in irons. One or two attempted to resist, but w'hen they saw that
they would soon lie made to follow their dead
companions, who had by this time been sewed
in canvass and cast overboard, they submitted. The whole affair occupied very little
time; aud the commander, crew, and passengers were so impressed by the resolute courage of Commodore Ammen that they joined
in a hearty commendation of his course.
ter to the deppartment in earnest vindication
of the wisdom and energy of his action. I
do not pretend to tell the story as it tell irom

approach-

Commodore Amrnen—so modest and so clear.
His printed defence before the court martial,
which he demanded, is a model of candor,
and w as followed by his unanimous acquittal.
Had he been weak or impulsive, the scene
would have ended in a grand tragedy, and

perhaps hundreds of innocent persons would
perished. Men like Ammen, though
beloved and honored in their own circle,
and by the government they bravely and unostentatiously serve, are rarely heard of in
the great outside world, and it is simple justice that they should not be wholly lost sight
of in the loud rush and conflict in these busy
have

times.
Recent

Publications.

"The Tiiibk in tiik Night,” by Harriet Prescott Upofford.
pp. 217. Roberts Brothers:
For sale by Bailey & Noyes.

Barring the title, which has nothing to do
with the story, and some extravagances, such
as a mother-of-pearl bedstead, and a woman biting her lip, till the blood spirted out, while her
tears almost scalded her brain, this little book
is really a casket of gems with a great deal of
golden poetry, uncommon dramatic power, and

startling incident, not only original, but quite
possible, if not altogether probable. The lesson
it teaches too, api>ears to bo needed just now
among our superior women, and dissatisfied, or
disappointed wives, who, in the present condition of the marriage pimle are clutching convulsively nt their chains. Let tItem watch and
wait—and their chains, If
pray—or watch and
they do not drop off, Uor turn to rose-garlands,
will be no encumbrance, and may not even be

Wild Bill.

!

Hall, Tueadav evening,

though

Clippings.

Notice.
monthly meeting of the O.UI

Dissolution of Copartnership.

board the California

records of the navy. A contingent of over
200 men, most of them “roughs” who had
served in the army, and had volunteered for
naval service on the Pacific coast, were ship-

woro

Bill,” whose highly varied career was made
subject of an Illustrated sketcli in one of
the popular monthly periodicals a few years
I ago. “Wild Bill” was a strange character,—
1
just the one which a novelist might gloat

i

I

—A Wisconsin poet puts
in verse in this way:

Among the white scouts were numbered
The
some of the most noted of their class.
most prominent man among them was "Wild
the

CONGRESS STREET, Corner of Prebl >
Whore they will be happy to serve the public wit! 1

on

John A. McDonald's future policy, or more felt
J. N.
I
properly speaking, the policy of fils governStories told to a Child, by Jean lugelow, with
to
ment. Much more importance is attached
sixteen illustrations, pp. 322.
Roberts BrothMr. Howe’s sayings from the fact of his being
ers.
For sale as above. Capital. Buy a copy
a Cabinet minister, than if he were not one;
J. N.
before you sleep.
although he has stated nothing but the generally received opinions of the day regarding
British connection.

consumer!

Plaster.
groune (N. S.)
or Vessel in Bulk or Bbls.,

Shipped by R. R.
Jan.

are

mutiny

steamer, the Ocean Queen, in May of 1864.
This event, though of a recent date, has been
literally sponged from the slate of the general

Plaster Mills!

and
prepared to supply dealers
fresh
Land

sired.

...

Land Plaster

Ground
are

...

BUSINESS

CO.,

tmurid

BY COL. J. W. FOKNEY.

and British trade. Of late years, however.
since ConleUeratlon, which lias given us a
semi-independence, “the public mind has liecome partly if not wholly schooled In Independence doctrines, anu these doctrines to-day
The Independence parare fast taking hold.
ty, it is thought, will be the party at the next
Scotia that party
Nova
general election. In
Is rapidly gaining ground. Some of our ultra
loyalists says that independence is but another name for annexation, and that that platform is only a decoy duck for the Annexationists.
Now, fortunataly, there are very
few rational people here upon whom such
reasoning is likely to have afiy effect. They
can readily understand that so long as we are
connected with Great Britain so long will the
markets of the United States lie closed against
us; whereas, independent, wo stand a far lietter chance of making a better bargain with
our neighbors in any mture trade negotiations,
than is secured to us under the provisions of
the Washington Treaty.
Many here, who
have keenly watched the progress of polities
in our new dominion, freely nssert that Mr.
Howe’s utterances are an indication of Sir

a

COE,

by dissolved by mutual consent. Either party wi
ailJuHt the accounts of the firm.
C. W. GILKEY,
GEO. WATERHOUSE.
1872.
mch7
March
6th,
Portland,

thp

Anecdotes of Public Men.

thought—British connection, British glory,

OORDON.

B.

subscriber has

At the old stand of C. W. Gilkey & Co.,

name

proprie-

__

Portland

betwee

sulted in the death of his adversary. I have
a personal
knowledge of at least a dozen men
whom he has at various times killed, one of
these being at the time a member of my command. Others have been severely wounded,
yet he always escaped unhurt. On the Plains
every man openly carries his belt with its
appendages, knife and revolver, often two of
the latter.
“Wild Bill” always carries two
handsome ivory-handled revolvers of the large
he
was
neverseen
without them. Where
size;
this is the common custom, brawls or personal difficulties are seldom if ever settled by
blows. The quarrel is not from a word to a
blow, but from a word to the revolver, and
he who can draw and fire first is the best
man.
No civil law reaches him; none is applied for. In fact there is no law recognized
beyond the frontier but that of "might makes
right.” Should death result from the quarrel,
as it usually does, no coroner’s jury is impannelled to leant the cause of death, and the
survivor is not arrested
But instead of these
old fashioned proceedings, a meeting of citizens takes place, the survivor is requested to
be preseut, when the circumstances of the
homicide are inquired into, and the unfailing
verdict of “justifiable,” “self-defense”, etc.,
is pronounce*!, anu tnc law stands vindicated.
That justice is often deprived of a victim
there is not a doubt. Yet in all of the many
affairs of this kind in which “Wild Bill” has
performed a part, and which has come to my
knowledge, there is not a single instance in
which the verdict of twelve fair-minded men
would not be pronounced in his favor.—"My
Hfe on the Plains,” by Gen. G. A. Caster,
in April Galaxy.

in the actiou of the English government in withdrawing the troop, in the
expression, both in and out of Parliament, of
the leaders of the liberal party. The colonies
have been time and again assured by England’s statesmen that whenever we expressed
a willingness to go, England would not interpose any barrier to prevent us. The people,
however, in the Dominion, were not prepared
for a sudden change. In Nova Scotia, particularly, there were too many associations
and memories clustering around British connection. The army and navy stationed here
led our people mostly into one grootfl of

prepared
respoctsuperior article for
THE
flilly otter to tin- Public
droning nud polishing Gobi, Silver and Platod Ware,

copart■

oxistlug
Copartnership
THE
Charles W. Gilkey and George Waterhouse,
is here
der the firm
of C. W. GILKEY &

ntounn

ing change

Silver Plate Polish!

Copartnership.

heretofore

sole

There

did.

o{>enod to public and priBowling Alley at

new

OEO.

WILL CONTINUE THE

mch7

me.”
"Wild Bill” is anything but a quarrelsome
man; yet no one but himself can enumerate
the many conflicts in which he has been engaged, and which have almost invariably re-

of the house, declaring that a change was at
hand, and that it was time for us to put our
house in order; the report of a secret treaty
between the Dominion and England for an
early separation; the reiterated opinions of
the leading newspapers of the Dominion, that
separation front Great Britain and Independence, was the ultimate destiny of the Dominion,—warrant the belief that a change in the
imperial policy toward the colonics is near at
hand. Howe has been severely rated for his
indiscretion, as it is termed, by some of the
papers; he is called an “old blab.” He may
be a “blab,” but he has been too long in harness, battling for the rights and independence
of the colonists, not to be able at this time of
day to read the signs of the time. The public sentiment of the Dominion is fast maturing in favor of independence, and Mr. Howe
was right in reading public sentiment as he

as-

styles of

City Bowling Alley.

Doc. 23-dtf

name

DRUG

full

a

NO. 16 SILVER STREET.

BPTLKR, JONAKLTN Sc NON,
Succeuorn to Ralph Butler, and will continue thi
General Commission Buxine, at the eld stand, 2ft
Commercial xt.
RALPH BUTLER.
W. H. JOSSELYN,
T. A. JOSSELYN.
mar2U13w
Portland, March 20th, 1872.

&

hand,
various

The subscriber has Just

Copartnership Notice.

APOTHECARY

on
keep constantlythe

undersigned having assumed the

Forest

City Clkmc’r Officr,
I
March 19, 1872.
i
th« petition of Alton Haln«R tor pormlxxlou
to place a Steam Engine in tlio ‘Rackllff"
Block, corner of Middle and church street., notice li
hereby given that on -Tloadny, ihr Viral «Iht •<
April neat, at 7J o'clock l'. M, a hearing will Ik
had of all parties Interested In Mild petition, at th<
Aldermen's Kootn In the City Building.
Per order.
H. 1. ROBINSON, Cltv Clerk.
Martl-dlw

GILKEY &

Machine in

travelling public, with no reduction
of fere.fattendanoe and hospitalities.
No effort will be s^Ntred for the comfort and convenience of the guests of this favorite house.
D. N. CUSHMAN.
dc29tf

City of Portland.

Notice of

Sewing

“TWO DOLLARS A DAY”

I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.

a

scout on the Plains.
Whether on foot or on horseback, he was
one of the most perfect types of physical manhood I ever saw. Of his courage there could
be uo question; it had been brought to the
test on too many occasions to admit of a
doubt. His skill in the use of the rifle anil
the pistol was unerring; while his de]x>rtment
was exactly the opposite of what might be expected from a man of his surroundings. It
was entirely free from all bluster or bravado.
He seldom spoke of himself unless requested
to do so. His conversation, strange to say,
never bordered either on the vulgar or blasphemous. His influence among the frontiersmen was unbounded, his word was law; and
many are the personal quarrels and disturb
anees which he has checked among his comrades by his simple announcement that "this
has gone far enough,” if need be followed by
the ominous warning that when persisted in
or renewed the quarreller "must settle it with

“Coming events cast their shadows before.”
The Hon. Joseph Howe, a member of the Dominion Cabinet, at Ottawa, in a public lecture, declaring that the time for separation
from the mother country was approaching, if
it had not already come; members of the local government of Nova Scotia, on the floor

To the toanslent

Portland.
1
Clerk’s Office,
March 10. 1872.J

undersigned have thin day formed
THE
of
nerahlp under the Arm

His

here was because the people could not be
trusted without repression by British bayonets ; and if Halifax to-day was not like Kingston and Quebec, it was because Nova Scotians had the manliness to resist the policy of
Cardwell, the destroyer of the empire and the
honor and the army of England. He left the
regiments in Halifax for fear of the fortunes
of his pet Dominion.
During the delivery of these bold words in
the Assembly, the galleries were crowded
with citizens, who, in defiance of the rules of
the House cheered the speaker.

torship of the United States Hotel, would announce
to his mends and the public, that on and after
JA-NTJARY list, 1S7S2.
in accordance with the spirit of the times, “Retrenchment and Economy.” he will reduce his rates to

same.

March Sldlw

ON

yer named
city in the

REDUCTION OF PRICES!
The

having associated themselves ii
answered.
I The undersigned
business under the stylo of
special attention to packages received by exprP>«
eod3m
jan30

TO PHYSICIANS <artn>enta,

“LOYALTY.”
It was during this discussion that one of
the members of the government, a young lawA SPEECH

United States Hotel!

H. I. ROBINSON, Clerk.

of

the best

ADVANCE.”

—

time the Company wilt not be responsible for any
debts contracted in their name or on their account,
unless authorized or approved by the President of
CHAS. A. LAM BARD,
the company.
President P. D. Dock and Ware-house Co.
his
Attorney, L. D. M. SWEAT,
By
Jn30tf
Portland, January 28th, 1871

UPON

Strpot, Boston.
DEALERS IK

It is customary in our House of Represenwhen the Governor’s speech is under
consideration, and an answer thereto is before them, for every member who can talk, to
have his sav. The debate on the address is
looked upon as the most important one of
the season, and consequently much interest
is attached to the opinions and sentiments
that fall upon the members- especially those
during the
supporting the government
This year the decourse of the discussion.
The
bate on the address occupied ten days.
longest speeches and probably the best of tha
session were then delivered.

tatives,

NOTICE.

In pursuance* of the foregoing order I hereby give
notice that on Monday, the first day of April next, at
seven and a half o’clock r. m, at the Aldermen's
Room in the City Building, the Mayor and Aldermen
will hear all turtles interested in the assessments
above referred to, and will thereafter wards establish
the

STONE & DOWNER,

repeal

“fTIHE Portland Dry Dock and Ware-House Co."
A have leased their Docks and other proiwry in
Cape Elizabeth to Jamos E. Simpson for one year

South side Carlton street from Brackett to West st.
Spring street south side from Brackett to Clark st.
South-west corner of Clark and Danforth street.
Spring street from Centre to South st.
North-west side of Newbury street from Franklin
to India street.
North corner of Federal and Franklin streets from
Franklin to Hampshire street.
South corner of.Oxford and Myrtle street.
North side Preble street.
Melbourne street south side from North street to
Merrill st.
South sido Washington street,from Oxford to Madison street.
Read and passed.

City

PORTLAND OFFICE,

the mines and the crown lands;
and the leaders of the opposition, for the
want of something to attack, pitched into the
speech for what it did not rather than for
The congratulations
what it did contain.
for the Prince of Wales’s recovery, and the assurance of the loyalty of the people here, led
to an animated discussion; in fact the only
point in the speech in which any interest cenThe opposition speakers rang the
tered.
changes upon the government for these same
expressions of loyaty, after all they had said
and done and threatened, when agitating for

Sole Agents for Portland and Vicinity.

fel4

ed the past vear; that this Board at somo timo and
place to be fixed in said notice, will hear the parties
aforesaid, and will theroafterwards proceed to establish the assessments on Baid sidewalks as follows, viz:
North side Cushman street from Emery to Clark
street.
North side Monument street from Atlantic street to
F. C. Moody's Corner.
North side Congress st, corner of Mellon st.
North-east side Brackett street from Neal to
VaughAn street.
South-east side Salem streotfrom Brackett to Clark

City

un-

this continent.

migration,

WHEELOCK & SARGENT,

notice

parties

Attest:

before had been vouchsafed

ed any policy upon any subject whatever.
This omission left everybody in a blissful
state of ignorance as to the movement of the
government upon the Washington treaty, im-

Machines sold on Monthly Instalments.
jgP"“Machine Stitching and Stamping for Embroidery and Braiding done to order. All Machines sold
and work done, warranted to give entire satisfaction.
N. B. Manufacturers are especially invited to call
and ev&mine our “Medium Machine.”

Aldermen, \
18, 1872. J

Clerk

secure

sortment of these Machines in
finish.

by
City
give
ORDERED.
required by
publication in two dailv papers,
interested in sidewalks constructto all

$179,238 83

claims

on

the policy of the administration, if it has any,
and what public measures are to be introduced for the benefit of the public.
The speech
this year Wits an exception to the popular
idea. It was in fact au absolute negation of
all the elements popularly supposed necessary
to constitute a Governor’s speech, for it neither promised any new measures nor indicat-

331 CONGRESS STREET.

87 MIDDLE STREET,
mchfendtf
PORTLAND, ME.

of

wish to

Where we shall

North side Spruce street from Clark to Emery st.
South side Laurel street from Pearl to Wllmot st.

8750,000-

as never

people

GOVERNOR’S SPEECH
is a document to which considerable importance is attached, as it is supposed to indicate

existence for all kinds of work, do not fail to call
and examine THE SINGER, at

AT

ALLEN &

more

healthy

ANNEX, IK

hair and complexion were those of the
perfect blonde. The former was worn in uncut ringlets,
falling carelessly over his power*
Hilly formed shoulders. Add to this figure a
costume blending the
immaculate neatness of
the dandy with the extravagant taste and
style of the frontiersman, and you have
‘•Wild Bill,” then as now the most famous

independence.

Vest and Pantaloon Makers !

That the

1872.

to a

SEWING MACHINE.

WAlfTEDl
Coat,

a

vitality pervading every branch of our industries ; and that the people were enjoying a
prosperity in all things (loyalty not excepted)

street,

March

Broadway, New York,

fisheries, confederation, repeal, or annexation, are, in this year of grace, without any
cause for disagreement.
The local government has furled its banners, and has most unthe
situation.
More than
reservedly accepted
this, they have come down to the legislature,
and iu face of all their predictions of “blue
ruin” that was overtaking the Province,
made the Lientenant Governor, in the speech
with which he opened Parliament, a lew

TTqUiqy

np

to.

t23r~Remember Cash Paid.

The finder will
street.

Street.

Stair Builder.
LIBBV, 17 1-3 Union Street,

B. F.

29 Middle St.

promptly attended

Street.

FRENCH SCHOOI.,430

ENGLISH nnd

ALSO FOR

All orders

A Co.. No. 301 1-9 Con-

gress Street.

City of Portland.

_

_

A y°UNO
*-r'*Uco in

city March 4, A. I).,
established and in force.

Cook at Ns. 74
dc30 dtf

_

Real Estate Agents.

ffeb3

experienced

In Board

...

Prescribed by the medical profession with signal
and uniform success in the treatment of Chronic Diarrhocit and Dysentery, Night Sweats, Uterine and
Pulmonary Hemorrhage, in Cough attended with
profuse Expectoration, and as an injootion in Leucorooa or Whites. Ulcerations of the Os Uteri, anti other
vngtnal dbwnses; in Catarrh, Piles, Fisures of the
Annus, Burns, Scalds, Excoriations, obstinate Ulcers
and in nil cases requiring a powerful astringent and

March

HAVE YOU SEEN
Broad’s
Patent Shawl Straps.

M.
Office hour*; 9 to 10 A. M.f and 2 to 3 P.
*®od3m
ijftn23

u

this

BENJ.
March l*)-3tlued

OFFICE AND BE8IDKNCE,

Important

chronic diseases of the mucous surface and a
removal of morbid discharges, of what-

BE

held in

lin Sts.

Wanted.

H.

DHIUOINTN,

18,1872.
it known, That the order of the City Council
fur the revision of the Ward Lines, approved
Feb. 20, A. D. 1872, having been accepted by a majority of the legal voters at the municipal' election

removed from Lewlaton, and resumed the praetlee of his profession in Portland.

$8,143,240 00
3,379,050 00
217,500 00
386,739 41
2,405,937 95
274,345 01

VRANCIHCO, CAL.,

No. 166

A pure, aqueous Extract, itossesslng superior astringent and tonic properties, aud recommended by
the highest medical authorities In the country ns an

MAYOR’S OFFICE,

Br. J. P. FESSEMDEK

If

materia modlca.
267 Madison Avenue,

W. W.

Notice.

ews._uug22_

■Ivt

April,

llOYT,

F

wool, either
glycerine and rose
cotton

in the
ever nature.

REDUCED PRICES FOR 81 DAYS.
I,.

$5,375,793 24

Plasterer, Stucco Worker, &c.
FEENY, Cor. Cumberland nnd Frank-

P.

Found.
House, a small bundle. Apply

69

H|kWlflc

('rockery, and Glass Ware,

ORIce 3111 CONI GRt RN MTRKKT,
Yard 4.T PUKBI.lt at ruBKT.

114

ordinary

lit all

TOWN

FURNITURE,

Italian & American Marble.

AT

pure or mixed with glycwater. Thus applied, it
erine,
should remain intact for two or three, or even four
In this way I have seen
be
renewed.
and
then
days,
chronic granular vagiulties remedied ia a few days
remedies for weeks;
have
the
resisted
that
and I have seen granular erosions, with leucorrho*a.
its
under
use, 1 have not.
disappear very rapidly
time to do more than call the attention of my profeso
sional brethren to this new Extract, which I am surwill soon Imj recognized as a valuable addition to our
on
or

UNFAILING RKJIKDY

(I shall sell

Wholesale Dealer* In

COUNSELLOR

DOWN

About the Middle of

JIUNT& JEWETT,

Has

NTREETH

feblilf

WANTED

SKEELS, BOWERS & B0U6HT0N,

PINUS CANADENSIS.

HAVING CONCLUDED

Copying and enlarging done to order
All the now styles, Berlins, Bn-nbrants, Moda'llon
the Pnreolaln. or Mersollnl card,and the retouolieil
curd, bv which new process we ge'rid of treck'cs
moles, wrinkles, and all Imperfections of the akin
Call and Imlge lor your»-lves.
(fdoito -tfoml werk at Nladrrnlr PrlrAlan to Plena.-._may 21>
p«.

Sll

of

Marr

rooms

Henry
febSMlm

No 152 Kiddle Street.

IPORTLAND,

EXTRACT

I

MANUFACTORY,

of Franklin*

at 119

reasonable.
GOOD Rooms;
feb6tf_No 11 MYRTLE ST,

a

UNION
Insurance Company,

Medical Gazette of June 24th. 1871.
HAVE used Kennedy’s Concentrated Extrnet of
Pinus Canadensis for about eight month* in some
affections of the rectum, vagina, and cervix uteri; I
have used it, considerably diluted, as a vaginal wash,
with great success: but I prefer to apply It to the os-

Brothers.
recently occupied by
On and after Monthly, 19Iorch 4th, we shall expose for sale, a very largo assortment of Harnesses
all of our own Manufacture, adapted to all kinds of
business.
In tho

corner

unfurnished,

situation in
wholesale
BYretail store;man,
good references given. Address N.,
Prow Office.
mchl5
*lm

MANAGERS.

tinea*

corner

Street,

or

as

From the

our

From 172 Middle St., to the

boxed and

Agent.

dlm-codllm&w6w

N. B.—All ot lhe genuine article has the copyright
trade mark of S. H. Kennedy on every package.

Of

Beds,

Sec.

JT, H. CHAPMAN, Secretary.
CHARLES DENNIS, Vice-President,
J. D. HAW LETT, 3rd Vice-Pres’t.

Statement.

R E MOVED!

Plumbers.
JAmES miLLER, No. 91 Federal Street.
Every description of Water Fixtures arranged nnd set np in the best manner.
Jobbing promptly attended to.

Boarders Wanted.

$14,806,812 37

BY J. MA-RIOIST SIMS, M!. X>.

feblOtf

A. 8. DAVIS Sc CO., No. SO middle Street.
H. LA.mSON, 1*3 middle St.,cor.Cnn.

J.

a

highest cosh prices paid for Ladies’
THE
Gentlemen’s Cast Off Clothing.

Company, estimated at

of

JVoh. 31 A' 93 Free Street,
Suits. Ixhinqus, Sprino
M ATTKBSS.CS,

WEST,

1843.)

HAN

893 CONGRESS STREET.

XT PHO LSTERER

Cumberland

JOHN W. MUNGER, Correspondent,
Office, 166 Fore St., Portland, He.

CONCENTRATED

Co.,

Photographers.

situation in a store,
Address S, Press office.

board, furnished

rooms

Street.

SNELL,

or transient boarders accommodarooms and l»oard.
Two connected

ted with good
PERMANENT
with

$7,446,452

KENNEDYS'

STOCK,

Cha$. Custis &

active, reliable man,

Strips.

CEO. L. LOTHROP dc CO., No. 139 Ex-

change
toW. L.

meh!6

Congress St.

has had experience.
BY
Mar 16-dlw

next.

Feb. 7,1872.

WITHOUT REGARD TO COST!

Jyl3dtf__
J. H. 7100 PE It,

Parlor

IN

By order of the Beard,
J. D. JONES, President.
W. H. H. MOORE, 2nd Vice-Pres’t.

GENT’S FURNISHING GOODS,

Weather

Press Office.

Wanted.
experienced Milliner; Apply

on

AND other

they

Paper Hangings, Window Shades, and

T,

20-d3t

L. S. TWOMBLY, Agent.

GLOVES, HOSIERY,

A. C!AKD— In (hanking my former customers and
have bestowed upon
friends for the patronage
In
me tor the last fi teen years. I have the pleasure
recommending to them Mr. W. L. KK11 I. K tor
that
he
eontldcnt
of
the
teeling
same,
a continuance
i« able Io please all who mav give him a call iu his
CHA8. s. SCHUMACHER.
line.

Organ and Melodeon Manufacturers.
SMALl & KNIGHT, No. 134 Exchange

Boarders Wanted.

the outstanding certificates of profits will be paid to the holders thereof, or their
legal representatives, on and after Tuesday the Sixth of February next.
The outstanding certificates of the Issue of 1868, w ill be redeemed and paid to the holders thereof, or their
legal representatives, on and after Tuesday the Sixth of February next, from which date all interest thereon
wul cease. The certificates to be produced at the time of payment, and cancelled. Upon certificates which
were issued (in red scrip) tor gold premiums; such payment of interest and redemption will be in gold.
A dividend of Forty Per Cent, is declared on the net earned premiums of the Company, lbr the
year ending 31st December, 1871, for which certificates will be issued on and after Tuesday the Seeond of
Six per cent interest

OF

Offioe at'Echomacher Bros, 6 Deering Block

refretaillstore.
mcn20*4t

Street.

Address, giving reference,

STREET, Corner of William, New York.

Real Estate and Bonds and Mortgages,
Interest, and sundry notes and claims due the
Premium Notes aud Bills Receivable
Cash in Bank.

BALANCE OF OUR

~w. lTkeileb,
Fresco

B. D.

No Policies have been issued upon Life Risks; nor upon Fire Risks dsconnected with
Marine Risks.
Premiums marked Off from 1st January, 1871, to 31st December, 1871,
Losses paid during the same i>eriod
S2,735,980 63
Returns of Premiums and Expenses,
$973,211 84
The Company has the following Assets, viz:
United States and State of New York Stock, City, Bank and other Stocks,
Loanssecured by Stocks, and otherwise,

THE

948 UONGBEM8 MTBEET.

no»:nai

|

B. BENNETT, Prest.

Total nmount of Marine Premiums,

rachl9tf

Wholesale & Retail

Sec.

BEDLON, 933 1-9 Conger.. St.

N. E.

Wanted.

WALL

April

or

Masons and Builders.

board

J.

Total Amount of Assets,

Order Slate at F. F. Hale’s, Comer of Free

Carpet-Bags.

mch20d4w

a

Company.

DUB AN & JOHNSON, 171 Middle and
116 Federal Streets.

Wanted.

AN

for Howard Watch

Manufacturers of Trunks, Valises and

YOUNG MAN as assistant Book-keeper; must
be quick and correct at figures, and fast writer.

$758,098.75.

eod-3m

VEST PATTERNS

FRESCO PAINTER

H, MATT,

The Trustees, in Conformity to the Charter of the Company, submit the following Statement of its affairs
the 31st day of December, 1871.
Premiums received on Marine Risks, from 1st January, 1871. to 31st December, 1871,
$5,412,777 51
Premiums on Policies not marked off 1st January, 1871,
2,033,675 18

GOODS,

From the plaiu patterns to the “high-toned”

38 MOUTH CANAL 8TKEET,

Chlcag0>
c
*J. W. Tillsox, 206 Statest.,
no2'

JOHN

on

The attention of manufacturers has
to the immense run every season on

an

Wanted.
experienced accountant, with first class

337

and Fine Watches.
LOWEI,L,301 Cougnw. Street.

re-

address.

an

ATLANTIC
COMPANY.
MUTUAL INSURANCE
51

on

Wanted.

$539,092.18.

•

ASSETS Jan. 1, 1872,

(ORGANIZED

Street.

by mail

1889,

Exchange & Fore Sts., Portland, Me.

desirable shades of Meltons for

All the

Mayings bank building,

Agents

Publishers, 194 Broadway,
parties having business
wanting agents, please send us your cir-

a

Co., JN. I.

ins.

EDMUND DRIGGS, Prest.

febl

in

Sent

situation iu wholesale
BY
erences,
Address P. O. BOX
Portland.

j®“=Policy Holders in the Lorillurd Fire Insurance Co., will please
call for their Return Premiums whicli are now ready.

COATINGS

PAYSON & PAYSON,

ABNEB

cents.

NEAR

efforts, and

SHERRY, No. 9 Clapp'. Block'
Congress Street, opposite Old City Hall.

J. F.

Jewelry

or

$8,000,000.00

•

L. S. TWOMBLY,
This stock surpasses all my previous
comprises the very latest styles of

Hair Goods and Toilet Articles.

description of their business.

A

order.

to

to order.

address ot business
monthly, containing
throughout the country, wanting agents, with

or

done

Furniture and Upholstering.
PAriDW.nEANE, No. 89 Federal St.
All kinds of Uphold <ringnnd Repairing

is

the White
at this Office.

the Npring and Summer of 1872.

holstering

Wanted.

chances,

Amazon Ins. Co., Cincinnati.

eod6m

dec 22

janl6d&\v 3m

cnlars

Exchange Ins. Co., New York.

Corner

eral Streets.
HOOPER & EATON, Old Post Office,
Exchange Street.
L. F. HOYT, No. 11 Preble Street. Up-

Messrs. Swan & Barrett, Bankers,

H. M. WHITE & CO.,
New York City. Also,

L. S. TWOMBLY, Agent.

L. S. TWOMBLY, Agent.

In peison

by mail, to

firms

ASSETS JAN. 1, 1872,

$282,221.02

application

on

Furniture and House Furnishing Goods.
BENJ. ADAIRS, cor. Exchange and Fed-

parties wanting to get Into business, send for
the CANVASSING AGENTS’ MANUAL-r PubALL
lished
the

L, S. TWOMBLY, Agent.

the exposition of

to

forth of the issue.

one

INSURANCE.

Williamsburg City

CHAS. R. BOND, Sec.

careful in-

most

small amount remaining, less

a

WANTS, LOST, FOUND.

Assets in Gold

JAMES VAN NORDEN, Prest.
GEO. W. MONTGOMERY, Sec.

NEW STYLE GOODS

DEPOSITS received, subject to check at sight,
interest on daily balances credited monthly.

executed

respectfully invited

selling them dally to the

are

enjoyed'during

THE

Fnrniture—Wholesale and Retail.

GENERAL AGENTS,
23 Nassau Street, New York,

STREETS, FIRST FLOOR,

$800,000.00.

ASSETS JAN. 1,1872.

Corporation Loans negotiated.

ORDERS for Bonds and all first-class securities

1872,

J. D. STAPLES, Prest.

GENTLEMEN

BUSINESS PAPER Bought and

Co., London.

ASSETS JAN. 1,

MISCELLANEOUS.

Boston.

We

POLITICAL.
Nova Scotia can safely be congratulated upon a political
serenity and quietness, such as
she has not
the last four or
five years.
For once in a decade the politicians, who were wont to put things in a ferment over some public measure, anent the

such
Clonk,

Velvet

WALTER COREY & CO., Arcade, No.
IS Free Street.
GEOBGE A. WHITNEY, No. 30 Eichna|e St. Upholatering of all kind.

New York.

vestor*, and have but

op-

Dentists.

of April and October,

the first

on

Street,

JOSIAH HEALD, No. 103 middle Street.
DR. W. R. JOHNSON, No 13 1-3 Free St.

both principal and interest being payable in gold In

than

Pearl

Dye-House.

financial

any future

as

mEANS,

Nova Scotia Politics.
A correspondent of the Boston Traveller,
writing from Halifax, gives an interesting insight into the political condition of the Dominion, particularly the Province ot Nova Scotia. The following is an extract:

weeks ago, say that we were never in
prosperous condition ;that there was a

Carpenters and Builders.

w. B. SHATTUCK & CO, Bankers

TWOMBLY

Firemens Funa ins. uo. Faiirornia

ja2C*2m

BANKERS,
Sears Building,

Ins.

as

of the

none

OB TO

And offers the best Security to those seeking Insurance in the following
first-class Companies:

Imperial

in Suit*

or

certain

are as

payable

march

the most desirable in tbe city, beand heated by steam.
desks furnished it desired,

Richardson, Hill & Co.,
3

.!un30tf

recommend them

Bleachery.

SAWYER & CO., Bleacher., No. 131
middle Street.

SYmONDS, India St.
dyed and dniahed.

Has Removed to the Corner ot

to Let.

ing pleasautly situated
Also, Desk room and

A. W. Webster.

S.

hesitate to

S

PORTLAND, MAINE.

LET.

Either Single

Especial attention given to the purchase and shipment of Com, Flour. Grain and Provisions, for eastRefer to 1st Nat’l Bank, Chicago; W. H.
ern parties.

No.

L

EXCHANGE AND FORE

Also Ladv Boarders
Center and Free at, No

not

Bonne' and Hat

seldom in the market.

are

F.

ceipt of 25

on

FLUENT BLOCK,

0FFICES 1

CHICAGO, ILL*

Small, Bangor.
Thob. E. Bennett,

Boston.

REMOVAL!

_lylStl
or

do

Btreet.

small

so

posite Park.

a

Furnished Room

the mile,

to

#10,000,000,

MARINE

Book Binders.
Wm. A. QUINCY, Room 11, Printer’.
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange £t.
SMALL A HHACKFOBD, No. 35 Plum

While railroad bonds may be plenty,

finished and paying lines and for

Full particulars furnished

L«t

THE

WEBSTER,

ROOM

No. 3 Lincoln st.

at

To be Let,
whole or part ot the block ot Brick Bteres
Portland Pier.
Apply at the Merchants National Bank.

Refers to Hon. E. R. Hoar; Hon. Nathan Clifford,
Judge of the Supreme Court., U. S.; Hon. George F.
Shepley, Judge of the Circuit Court, U. S.; Hon. D.
W. Gooch, and Hon. Ginery Twichell.jn3-Cm

General Commission

AND

Booksellers and Stationers.
HOYT, FOOG& BREED, No.04 middle

expenses

WHITNEY &

FeblO eod2w

FIRE

just opeu-

operating

all

payment of the interest, and the final payment of

SON, Agents.
J. M. PALMER, Gen’l Agent.

tl

the road is but

W. C. COBB, No. I t Pearl St.

Street.

J. W. HUNGER &

rooms, Sebago
31 LINCOLN

Although

its bonds.

all

Repairing.
Bakers.

uncertainties of projected enterprises, and the prompt

!

AVERAGE TOTAL EXPENSES TO TOTAL RECEIPTS 9 1-9 PER CENT.

DESIRABLE House ol ten rooms. Enquire of
C O. RAKER, 37 Wllmot street.
jy!3dttE. W.LOCKE

A

No. 18 Pemberton Sqr., Boston, Mass.

Successors

Apply

oi water.

TO

LAW!

BENNETT &

TOTAL ASSETS 1871,

jy28ti_

THOMAS H. TALBOT,
(Late Assistant Attorney General, 17. S.)

A.T

jI

the nbare named Campania*.
J. »V. BICNCER.

Company,

sale aud to let.

$2,500,000, or about $1°,-

is

already earning, after

annum,

con-

plenty

Agency for Sewing Machines.

The Bonds are for $1,000 each, have
forty years to
run, and bear interest at the rate of 7 per cent, pei

No. 36 Andersen street; nearly new,
tains six looms, eight closets, good cellar, and
HOUSE

__

Attorney and

To Let,
io let, containing?
particulars call at

paid,

ENGLAND

Mutual Life Insurance

To Let.

MIDDLE STREET.

By Particular attention paid to collecting.

jan24-ly

ta

are

or

rWO

Counsellor and Attorney at Law !
No. 80

lyib attentiau of the pnblie is respectfully called

NEW
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W. S. DYER, Km. 13S middle St., over II.
H. Hay’..
All hind, of machine, fa

event.

NEWPORT, R. I.
Cash Capital & Surplus
$230,362.00
J. H. DEWOLF, Pree’t.
RESOLVED WATERMAN, Sec’y.
febl0eod3m

FRED W. ARNOLD, Sec’y.

Front Rooms on the second floor without
boatd at 28 High st.octl9eodtf

S. BROWN*

K DO Alt

pro tem.

Fire & Marine Ins. Co

$423,830.20

ed,

the principal,

BOWKER, Pree’t.

NEWPORT

THOMAS G. TURNER, Preg’t.

Lodging Rooms to Let.

148 KXCHANTUSK ST.
__

PATKIDGE, Sec’y

E. E.

on

room

oc28tf

liu st.

CLOUDMAN,

jan22tf

second floor. Also
floor with board. 49 Frauk-

iront
on th rd

PLEASANT

__

PORTRAIT PAINTER.

G.

$645,129.29

& Surplus
ALBERT

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

To Let

J. B. Hamel, Jr.

Jan23-ly

Capital

Cash

Fire and Marine Insurance Co’y.,

IF

Gregg.

MERCHANTS 1

IOW Walnut St.,
H. L. Okkgg,

BOSTON.

FOSTER, Sec’y.

Cash Capital & Surplus

Advertising Agents.

Nashville with the entire

and

mortgage debt

the mile.

e

First- lass Houses to Let.

AND

COMMISSION

18-dlw

mar

Co.,

IRA A.

THE PRESS.

portions of Illi-

unusually safe. They are attended with

COMPANY.

Nlariaks Riaka Taken on Cargoes, Freights and
Vessels per Voyage. Rates named and Certificates
issued. Risks on Hulls effected at current rates.
HENRY HARRIS, Pres’t.

Its

a sum

HAVEN, Sec’y.

$773,830.80 North American Fire Ins

Surplus

Evansville

those upon

GUSTAVE TOUCHARD, Pree’t.

EQUITABLE

Room to Let,
Board, suitable for a gentleman and wife,
two gentlemen, at 96 Free street,

of the richest

one

celebrated Block Coal fields of Indiana, and

of

it is

on

81,113,373,67

.....

I.
C. D.

Estate Agent.

Real

ASSETS

I

good rooms,

To Let.
gentleman and wife, a second floor front room
and bedroom, with board, at 38 STATE ST.
mchl7eodtf

or

BROKERS,

SHIP

JERRIS,

4-d2w*

13

WITH

jan31

PHILADELPHIA._

H. L. GREGG &

to
WM. H.

Starch

Gregg.)

BROKER,

SHIP

Apply

gas, &c.

__

(Formerly

TAYLOK,

Boarding House
Lease; pleasantly located on the corner of Con-

feblStf

PROVIDENCE, R.
Cash Capital &

The fewer rent of houBo 87 Franklin
street,
|j containing eight pleasant rooms, with suit oi
BLnice parlors, and pure Sebago water.
Call on L.
176 Commercial street.
Nov 24-dtf

FINISHED LINK,

MORE THAN THE ENTIRE INTEREST

FRANCISCO.

SAN

Store, No. 149 Commercial Bt., recently
Fire& Marine Ins. Co
B1HCK
cupied by Messrs. Purlngton & Butler; suitable for

BUSINESS CARDS.

A.

with the

board suitable for gentleman and wife,
WITH
two gentlemen. Also
few table boarders

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.
ATWELL dt CO., 174 1-9 middle St. Adrertiftemeats inserted in papers in mainc
and throughout the country at the publishers’ lowest rates.

nois, and connecting Chicago by the shortest route

South.

ONE
HOYT, No.

Danville and Yincennes

Running through

To Let,

CO.

J.

j

RAILROAD,
IS

A

daily

TERMS *8.00 per

Tint

JOHN W.

was

IT

Exchange St, Portland.
Eight Dollars a Year in advauee.

At loo

180

22, 1872,

MARCH

every day (Sundays excepted) by the

PORTLAND PTBLISIUNG

Terms

TOL.

over.

lie was a Plainsman in every sense of

word, yet unlike

any other of his class.
In person he was about six feet one in height,
i straight as the straitest of the warriors whose
the

implacable foe he

|

a

small-pox

Item

There was a young girl in Waukegan,
Whose name was Mophia Jane Kgan,
She was annoyed
By the varioloid
As badly as any Piegan.

ladies at Seneca Falls, N. Y., had a
in the (.rand
leap-year surprise party lately
Armv Hall. They called for the gentlemen,
provided music, organized a pleasant dancing
conclusion of the festivities
party, ami at the
escorted the gentlemen to their homes. No
need to tell us that the boys were in paradise
during that evening.

I—'The
j

was; broad shoulders, well—Eicher, a noted horse-thief, recently capformed chest and limbs, and a face strikingly I tured at Newton, Iowa, is also a somewhat
I
celebrated
player. The other evening
handsome; a sharp, clear blue eye, which the marshalviolin
of Newton took his musical prisstared you straight in the face when in con- j
The
oner to a dance and had him fiddle.
inclined to be [
marshal stepped one side to get a glass of
j versation; a finely-shaped nose,
I
aquiline; a well-turned mouth, with lips only beer, and the result is that a rew ard of $100 is
i partially concealed by a handsome moustache. | oflered for the apprehension ol liis orchestra.
1

j

.!■■■—»
_
_

sickly summer, ami that those cheerful
gentlemen confidently anticipate tlie coming
j of the Asiatic cholera. If it would only
have a
FRIDAY MORNING, MARCH IS*, 1872* visit Washington (Jen. Grant might
quiet summer undisturbed by the inroads of
politicians.
The Domlulun.
! a

THK PIIE8S. j

ihe hue seem to be
of the
quite
In Onare.
or as “the old folks at home”
been displaced
tario the old government has
under the
by a liberal and very vigorous one,
able leadership of the lion. Kdward Blake,

neighbors across
much stirred up

Our

as

States,^

as we

rising statesman of flue promise. Mr. Sanfleld McDonald, an ex-liberal, and recently
leader of what is kuown In Canada as the
“patent combination, "seems to have lost the
strong hold upon the confidence and respect
of the people which he formerly enjoyed.
The late session of the local Parliament was
a bitter and stormy one.
The coalition government bore its defeat with exceeding ill
a

grace, its members revenging themselves upon
their successful antagonists by hurling charges
of
and fraud with the utmost

corruption

recklessness upon the leaders of the Liberal
party. Much of the time of the session was
wasted before committees of investigation,
and in bitter personal debates. But the “patent combination” party as signally failed to
make good their charges, as patent combination
the

gentlemen in this country—the Schurz’s,
Tiptons, the Bayards and the Casserlys—

have done in their assaults upon Gen. Grant
and the Republican party.
In the Province of Quebec a new national
party lias been organized which is said to
The wisest
mean misliief to the old liners.
statesmen and the ablest men in this province, such as Sir A. T. Galt, Mr. Hunting-

don—(a gentleman who would be conspicuous for ability and eloquence in the Senate of
the United States)—Mr. Dorion, Mr. Holton,
and others are the avowed or reputed friends
of colonial independence.
In New Brunswick a fierce war is going on
in the local Parliament and among the people
on the school question.
A new school system has been provided which does great
credit to the people of that noble Province—
but it is bitterly and even fiercely opposed
by the ignorant and the stingy of all denominations, and by the Catholics especially. Upon this question the government has been attacked in the House of Assembly upon a
motion of want of confidence.

going

was

but it was

believed the government would be sustained.
It is as if the Catholics of Maine should
make

upon our common school system
and denounce it as Godless, because it was
war

Gov, Wilmot, whose eloquent
speech in the famous Portland Convention in
1850 is remembered by many of our people,
is the present Chief Magistrate of that Provnot sectarian.

ince.

In

politics

religion

a

he is

Liberal.

a

We

Methodist and in

the

confident

are

of education in that Province will not
suffer, if it is in his power to prevent it.
cause

In Nova

Sfcotia, whose people are nearly a
duplicate of the Yankees, Sir Hastings Doyle,
a bright Irishman of 70, but who would be
taken for not more than 55 years old, is the
popular and successful governor. There, the
auti-confederationists are in power, the Hon.
Mr. Anuard of the Halifax Chronicle, being
the leader in the upper House, and the Hon.
Mr. Vail, an able lawyer of Digby, in the
lower. A very animated and personal debate
uao

just

icimmaii'ii

Governor’s address.

in

tat-

The

jam:r

upon

government

was

dragoon

her

people into silence upon, much less into
approbation of, that outrage. One of the
men most hated by the government party is
Dr. Tupper of the Dominion Cabinet. He is
known to be able and adroit, and believed to
be false and corrupt; and if half the stories
reported of him, some of which seem to be

strongly supported,

are

true, his connection

with the Dominion government is a scandal
and a disgrace.

Prince Edward’s Island, though not of the
Dominion, is also the theatre of a rumpus.
Kailroad questions, contracts and alleged
frauds, here and there, have stirred up the
people from one end of the island to another,
and altogether the government has been drivto dissolution.

en

This Province and New-

foundland have persistently and wisely kept
out of the confederation—all efforts to induce them to unite their fortunes with the
new government have signally failed, and the
people are rejoicing over their freedom. The
time is not distant when a

Newfoundland,

will be the

railroad, crossing
line of a large

travel between the new world and the old.
The communication between Portland and

St. John, N. B., has been easy and frequent
by means of the International Steamship
Company’s excellent vessels, and will be increased by the opening of the European and
North American Railway. By the Carlotta
and the Chase

weekly

and

semi-weekly intercity and Halifax,
and a large trade has been opened. A new
and elegant side-wheel steamer, the “Falmouth,” is to be put on this line the coming
season, and the “Emperor” is to be placed on
the route between Portland and Falmouth,
Nova Scotia. Falmouth is perhaps the most
thriving city in Nova Scotia, and is but 170
miles from Portland. We are anticipating a
large and profitable trade between these cities. Our connection with the Canadas by
the Grand Trunk Railway is already close
and important; but additional facilities for
course

is had between this

intercourse with them will be furnished upon
the completion of the Ogdensburg road.
From our proximity to the most of these
Provinces and from our
intercourse with them

our

special facilities for
people ought to be

well informed in regard to their condition
prospects, and interested especially in
their business movements and enterprises.
We hope to give hereafter a brief review or
resume of Dominion and Provincial affairs as
often as once a week.
and

Nast

Schurz.
Senator Schurz is unfortunate in
having
vs.

a

there is added to this a face which would enable him to play Mephistopheles without the

slightest aid of stage disguise the tout ensemble is very striking. Nast in Harper’s Weekly has caught his expression with wonderful
nicety. The portraiture is more strictly accurate than any photograph could make it. It
seems that Nast’s special vigor on this subject is partially explained by a little conversation between Schurz and him at a dinner party in Washington at which both were guests.
Schurz says to Nast “You won’t make any
more pictures of me sir,” “AhI
why not?”
"Because you will be instructed by your employers not to; and, if you persist, you will be
The effect of the word “chastise” on uman like Nast may
readily be imagined and the last number of
Week-

ly

sir.”

shows the result.

The eminent fairness with which the New
York Tribune is conducting the political dis-

preliminary to the party conventions,
is admirably disclosed by the spirit in which
it receives the proposition that Republicans ought to accept the invitation to unite
in a “conference” at Cincinnati.
It regards
that movement with
great disfavor, showing
that it really regards the Cincinnati Convention as a sham, and that it would make it a
gathering of those who are Republicans only
in name. If the projectors of the Convention accept its views the call should be modi-

cussions

to invite a conference of those
gentlemen only who wish to devise means
for deso as

feating the Bepubttcan party.
There arc no less than eleven men who
will oiler themselves to the New
Hampshire
Legislature, which meets in
as candi-

dates
course

ian masters. In 1822 tlie building was removed
by Frederick William III., and at about the
same time arose a group of painter* of peculiar
merit who laid the foundations of whatis known
Of late
as the Dusseldorf school of painters.
years there has been an average annual attendstudents at the place.
ance of about 400 art
Tlie actual extent of tlie damage will ho awaitod with much interest.
The English Parliament

is

blessed

witli

practical joker, Lord Alfred Bury, eldest son
tlie Earl of Albemarle, and Civil Secretary

a

of
of

Canada several years ago. This versatile gen
ticinan lias reportorial talents of a high order.
Some time since lie sketched a scheme for tlie
of the Colonics from Great Britain,
which gave birth to the lying dispatch which
has been going the rounds concerning a recent
treaty for the independence of Canada. It
turns out now that the pretended summary of
the Queen’s speech published by the Pall Mall
Gazette in advance of the opening of Parlia-

separation

ment, and which contained singular references
to the Alabama claims, was a pure fiction emanating from the same humorous nobleman.
Maine Central directors voted, at a
meeting held at Augusta, Wednesday, to issue
bonds not exceeding $9,000,000, oh forty years,
at 9 per cent., for the purpose of retiring the
bonded indebtedness of the road and its branches
and for putting the road and its equipment in
first class condition. Artemas Libby, Esq., of
The

Augusta, on the part of the Portland & Kennebec Company, Hon. J. H. Drummond of Portthe part of the Maine Central Company, and Mr. G. C. Moses on the part of the
Androscoggin Company, were made Trustees
of the bonds. It is claimed that this rostriction upon the amount of bouds will materially

land,

on

increase their value and prompt sale.
Sharp.—The Toronto (Canada) Globe having
made a fierce attack on the Washington Treaty
and on Sir John A. Macdonald for having sigued that famous instrument in behalf of the
New Dominion, the Montreal Star, which advocates separation from the mother country,
sharply retorts: “Assuming to be the essence
of ‘loyalty,’ the Globe’s cavilling at the Treaty
is very much out of place. It should know that
as long as Miss Canada plays
the baby, and
clings to Mrs. Britannia, she must expect to be

spanked

now

and then."

The Directors of the Maine Central Railroad
Company have appointed Messrs. A. P. Morrill, Abner Cobum and George L. Ward a committee to make a searching investigation into
the expenditures of the road for the purpose of

making every possible

retrenchment.

The Hartford Courant says the defeat of the
Democracy :n Connecticut “promises to be
more overwhelming than it was in New Hampshire.”
_

Washington Matters.
PACIFICATION OF LOUISIANA.

The Louisiana Republicans are burying their
hatchets and smoking the pipes of peace. It
may be that Mr. Ingraham, a colored man, will
be appointed United States Marshal in place of
Mr. Packard, who has been active in his opposition to Governor Wamiouth, but peace is to be
re-established among the Republicans at the
Crescent City.
JOHNSON’S MILITARY PROMOTIONS.
Gens. Rufus Ingalls and Rufus Saxton are
leading the opposing forces in the Quartermaster General's Department in. their present onANDY

slaught on Congress against and for the proposed legislation wiping out the promotions
made by Andy Johnson out of precedence.
THE RRIT1SH-AMRHTCA V CLAIMS COMMIHHTOV

will

adjourn in a few days to meet again at
Newport in the fall. Meanwhile Recorder Survey, the British Commissioner, will return to
London to take his seat in the House of Com-

June,

for the United States Senate.
Of
Senator Patterson and Hon. E. H.

Rollins are the most prominent men in the
list, but the friends of ex-Govemor Onslow
Stearns are said to be preparing to push his
claims with all the force at their command.
The New York Herald makes an admirable suggestion. It would have the
Republicans accept the cordial
invitation in the call
for the Cincinnati Convention
to confer on
political affairs. Having listened to all that
the sponsors for that
meeting, like Sumner,
Schurz and Trumbull, have to
say, it would
have Grant nominated as the
natnral and
proper result of the conference.
A cheerful rumor comes from
York to the effect that the physicians

New

predict

The 1‘anrll that is MiKhtierthan the Pen.
A SKK.TCH OK THOMAS NAST.

Thomas Nast, the caricaturist, lias now become a national celebrity as ltmoh as Horace

(Iroeley or Charles Sumner. Since he is otinnparatlvely a new candidate for popular favor,
the following somewhat elaborate review of his
character, history and works, from the New
York Times, will prove Interesting:
There is a great merit which belongs to Mr.
Nast, and of which the public generally have
a tolerably fair
appreciation already. It is
that he always worts iu the interests of the
great Ik sly of the people, llis sympathies are
mstiuctively with the popular 'cause. Some
persons may remember his Tammany pictures
linin' distinctly than anv others, but the good
and hearty work he performed during thu war
ought never to be forgotten. In 1804, when
“compromise with the South” was the great

Chicago, Nast drew a terrible picture, in
cry
which he explained what such a compromise
at

graves of the Union
dead, and weeping women bonding over them.
(>n these graves was a broken sword, signifying the broken Union—a Confederate officer
was triumphing over a maimed Union soldier,
and on the tombstones was inscrilied “In
memory of our Union heroes who fell iu a useless war.” The negroes, in chains, formed a
melancholy background to a picture which did
more barm to the
“compromise” party than all
the leading urticlcs that could be written.
the
war, and the long contest wliicb
Throughout
followed in and out of Congress, Mr. Nast was
always on the right side. In bis own way, he
did far more for tlic popular cause than some
men who now boast in the Senate aud elsewhere of their “heart that never quails,” and
their “inestimable services” to the country.
Nor has Mr. Nast devoted his talents excluHis social sketches
sively to political life.
have been numerous, and always aimed at
some fault or vice of the age.
He is the artist
of home life—he never tires of
depicting the
happiness of the fireside, aud the miseries of
that selfish aud artificial existence which too
many persons (even in married life) pursue. In
one of his sketches, “Marriage a la inode,” he
represents a dejected-looking bridegroom leading a gorgeously-attired female from the church
in the guise of a white elephaut—the husband
looking already as if he were rather at a loss to
know how to manage bis bargain. In another
powerful sketch (published in 1869) he depicts
the “Wife of the period.” She is seated In a
box at the opera, surrounded by male flatterers, one of whom is slipping a note into her bouquet. Witli her disengaged hand she is waving off lier husband, and little children with
their bands clasped before them appeal
to her in vain.
The picture lias a depth
of patlios
in it
whicli
must move all
who
look at
it
perhaps, the
|except,
“wife of the period.” “Like Mistress, like
Maid” represents the model house-wife sleeping away her day on the sofa, while “Biddy”
is snoring outside the door with her duster in
band, and her broom littering up the staircase.
Here, too, the moral is no less obvious than
true.
Scores of such sketches as these have
been contributed by Mr. Nast to Harper’s Weekly—the paper iu which he generally does his
work, and which is fortunate in having secured
the services of one of the greatest caricaturists
the century has produced.
Mr. Nast can score very deep marks with his
pencil—as witness his caricatures of Hall,
Tweed, Sweeney, Connolly and many others
who have been unlucky enough to become his
subjects. The qualities which a man has
would

mean.

There

were

—

i:*,.

_....

...............

4-.. *1........
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expression of his face. The sensuality and
greed of Tweed, aud the cunning of Sweeny
were
to be read plainly enough in Nast’s
drawings of them.

It is

this power of
accurately describing men in a picture
which renders Nast so formidable. A sneak
is a sneak as he comes from Nast’s pencil. As for his drawings of the Irish demagogue, they are an epitome of the history of
New York city during the last dozen years.
Future historians could better afford to" pass
over files of newspapers tlian Nast’s drawings
of scenes in which the Irish politicians and their
His
dupes have taken so prominent a part.
sketch of the St. Patrick’s Day of 1807 represents a terrible scene.
The way in which he
has opposed the attacks of the Catholics on our
public schools must bo fresh in the reoollection
of most of our readers.
Decidedly the Irish
priesthood has no cause to bless Mr. Nast.
He is a thorough Protcstaut, aud is not in favor
of allowing any one sect in the community to
harass or oppress another sect.
In all these
fields of labor Mr. Nast has not only shown
himself to be an artist gifted with very
remarkable
but
he
has
also
powers,
done a vast amount of good, and
done
it in a very modest and manly manner.—
When it is remembered that he is now only
thirty-two years of age, most people will feel
surprised that so much memorable work has
been doue by a man who is yet only at the
threshold of active life. Much may be expected from the career which lies before him. It
is scarcely possible that Mr. Nast can fail to
create for himself a name aud reputation not
inferior to that of the most eminent artists of
his own school who have flourished abroad. It
may be that in a time of angry political controversy opiuious may differ with regard to some
of his pictures. He will inevitably be assailed
because he has opinions of his own, aud does
not choose to take a ready made set from the
hands of interested factions. But a candid examination of his works will convince everybody
that Mr. Nast is a man of deep and conscientious convictions, that he is animated by a sincere desire to promote the interests of the great
body of his fellow-citizens, and that lie is opposed to every form of misgovemment, injus-

tice,

or

corruption.

mons.
THE

Letter from Washington.

WHISKEY CHEAT.

Commissioner Douglass stoutly opposes the
earnest efforts of a large number of whiskey
manufacturers to secure a revocation of the
order prohibiting distillers from putting burnt
sugar and other coloring matter in spirits, for
the purpose of creating a fictitious proof and
giving new whiskey the appearance of age.
Matilda Hekon has again come before the
no enviable light.
The California papers have the following version of a strange,
eventful history:
Mr. Harvey Byrne, a lawyer of San Francisco, who has just died, it appears was secretly
married in that city on the 10th of June, 1854,
to the celebrated actress Matilda Agnes Heron,
who is now en route for San Francisco, for the
purpose of contesting the will as the legal wife
of the deceased. At the time of this marriage
Miss Heron was in the zenith of her fame, and
was
regarded as one of the most talented and
fascinating actresses on the American stage.
The honeymoon lasted but five brief days, and
on the 15th of June the romantic pairbadeeach
other a fond adieu, and the bride sailed for Panama on the Sonora to fulfil the
engagement that
was to be
her farewell to the stage, the young
husband remaining behind to attend to his business
and to arrange his affairs that he could
join the object of his Idolatry at the time agreed
upon.
Turning his whole attention now on his business
affairs, he soon a-ranged matters to his
satisfaction, and within a short time sailed for
New York, buoyant with the good hopes and
high expectations love alone can inspire in the
human heart, but which, alas! were doomed to
vanish, “like the baseless fabric of a vision.”
He remained with her but a single night, and
then their early life-path diverged forever. It
is only known of this parting that the information affecting the young wife’s conduct during
her absence was now given him, and it must
nave been of such a character that thesecsitive
nature could not overlook.
With a heart weighed down with agony the
disappointed man returned to San Francisco.
If Miss Heron is legally Mr. Byrne’s widow,
she is entitled under the laws of the State, to
one-half the property acquired since the date of
the marriage—which is comprised in what is
known as “Broadway Block,” on the northwest
corner of Broadway and Kearney streets, San
Francisco, which is said to be heavily mortgag-

public in

If she

nroves

his

niurriaore

yntl

11,-.t

,»n

divorce was obtained, she, of course, subjects
herself to prosecution on a
charge of bigamy,
she having married a man named Stoepel suband
went
his
name.
The entire
by
sequently
estate of Mr. Byrne is valued at over two hundred thousand dollars, on a portion of which
there is a mortgage of $00,000.
The following is the portion of Chaplain
Cudworth’s prayer in the Massachusetts House
of Representatives that stirred up the members :
“The earth is Thine, O Lord, and the fullness
thereof; the world and they that dwell therein;
and now that another of the world’s great questions presses into this chamber for an answer—
What can we do for woman? And Clamor anClamor answers again,
swers, ‘Let her vote.’
‘Don't let her vote.’ Clamor thunders, Clamor
whines, Clamor prays, Clamor jeers. Shall we
hear the jeer of Clamor? God forbid! If there
be any stain of a right withheld from those
bright, blessed beings, who, as mothers, wives,
sisters, daughters, companions, friends, make
up so much of the happiness of the Commonwealth homes, give us wisdom clear enough to
sec. and will strong enough to expunge that
stain from the records of our otherwise prosperous State.”

Harper’s

We print elsewhere a
very entertaining
sketch of Nast taken from the N. Y. Times.

fied

transferred to Munich;
of its masterpioes
but 14,000 original drawings and 24,000 engravings and easts remained, and received in 1841 an
addition of 800 water color drawings after Italwere

ed.

face, expression and figure particularly well
adapted to caricature. His long thin legs,
small body and high shoulders would make
ample material for the caricaturist but whan

chastised,

lery

me

strongly sustained. Nova Scotia was swindled into the confederation, and the Dominion leaders have not been able to

Destruction ok the Dussklikirk Gallery
—All interested in art matters wilt hear with
deep regret of the destruction by fire of the
world-famous Academy of Art at Dusseldorf,
Prussia, together with a large number of the
most valuable paintings it contained. 1 lie galas hit to, and many
was established us early

The debate

advices,

at our last

on

very

Nashua & Rochester Railroad.—A nieetingof the directors of this corporation was held
in Boston on Saturday for the purpose of locating the road and leasing the same to the Worcester & Nashua Railroad Company in accordance with a previous vote of the stockholders.
During the session of the Board an injunction
was served
upon the directors restraining them
from locating the road. It is understood that
this injunction was issued by Judge Ladd, of
our Supreme
Court, on the petition of certain
citizens of Derry and Chester who desire the
location of the road through their towns. Un
der the new aspect of affairs the Directors voted to call a special meeting of the stockholders
to act upon the question of locating the road
end the meeting will be held at the Court Room
in this city on the oth of April next. The lease
of the Nashua & Rochester road by the Worcester & Nashua Company, for a term of fifty
years, at 6 per cent, on the cost of construction,
and delivered by the
was duly signed, sealed
directors of each corporation. It is well understood that the directors of the two corporations have nearly unanimously concluded that
the road must be built by the Southern route,
and there seems to be no doubt that the stockholders will so decide at the meeting on the Oth
of April.—Nashua Telegraph,

Scribner’s Monthly for April contains twenty-four papers on a variety of subjects widely
different, but all alike of interest to the general
reader. The first article is entitled “The Mare
Island Navy Yard,” “followed by “Curiosities
of Plant Life,” “Hidden Treasures”—an instructive paper

mining—and “The Silent
College at Washington,” all of which arc copiously illustrated. The fourth paper of “Back
Log Studies,” by Sir. Warner of tlie Hartford
Courant,

on

“Awakened Japan,”

“A

Russian
Mrs. Oli-

Washington, D. C., March 10, 1872.
“BARKIS TRUMBULL” AND HIS FIFTY SINS.
The debates in the Senate for a week past
have not beeu so exciting as they were daring
the discussion of the French Arms Investigation, but they have beeu spicy and personal to
a degree quite inconsistent with real Senatorial
dignity, and without eliciting any truths calculated to enhance the respect due to so distinguished a body. The point was on a motion of
Mr. Conkling for an investigation into recommendations for office by certain Senators with
a view to determine the comparative virtue of
each, or active interest of each in the matter of
patronage. It all arose from an attempt of Mr.
Trumbull to parade his superior merit in re-

spect to influencing appointments; but Trumbull being known as an actual sinner in this
business it really seemed hard to brother Senators that he should he suffered to represent
himself to the country as ageuuiue saint unless
the facts were in h1s favor.
Admitting the
wickedness and impropriety of Senators signing recommendations for office, which was the
gist of Trumbull’s accusation, the effort to establish his own righteousness because he had

only sinned fifty times in three years was a little ludicrous, and yet the grave Senators debated it earnestly. Morton attempted to show one
hundred and three acts of transgression but
Trumbull insisted that the fact of his signature

proved a vital interest in only about fifty or so,
quite adroitly succeeded in getting up a

and

wrangle upon the import of his name upon the
odd fifty-three cases, thus diverting in a measure the attention due to the
enormity of the
fifty cases confessed. The whole spectacle was
far from exhilarating.
It certainly was not
Senator strive to make capita^
out of the fact that eussedness had only got
the better of him fifty times, hut it was more

pleasant to

see a

unpleasant still to have

a talk of several
days
the point whether he was a little better or a
little worse in that respect than any one else.
Mr. Trumbull mentioned as an amelioratiagcircumstance that one of the appointments made

on

Vila

n>nnpfit.

wna a

rnlatirn

nf

ltiu

ilnonn an/1

wife,—a pathetic allusion showing the possession of some degree of human feeling on his
part, and establishing the fact that no more
than forty-nine of the cases were affected
by
purely malicious or mercenary considerations;
and 1 am happy to note the impovement in the
male sex since the beginning, for it will be re-

membered that Adam charged the whole of
his transgressions to the influence of his wife
while Trumbull is willing to assume forty-niue
fiftieths himself,—and this the only valuable
thing I can discover in the contest.
SENATOR HOWE ON THE CIVIL SERVICE.

Mr. Howe made an able speech on civil service reform, much superior to Carpenter’s on
that question, and the Senate by one majority
voted to raise §50,000 to test the scheme of Mr.
Curtis.
brook’s INVOCATION OF WEBSTER AND CLAV.
The House on Wednesday had an animated
talk on the amendment to the appropriation
bill giving an extra half million as a subsidy
to the China line of steamships, which brought

leading orators of the House of both political parties, though for a wonder it was not
made a party question. The amendment was
out the

defended by Dawes, Garfield, Bingham, Hale,
and notably James Brooks, democrat and free
trader of New York. It was opposed by Butler, Fernando Wood & Co., and Farnsworth
was anxious to help American Industry by allowing the Company owning the line to do
their business with British ships—an odd way
of building up a home navigation interest and
giving us the mastery of the seas. Brooks
showed that nearly all the old Democrats of the
stamp of Polk, Bobert J. Walker and Stephen
A. Douglas were in favor of measures of this
also were Clay, Webster and Crittenthe Whigs generally, but it must be
admitted that the impression in relation to the
statesmen of Polk’s time is akin to Hosea Big-

kind,

as

den and

low’s.
“That

they didn’t

know

And what Webster
now so

important

or
as

Judee.”
Douglas thought is not
what Wood, Crebs and

everything

down in

Speer think on

the question of subsidies,for they
have votes, and the voting days of the others
ended some time ago.
A

GLARING INCONSISTENCY.

1 believe your Maiue people have heard some
from the Democrats about the
decay of American Commerce under the blighting neglect of Gen. Grant’s administration, but
the policy of aiding it was as warmly opposed

plain language

by Wood, Beck and Farnsworth,
declare

as the other
its ruin.

of unusual interest.
phant s serial, At his Gates,” is continued,
which, with several short stories, make that
department attractive.

policy whichjthey

The maximum money value of human life
has been determined by an act of the Ohio Leg-

themselves rhetorically over the great prize of
Asiatic commerce—and then to remember that
less than two years ago they were all found arrayed in hostility to the same ideas and policy

Easter”

are

islature, fixing $10,000

as

may be demanded from

killiug anybody.

a

largest sum that
railway Company for

the

was

After all there was something amusing in observing the eagerness with which sundry gentlemen—notably Mr. Garfield—defending the
principle of subsidy, and how they spread

as

suggested by Mr. Lynch (and favorably by

the President) In the special report made by I of Cyrus Wormell, the Judge allowed *70.68.
S. R. Hutehius was allowed *110.47. In regard
(list gentleman's eommittee on the decline of
t<> the ease of Cyrus M. Wormell, the claimant
American commerce. Some mcu are hanl to not being present, the Judge dismissed his
please. Those New Hampshire Democrats, for claim, as the resolve reads that it ahull lie re- j
Court at this March term.
instance, wanted free trade, and yet when a ferred to the
l'KNOBHUOT COUNTY.
commencement was made on tea and coffee,
Coustuble Walker, of Hunger, who holds the
they voted against it and did not find their eroffice of Insiiector of Customs and Is specially
ror till they examined the returns of the late
employed us a detective on the European A
election. But things will work so sometimes.
North American Uailmud, makes himself generally useful while travelling in the service of
Those New Hampshire returns came in beauthe Government. The Whit/ says he has found I
tifully and we were pleased all round. The *5363 worth of stolen goods
on the road during
Democrats were gratified becauso the result In- tho past year, all of which have been restored
dicates what they have got to do—so they say—
to the owners while the thieves are paying tho
and as
were iu much doubt on that
i penalty of the law.

SPIUNO

KOI. LINN

presented by Sumand Schurz doesn’t take strong hold of the

ner

against Gen. Grant

as

people. It has broken down in
the personal grievances of Mr. Sum-

hearts of the

fact,

and

any other man are not enough to make
Sumner and Greea platform in these times.
ley are Republicans by natural affinity, and
ner

or

cannot promote their principles through Democratic agencies, uor can the Democrats use
them as tools, or follow them as leaders; hence
an attempt to unite will only assist the administration, and make more certain the rc-electiou
of Gen. Grant.
Helen.

Bowdoin College Matters.
The era of good feeling—The Gymnastic Department—Four new Instructors—The Military Department—The Spring Lectures—A
Venerable
We

Professor

are uow

tic exhibition in Portland at the close of the
The proceeds of the entertainpresent term.
ment will be’devoted to boating interest, which

than to sink thousands in expensive buildings
of which there is no present and pressing need.
The military drill under Major Sanycr of the
United States army, is a novelty, also intro"
duced during the present term.
The usual spring lectures under the auspices
of Mr. Pattee of the class of ’71, have been very
successful thus far. The first was given by
Prof. Chadbourne, in which he vivedly set before his audience the physical peculiarities of
the Mormon territory, its inhabitants and their
prospect, illustrating uow and then with an
amusing anecdote.
In place of the second lecture on Tuesday

evening reading
given by Prof. Churchill
of Andover. His preservation of the widely diversified characters, both in tone of voice and
expression of countenance was so natural that
it required but the slightest effort of the imagination to behold before one the invisible Mr.
Squeers or the Celtic pastor in his zealous exertions in behalf of the subscription list.
Last evening the third lecture was delived by
a

was

Wendell Phillips upon the “labor question”
and as a mutter of course called out a large and
attentive audience.
Last Tuesday Prof. Packard was presented
with a gold-headed cane by the class of *72 as a

No,

DO

iicna

licius

mj

in

Now

The New York Herald estimate that the fortyfive thousand Irishmen who paraded the streets
of that city St. Patrick’s day, suffered in pocket to amount of ten dollars each or $450,000.
Mr. Charles K. M. Moulton, husband of Mrs.
Lillie Moulton, who has been giving concerts
the past season, died at Cambridge ou Sunday
at the age of forty-three years.
He had been in
delicate health for some time, but his death was
sudden and quite unexpected.
It is said that American copper cents circu-

Insurance Commissioner

Miller,

A bill

was

reported

in the New York Assema

debt of $6,600,000 to supply the deficiencies in
the appropriation for the canal debt, payable in
four, eight and twelve years by a direct tax;
the interest also to be provided for in the same
way. The act will be submitted to the people
at the next election. The bonds are to bear
six per cent, interest.
The Governor of Virginia is about to commission four hundred colonels of militia. The
rest of the Virginians have titles already.
There was a dull butter market at St. Albans
last Tuesday. Fall dairies brought from 30 to

33c; winter 20

26c, and new butter 28 to 32c.
Cheese advanced from 17J to 19c.
Two politicians of Brooklyn, N. Y., recently
got into a controversy, and as no amount of
to

persuation seemed to cool the ire of one of the
parties, he challenged his opponent to fight a

duel. The latter having a right to the choice
of weapons, insisted on rotten eggs. It was
useless for the challenger to plead the ridulous

position

in which they would be placed. His
antagonist insisted. They met; a limited number of eggs were used on both sides, and they
separated, neither being dangerously wounded.

Town Elections.
CUMBERLAND

COUNTY.

Raymond—Moderator, Levi Jordan; Clerk,
O. B. Lane: Selectmen and Assessors, H. J.
Lane, David Nash, Charles N. Wilson; Supervisor, George Sylvester; Collector; Jordan
Brown.
LINCOLN COUNTY.

Somerville—Clerk, Anson B. Bowler; Selectmen, John B. Dodge, Levi Turner, Henry
D. Clark; Treasurer, Simon Moor; Supervisor,
A. B. Bowler; Auditor, A L. Soule; Collector,
David Chadwick; Town Agent, Josiah Bruce.
Wiiitefield—Selectmen, J. M. Carleton,
John Byan, R. A. Ware; Clerk, J. W. Tarr;
Treasurer, Jas. E. Morse; S. S. Committee; R.
S. Patridge; Auditors, Win. F. Carleton, R. S.
Partridge.

KNOX COUNTY.

Warren—Town Clerk, J. M. Studley; Selectmen, Sam’l Thomas, Joel Hills, Warren
Lindley; Assessors—J. U. Cutting, David
Creighton, David Patterson; Treasurer, Albert
Richardson; Town Agent, Nathan L. Kalloch;
S. S. Committee, Rev. E. S. Beard; Auditor, A.
M. Wetherbee.
Vinal Haven—Clerk, Watson H.
Vinal; Selectmen, Assessors and Overseers of Poor, James
C. Calderwood, Freeman C. Carver, Otis
Mills;
Treasurer, F. A. Hunt; Collector, Ephraim Allenwood; S. S. Committee, John De Laski.

STATE

NEWS.

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

The Lewiston Journal says the total shipment
of shoes from Auburn and Lewiston stations
the past week have been 1329 cases to 1347 cases
for the previous week. The receipts of leather
have been 79,422 pounds to 61,630 for the previous week.
The wife of policeman Farr, of Lewiston
died suddenly at 3 P. M. Wednesday of heart
disease. She complained of feeling badly a moment before she fell dead from her chair.
She
was 54 years of age and the
day of her death
was her birthday and the
anniversary of her

marriage.

The Standard says application was made to
the Directors of the Maine Central Railroad at
their recent session in Bangor to open the line
under an existing charter from some point on
its road between Auburn and Danville J unction and Mechanic Falls, in Minot, where it
would connect with the Oxford Central Railroad. It is said that the road is easy to construct and will
open a very large amount of
new business to the Maine Central road.
No
definite action was taken.
KENNEBEC COUNTY.

Ten divorces were decreed byJJudge Cuttiug at
the March term of the Supreme Judicial Court
for Kennebec county.
Mr. George L. Farnum, Principal of the
High School in Augusta has sent his resignation to the Board of Directors.

OXFORD COUNTY.

In the case of Cyrus Wormell et als. vs.
County of Oxford, for compensation for services
performed in guarding the Alfred jail to secure
the arrest of Dr. Truman F. Young, the Norway Savings Bank robber, which was heard before Judge Tapley last Tuesday, on the claim
j
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LEACH'S, 84 MIDDLE STREET,

■dies

j
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DRY GOODS
Given Away for the next Ten Days.
STORK

GOING

CLOSED

NOTICES.

Goods

|

acres

Sell them with
YOU

Residence of the late Pliinehas Barnes, Esq., No i
High St., consisting of a Two-Story House contain13
finished rooms besides Halls and closets, with
ing
an abundance of Well. Cistern and Sebago water; lot
50x100 feet. For particulars enquire of
JOHN C. PROCTER. 93 Exchange St.
j
mcn22eod tf
su
Portland, February 10.
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WHILE

STANDARD FLAVORING

Unabated Interest Still Continues I

rolling

EXTRACTS!

& CO.

PERFECT PURITY AND GREAT STRENGTH
There is no subject which should more engross attention than the purity of the preparations which
are used iu flavoring the various
compounds prepared

Donaldaon,

THEIR

W. T.

shall offer

We

Very

Low

[Make Extensive

WE NOW

Maps and pamphlets may be obtained upon application to the selling agents.

7’.

200

One

SELECTIONS

Fifty

For

Cents

I.urge AKHorluimt

of

MAINE.

credited monthly.
CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT issued bearing interest as by agreeme
and available at maturity in
Portland, Boston or New York.
COLLECTIONS of Notes, Drafts, Coupons, and
Dividends made in all parts of the United States and
Canada.
DEALERS in Government and other Investment
Securities and in Gold and Silver Coin.
STERLING BILLS drawn on Englnnd, Scotland
and Ireland. Sight lrafts on Paris, Berlin and other
European cities, Mi ntreal, St. John and Halifax.
Gold and Currency Drafts on Boston and New York.
APPROVED Commercial Bills purchased.
FACILITIES afforded for the transaction of the
Special as well as the General Business of correspondents.
Agents for the sale of the

Bonds of the Portland & Ogdensburg R R
sn

Atmospheric Poison.
The spring sun calls up someth iug besides the
flowers and grasses. It evolves from the damp earth
turbid rivers, stagnant pools and black morasses, the
gaseous provocatives of disease. From the offal and
garbage of unclean cities, too, it exhales an effluvia destructive of health and
vigor. Periodic fevers
of various types are now raging with unusual virulence in various parts of the country, and there are
complaints from all quarters of a singularly unWhat is

to be

done in this

emer-

The answer is simple and to the point.
Strengthen the body. Weakness predisposes the system to disease. Commence at once a course of the
most genial of tonics, Hostetler’s Stomach Bitters.
Be assured that the germs of epidemic and endemic
never

infect the

physique

that has been

fortified and regulated with this glorious vegetable
restorative. A moist atmosphere aggravates dyspepsia, and all diseases of a bilious type, and the sudden
thermometrical changes common at thi6 season, arc
a severe trial even to strong constitutions.
There is
but one way of combatting these deleterious agencies, and that is by invigorating the body, and imparting a healthy activity to all its functions. The
only specific required for this, purpose is Hostetter’s
Bitters. Of all vegetable tonics and alteratives, it is
the purest and the best. Its medicinal ingredients
iuclude all the juices and extracts of the most approved tonic, antl-bilious and antiseptic products of
the botanic kingdom, and they are combined with a
stimulant lar superior in quality to the alcohol used
iu preparing the tinctures and extracts of the “reg-

pharmacopoeia.

“Buy He nod I’ll do you Good.”—DR.
LANGLEY’S ROOT AND HERB BITTERS. No
drugs, no poisons, nothing deleterious, nothing but
healthy roots and herbs, such as Sarsaparilla, wild
Cherry, Yellow Dock, Prickly Ash, Thoroughwort,
Mandrake, Rhubarb, Dandelion, &c., so compounded
as to reach the fountains of
cure all Humors, Liver and

disease,

and

absolutely

Billious Diseases, Jaun-

dice, Dyspepsia, Costiveness, Scrofula, and all difficulties arising from a diseased stomach or impure
blood. Twenty years of unrivalled success has proved
them to be the best medicine in the world.
GEO. C
GOODWIN & CO., Boston, and all druggists,
sn codlGw
Te27

LIVE

Fishing Tackle

and

Sporting Goods,

Wholesale and Retail.
48 Exchange St.

G. L. BAILEY,
mchl5sn

SKIN

DISEASES.

PERRY’S IMPROVED COMEDONE and PIMPLE
REMEDY.—The Skin Medicine of the Age. Is warranted to cure Flesh Woums.iPimples, Eruptions
and Blotched distigur.tionsof the face. Sold by all
Druggists- Depot I’J Bond st., New York.
For Hoik Patchm, Freckle.,
and TAN, use PERRY'S MOTH AND FRECKLE
LOTION. The well known reliable and harmless
remedy for Brown Discolorations of the face. Prepared only by Dr. B. C. Perry, Dermatologist, 49
Bond St., New York. Sold by Druggist everwhere.
M W,VS
mchl6
mi iVw-Om
wl2

Marriage.

Happy Belief for Young Hen from the effects
of errors and abuses in early life. Manhood restored.

debility cured. Impediments to marriage
removed. New^ method ot treatment. New and remarkable remedies. Books and Circulars free, in
Nervous

Address HOWARD ASSOCIA-

sealed envelopes.
TION, No. 2 South Ninth St., Philadelphia, Pa.
mchl6dsn3m

ASTHMA!
cents.

every time. Receipt mailed for 25
F. W. Kinsman, Augusta, Me.

Address
mchI58nlw

BONDS

Having an extensive acquintance in the West, as
well as a business acquaintance of twenty years at
home in Portland, I am making a specialty of these
securities, visiting the localities where they are issued,
investigating them very carefully and buying and
offering for sale only those that I consider among the
safest lor investment. They are issued in $100, $500
and $1000 sizes, running ten or twenty years from
date, and are being taken by our ahrewilest and most
careful investors.
They are dally becoming more
popular, receiving more attention from capitalists
both
seeking
safety and profitable returns for their
investments.
Particulars furnished on application.
Government Bonds converted on the most favorable
terms.
CHARLES n. IIAWKEM,

tf’i

Chicago
Toledo, Ohio,
Leeds & Farmingtou

7 »■

7-SO’a
K. K.

Rochester KK. K.

7’a
7’s

Pacific, Gold,

EASTERN

T*30'>
7*0

RAILROAD

EXCHANGE NT.,
luchTsntf

Shavli,

Bankrupt Stock,

a

a

large Invoice

of

NOTTINGHAM CURTAIN LACES,
Rlegaut Patterns,

For Sale

EDGINGS

AND

two

on

or

improvements.

Emery
Bepddtf
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AT

COST.

In GREAT VARIETY at DECIDED BARGAINS

Enquire
J.

premise

on

A.

DR. MORSE’S “UTERINE TONIC” is
expressly for strengthening the system,
tone and vitality to the various organs,
such weukuesses and complaints as tend
mine

the constitution and

amount of

F. A.

TENNEY

su

which

suffering if neglected.

prepared
Imparting
removing

BANKERS,

to under-

great
nihl6eodsn3m*

cause

LESS THAN
WHOLESALE PRICES.

a

FOR 25c

G5 Dozen more Best

Towels,

EACH.

Turkey Red

Doylies !
FOR 95c PER DOZ.

41 Doz.

more

AT

HALF

27 Pieces
MUCH

Our

d&w

w!2

Ladies’ Hem’d Hdkfs
PRICE.

more

6Jc EACH.

Fine Swiss Checks,
PRICE.

UNDER

30c

YARD.

Entire

Stack Until April
Equally Ltw Pricea.

E.

T.

ELDEN

& CO.,

5 Free St., Portland.

No.
March 13-dtf

1st at

sn

SPECIAL

TO

INVALIDS.

Elixir of

Stillingia

& Iron !

The great American Blood Purifier, composed of Stillingia or Queen's Root, Frost
Weed, Prickly Ash Berries, Yellow Bock,
Pipsissewa, Mandrake and Cardamon
Seeds, Ac., combined with Iron in its purest form.
Stillingia as an alterative or
blood purifier is far superior to Sarsaparilla or any other medicine or combination
of medicines known to the medical profession. It is specially recommended for the
j:....... m_f..in

a.i*

d■_

Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Ulcers aad Sores
Diseases of the Mkin, Boils, Pimples, In.
digestion, Liver Complaint, Dizziness,
Soar Stomach, Dropsy, Sick Headache,
Nervousness, Constipation, Darting Pains
For weak, puny children and females who
require medical treatment, j,we challenge
the world to produce its equal.
PREPARED

BY

THOS. G. LORING, Apothecary

PRICE
mchl5
WOULD

PORTLAND, ME.
$1. Six Bottles

ANNOUNCE

“While

TO THE SICK

There’s Life There’s Hope.”

DR.

LEWIS
T1IE

NATIVE

$5.

TRUE

INDIAN

PHYSICIAN,

consulted free of charge, at his office
Congress St., Cor. JHountfort St.,

Gan be

160
Where he will attend to the treatmeut and cure of all
diseases incident to the human body.
All kinds of
Humors disappear as if by magic, by the use of his

GREAT INDIAN SPECIFIC REMEDIES
Cares nil Female Difficulties.

Burlington. Cedar Rapids and Minnesota 7s.92}
Indianapolis, Bloomington and Western 7s.90

Logans port, Crawfordsville and S. W.. 8s.96
Chesapeake and Ohio 6s.9i
Connecticut Valley 7s.96
New York ami Oswego 7s.95

at No. 34 Wilmot street.
In Boston, March 49, Mrs. Lucy V.. wife of the late
Nathan P. Ryder, and daughter ot the late Capt.
Moses Rollings, of New Gloucester, Me., aged 50 years
1 moth.
tST* The funeral services of the late Dorcas D.
Parker will take place this Friday afternoon at 2j
o’clock, at her late residence. No. 59 Oxford street.

U. S. Bonds and other marketable Securities allowfull price in exchange.
mch22

ed

GILT

FOR

GOLD DUST.

DATE

Batavia.Boston.Liverpool_Mch

For Sale.
A first-class Hack and Livery Stock; all in good
condition. Location one of the best in Portland.
The Stable can be purchased or leased on very favorable terms. For particulars address Box 1680
marl2d2wsn
Portland, Maine.

PROMOTING

FOR

GROWTH

OF

IT DARK

COCOAINE holds, in
iproportion of deodorized
The

a

AND GLOSSY.

liquid form,

COCOA-NUT

large

OIL,

PREPARED EXPRESSLY FOR THIS PURPOSE.

NO

OTHER

COMPOUND

posesses the peculiar properties which so exactly
suit the various conditions of the human hair.
For sale by all Druggists.
no29 sn
eodly

SAVE THE CHILDREN.
MULTITUDES of them sutler, linger, and die, because of Pin- Worms.
The only known remedy
for these most troublesome and dangerous of all
worms in children or adults is DR. GOULD’S PINWORM SYRUP. Purely vegetable; sure death to
all worms; a valuable cathartic, and beneficial to
health, Warranted. Price reduced to 50 cts. per
bottle.
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston.
jan31d&w
w5-4m
SN

Batchelor’s Hair Dye*
This superb Hair Dye is the best in the world—perfectly lmrmless, reliable and instantaneous; no disappointment; no ridiculous tints or disagreeable odor.
The genuine Wm. A. Batchelor’s Hair Dye produces IMMEDIATELY a splendid Black or Natural
Brown, leaves the hair clean; sof.t beautiful; docs not
contain a particle of lead or any injurious compound.
Sold by all Druggists.

jylt

SN

Factory,

GOLD DUST.
89 Commercial 8t., opp. the “014 Clock.”
Mar 12-iw

30
30

mc22eod

hereby given,
duly appointed
is

NOTICE

been
the trust of

Miaiatarc Alaeaaac.March 33.
San rises.6.59 I Moon sets. 5.15 AM
Sun Bets.6.15 I High water. 9.30 AM

administrator

16 BOND STREET, N. Y
IV

D&W

To Let.
That part of Richardson Wharf now occupltxl by
Cummings, Leavitt & Wldbor, for Lumber; being
about 85 feet on Commercial St., and running back
about 250 feet.
H. M. PAYSON, Treas.
mchl4*sn2w
32 Exchange St.

that the subscriber has
and taken upou himself
of the estate of

CHANDLER RACKLEFF, late of Deering,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bends as the law directs. Ail persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are required
to exhibit the same; and all
persons iuuebted to said
estate are called upon to made payment to

NEWSi

PORT OF PORTLAND.

Deering, March 5th,

Thursday, March 31.

International

ARRIVED.
passengers and mdse to & A Allan.
Sch John McAdain, Willard, Kockport

GEO. RACKLEFF, Adm’r.

mch22-3w29,-3

1872.

Steamship Company

Special

for Wilmington, NC.
Sch Helen M Waite, Calais for Boston.
Ar 18th—Sch Silver Lake, Reed,
Boothhay, to load
for New York.
CLEARED.
Brig Antilles, Thestrnp, Cardenas E Churchill

Notice.

Steamer New Brunswick will make an extra
trip to Eastport and St. John, leaving Railroad
Wharf, foot of State st., this Friday evening, on arrival of 8 o’clock train from Boston.
mch22dlt
A. R. STUKB8, Agent.

THE

—

Sc Co.
Sch Areola,

Wolston, Fairhaven.

Wanted.
experienced Sales Lady; none other need apply; steady employment, atT. LOBENSTEIN’S
4 Peering Block.
rochfcft f

AN

Sch Martha Sewall, ot Portsmouth, 135 tons, and
20 years old, has been purchased
by S Haskell, of
Deer Isle, for $3500. She Is now at this
port loading
lumber for Providence, and is to sail under command
of Capt Lowe.
Shin Lady Blesslngton, 1048
tons, built at Belfast In
1855, has been sold to parties in New York lor about

No

House and Lot near tbe bead of Watervllle St.
House contains ten rooms in good onier.
Convenient for one or two families.
WM. H. JEBK1S,
Apply to
mar22dlw*
Real Estate Agent.

OF

$22,000.

MEMORANDA.

Barque Com Dupont, from Buenos Ayres, was put
Into the dock at Brooklyn lath and her hatches taken
off, when the lire burnt out. but a steam tirc-ehgine
was on hand and soon
extinguished It. She has a
of wool

A

and hides valued at $200,000, and the
is estimated at 810,000 or 20,000.
Tho fire
took in the wool, 20 bales of which have been taken
out In a very bad condition.
Sch Cora Nash, (of Harrington) Coffin, at New Yolk
from Port Morant, Ja, was 15
days North ot Hatteras
with strong NW gales; 2d inst, lat36, Ion 74, had a
hurricane from ENE, lasting nine hours; lost boat
cargo

damage

HAMBURGS, HAMBURGS.
Edgings and Insertions.
this day,
OPENED
variety of styles.

and davits.
Sch M L Newton,
Murphy, from Calias for Washpnt into New York 10th, leaking badly.
ington,
Seh Sarah A Reed, from Para for New
York, put
into St Thomas 12th lust, with foremast
sprung.
Sch D H Bisbee, (of Camden) Anderson, at New
York from Para, was 10 days North of Hatteras with
NW gales, and was blown off three
times; 10th inst
had a gaie from N W and lost mainbooin; 12th, lat 32
Ion 73, had a hurricane from WS W to NW, lasting 12
hours.

cheapest lot

tbe

8-dtf154 Middle St.

ALLAN LINE!
Montreal Ocean Steamship Co.
CABBYtNO

Passengers Booked to London-

derry

The

Portland.
Ar 20th, brig F H Todd, Maguire, Cardenas 14 days
schs D H Bisbee, Anderson, Para 40 days.
Cld 20th, schs Alzena, Boynton, Havaua; Winner,
Cole, Boston.
Passed through Hell Gate 19th, schs J W
Jones, New York for Portland; G M Wentworth,
Robbins, do for Calais.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 20th, sch Allred Keen, Pills-

Steamship

will leave this port for Liverpool

on

Maturdny, March 93d.
Immediately after the arrival of the Train of the
previous day from Montreal.
Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool, Cabin (according to accommodations). *70 to #NO
Payable in Gold or its equivalent.
For Freight or Cabin Passage, apply to
H. A A. ALLAN, No. 1 India St.
*'"r Steerage Passage inward and
outward, and lor
Sight Drafts on England for small amounts apply to
JAMES L. FARMER,
No. 3 India Sue*.
Portland, Dec, tt-tf

DARIEN—Ar 14th, sch Matthew Kinnev, Barter,
New York.
RICHMOND—Ar 18tb, sch Oliver Jameson, Jameson, Rockland.
BALTIMORE—Ar 18th, Br brig Proteus, from
Cienfuegos for New York, (put in lor repairs); sch
Union Flag, Simmons, Norfolk.
Ar 19th, schs Delmont, Gales, Martinique 26 days;
Cygnus, Small, St John, PR; W F Green, Humphry.
Humacoa 14 days; M C Hart, Delay, Savannah.
Sid 19th, sch Kate Foster. Rosebrook, Charleston.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 10th, brig Hattie S Bishop,
Webber, Matanzas; schs Abby Wasson, Lord, Jacksonville; Carrie Melvin, Andrews, Sagua.
Cld 18th, sch Alcyone, Davis, Caibarlen.
At Delaware Breakwater 19th, brigs Sportsman,
Morton, for Matanzas; Ocean Eagle, Waterhouse, ftn

Snow!

Liverpool.

PERUVIAN, ('apt. Mmilh,

ship*

Mayaguez,

ana

Return Tickets
granted at Reduced Rates.

Havana.
Below 15th, ship C A Farwell,
Smithwick, 20 days
from New York.
Sid ftn SW Pass 14th,
Lydia Skoltield, and
J A Thompson; sch Annie Freeman.

19days; Beta, Browu, Jacksonville; Harper, Griffin,
do; E V Glover, Ingersoll, Georgetown SC; Diploma,
Pinkham, Virginia; Amelia, Kelley, Philadelphia tor

THE

Canadian and Hailed Slates Hail..

Cld 16th, ship L L Sturges, Linnekin, Liverpool;
brig Geo Gilchrist, Hart, Matanzas.
Ar 14tl», brig Eudorus, Cummings, Cardenas; schs
Jas G-Craig, Connors, Utilla; Nellie Chase,
Dalliug.

days’

more than 1000 vards in a great
Prices 12Jc to 75c per yard;
ottered in this city.

ever

A. K. HITLER.
■Mar

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRARCISCO—Ar 12th, ship Commodore, Gilmore, Nanaimo.
Cld 12th, ship Annie Fish, Yates,
Newcastle, NSW
GALVESTON—Ar 18th, sch Alpha, Salisbury, ftn
Boston.
NEW ORLEANS—Cld 14th, brigs Carrie
Bertha,
Soule, Liverpool; U B Gove, Harkuess, Pascagoula.
Cld 15th, barque Carrie Wyman, Cochran, Matan-

Havana.
NEW YORK—Ar 19th, barques Blanche How, Ingersoll, Zanzibar Dec 18; Adelaide Norris, Reed, NewUkraine, Melcher, Rotterdam (Deo 16):
port 69days;
Lizzie H Jackson, Marwica, Havana 12 days; C V
Carter
Matanzas 20 days; Hancock, Colling
Minot,
Matanzas 18 days; Jas E Ward, Nickerson, Matanzas ; T K Weldon, Colson, Caibarien 12 days: Yumuri. Johnson, Sagua; brigs Lewis Clark, Smith,
Cienfuegos: F H Todd, Maguire, Cardenas 14 days;
Atalaya, Cole, Cienfuegos 16 days; FJ Henderson,
Henderson, Sagua 12 days: Cora Nash, Coffin, Port
Morant, Ja, 34 days; Frank Howard, Dermott, Para,
25days; Jeddie, Turner, Frontera, Mex, 21
Mary A Wit ham, Rogers, Port au Prince 2d inst;
Aldanah Rokes, Rhoades, Matunzas via Norfolk;
Paul Seavey, Lowell, Sagua 12 days; Israel
Pease, Baracoa 20 days; Keokuk, Gates,

Home

"E50R a girl from 10 to 12 years of age. Can bate
A tbe benefit of schooling. References given and
required. Address “F”, Press office.
mar22dtf

Boston.
AND

BEAUTIFYING THE HAIR,
AND RENDERING

23

MOBILE—Ar 14th, brig Dirlgo, Hammond, from

COCOAINE,

THE

If* you would have “Peace and.
Good Bread” in the lkinily
buy a "barrel of

City of Paris.New York. .Livenwol_Mch 23
North America.New York. .Rio Juneiro. Mch 23
Minnesota.New York.. Liverpool.Mch 27
Cuba.New Y'ork. Liverpool_Meh 27
Moro Castle.New York.. Havana.Mch 28
Thuringia.New York. .Hamburg.Mch 28
City of Limerick... New York. .Liverpool_Mch 28
Scandinavian.Portland... .Liverpool... Mch 30

Samaria..Bostoi.Liverpool_Mch
Atlantic.New York. .Liverpool_Meh

FLOUR!

THE

OP OCEAN STEAMER*
FROM

EDGED

zas.

feb9snlw*

BURNETT'S

As

invite inquiries relating to Investments, and give
below the prices of a few of the most desirable Bonds:

lu this city, March 21. Mrs. Sarah T., wife of the
late Henry F. Page, aged 64 years 11 mouths.
fFuneral services Sunday afternoon at 2 o’clock,

MARINE

State

DEALERS IN SECURITIES,

Steamship Germany,(Br) Trucks, Liverpool 1st inst,

DR. HENDRICK’S

deposit acCity Bank.

cor*

we

DIED.

Health. Beauty, Strong and Pnre Bich
Blood, Increase of Flesh and Weight
Clear Skin & Beautiful Complexion secured to all.

Boston.

Europe.

Portland.
In Portsmouth, March 20, Daniel McDonald and
Miss Lucy Cobb, both of Portland.
In East Weymouth, Mass., March 3, by Rev. P. J.
Wagner, Isaac M. Dow and Miss Matilda F. Bussey,
both of Boston.

DEPARTURE

St.,

Fonr per cent, interest allowed on
counts, subject to check, drawn as on any

Out-of-town depositors will have their remittances
and collections promptly acknowledged.
We do a General Banking and Commission Business, negotiate Bonds, Stocks, Notes and other Securities, make collections throughout United States and

AT

50 Dozen More of those

Hawley & Co.,

Devonshire,

No. 1

In this city, March 20, by Rev. Geo. vf. Bickuell,
William O. Osborne and Mias Nellie B. Bent, both of

GOODS,

DESCRIPTION,

WORTH $1.25

st.

TVIAJTRIKD.

INSERTIONS

MOURNING GOODS,

OF EVERY

BANK OF DEPOSIT.

story French roof house just finished
Cushman st.; house piped for Sebago, and al
THE
the modern
the
new

£8 Exchange st., Portland.

mch22 dtf

PORTLAND.

TIDIES,

BAIT!

For winter fishing. A fresh supply just iu.
Also a good assortment of

cure

of Counties and Cities in Missouri and
occasionally School Bonds of Missouri and Kansas, with semi-animal Coupons, drawing 10 per cent,
interest, selling at prices which net from

FOR SALE BY

Which will be Sold for about Turn-Thirds the Cost
of Importation.

gency?

speedy

Portland

Central Railroad, Iowa, Gold,

Pauley

Bonds.

Municipa[

Exchange St.

22

NAME

erest

A

BUTTER,

BONDS!

Yard.

Per

New Designs, Selected from

STREET.

terest at the rate of Four per cent,
per annum allowed on all Daily Balances. Accounts rendered and iu-

On

CHOICE

—AT—

{Jiff;

WORTH 50c,

THIS HOUSE is established for the transaction of
General Banking Business.
DEPOSITS received snbject to check at sight. Iu-

ular”

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

—

Peruvian.Portland. ...Lliorpool_Meh 23

PORTLAND,

fevers will

ALSO

OF

Case Best Plaid Jayanese Silks,

Bankers and Brokers.
s'
.»A
V/
)in,i ffi'JT t

healthy spring.

BOXES CHEESE.

H. HI. PAYSON,

BARRETT,

J. B. BROWN & SONS,
BANKERS,

jn3

Feb 24, lat 33 30, Ion 73 20. brig William Robertson,
Clements, from Philadelphia for Sagua.
March 6, lat 31, Ion 67 22, ship Volunteer, from

Ten to Twelve Per Cent. Interest.

mr8sN mwf

a

CO.,

SPOKEN.

Less than Manufacturers' Prices.

At

FOR SALK BV

MIDDLE

HIGGIN80N &
44 State Street,

to

OFFER

HOUSEKEEPING

Gold

for Boston.
Ar at Leghorn 24th ult. Ironsides, Tapley, Ge»oa;
27th, Daviu Chapin, Bunker, Trieste.
Ar'nt Marseilles 3d inat, Rome, Otis. Philadelphia.
Sid 4th, Onnu*, Pettenglll, New York.

FOR SALE BY

Northern

I

ATCHISON,

rates, and express charges

at full market

1st.

One Cose Assorted Blnek Lyons Silks,

«’»

7’«

loo

obliged

shall be

we

CURTAINS,

.jFxo.jf

Trust Company, Trustees of the Bonds.

Price 90 and accrued interest in currency.
The Company reserves the right to advance the
price at any time. Marketable securities received in

Portland 4k

Also

CENTRAL IOWA K. R. Gold.

[Latest by European steamers.]
Ar at Liverpool 3d Inst, Pocahontas, Oliver, and
Marcia Green leaf, Poole, New Orleans.
Sid 2d, North Star, Evans, Callao.
Cld 6th, Kendrick Fish, McCoy, Callao.
Ar at London 6th, Cambria, Davis, Bouton.
Knt out 2d, Thos Lord, Wliittemore, New Orleans;
4th, Rochester, Clough, for do.
Sid fra Cardiff lth, Rosetta McNeil, Sptoul, New
Orleans.
Ski fra Penartk 2*1, Liucoln, Murray, Baltimore.
Passed Aiijier Jan 21, John Clark, Ross, 81nga|»ore

ALANSON TRASK.

mrl4-sn2weod*

April

WTiile improvements are being made.

BONDS!

SWAN &

until

CLOSE OUR STORE

Sole Proprietors, Boston.

7>c

entire stock at

our

Prices

At that time

For sale by first-class Grocers and Druggists gendc3sxeod
erally.

TOPEKA A S. F.

WIFT,

-A. R. ALDRICH «5c CO.,

maintained.
ssr- It is necessary in some cases for persons de- f
siring ‘Burnett’s Superior Flavoring Ex- j
tracts," to insist upon obtaining them in order t !
avoid many of the.factitious brands offered, becaus
,
of their larger profits.
JOSEPH BURNETT & CO.,

CHICAGO, DANVILLE A- VICENNKNR.H. Gold.

Allop, Eastport.

REPAIR* !

appearing much larger. They are the best
and cheapest Fruit Extract the market affords
Their Standard quantity and quality will be
strictly

O’.

AtARQ LAND,

JOHNH. SWIFT,

OBDER TO

their Store and

sizes

EUROPEAN A N. AM. R. R., Gold

HE NR T G.

BLODGETT,

—

competition, and are pronounced
most eminent connoisseurs, proprietors of the leading
hotels, and prominent dealers in the United States
and Canada.
They are neatly put up In five size
—unpaneled bottles, holding more than paneled

7’.

days.

New York Directors:
At. AL EXANDER,

STOCK IMMEDIATELY!

IN

years time and
unrivadled by the

CLEVELAND, OHIO.

New York 10
Sid fm Sagua 1st inst, brig Emma, Smart, tor Portland.
Ar at St John, NB, 16th, schs The Star, Sadler, ami
Ada Louba. O’Neil, Portland; 18th, Clara Jane, Mc-

Louis,.Secretary

Iloilo for Boston.

REDUCE

eighteen

O’.

York, Idg.
At St Thomas 7th inst, brig Amelia Ann, Izatt, fm
Halifax for Boston, repairing.
Sid fin Mayaguez 25th ult, sch Juliet, Strout, for
NewburyiK>rt.
In port 28th ult, schs Mar)’ Ella. Thomas, fm Portland, ar 27th, disg; T S McLellan, Farr, fbr N»*w
York; and others.
At Guantanamo 28th ult, sth Nelllsson, Keene, for

are:

:

These Extracts are warranted perfectly free from
poisonous oils and acids which enter into the
composition cf many of the factitious fruit flavors
now in the market.
They are not only true to their
names, but are prepared from fruits of the best quality, and so highly concentrated that a small quantity
only need be used.

FOKTLATD.

St.

ult, sch Sarah A Reed, Reed, for New

At Para 23d

Louis,.President.

St.

lust, barque Tulavcra, Carver

Ar at Barbadoes llth

Pernambuco.

first lien upon the road,

The officers

W. Rc William*, New York.Treasurer

the

STATE OF MAINE.

Clenfuego*.

BUTTER AND CHEESE.

HAVE DECIDED TO

Enlarge

stood the test of

The first

D.

LEE,

for the human stomach.

They have

the

are

lands.

Allen,

ONE PRICE AND NO VARIATION

Soups, Oravies, etc.
The superiority of these Extracts consists in their

at the rate

until the connection

G. tlarquund, New York,-Vice Presklent.

Soda Syrups, Ice Creams, Custards, Pies,
Blanc mange, Jellied, Sauces,

day

a

The

About 60

H.

exchange
paid.

March 12-sn2w

Ei T. ELDEN

mile

a

stock and

The Union

CHEAP.

FOR FLAVORING

half

WM. H. S

THEY ABE GOING 80 VERY

B

built, and track-laying will goon

are

already been sold,

II.

AT LEACH’S.
J3 U

Land Grant of

The

of the most extensive and val-

one

road is under contract for building.

at Prices which

no

"is

made to any road by Congress.”

ever

Thomas

REPAIRS.

Selling

Now

are

straight

a

15 feet to th

Little Rock with St. Louis is completed.

TO BK

FOR

grades over

Mortgage Bonds, $8,000,000, $5,000,000 of which have

WILL HE ALMOST

IS

It baa no

It passes through the most thriving counties

of about

WHERE

THE

Texas System of roads.

miles, and it deviates from

301

but six milt's.

whole

j

f*orts;

roads and the Illinois Central

and the Capital, Little Rock.

Glorionit Hummer

The

KNOX COUNTY.

Camden has voted to purchase four hearses.
The Herald explains that the town is not quite
moribund, but there are four villages, and
neither wanted to be taxed to pay for other
people’s grave carriages.

STREET,

—AT—

63

and later

bly Wednesday providing for the creation of

length is

line

of

rORKIGN HO K I N.
At Bombay 12th ult, ships Simla, Salter, for New
York ; Kate Ka von port, from Shield-*, ar 6th. for rice
Cora, Coombs, from Newcastle, NSW. ar r.th,
or do; Bombay, Jordan, from do, ar 6th, for do.
Ar at St Helena 8th ult, ship Arabia, Gage, Munlniain for Falmouth, E.
Passed do 8th ult, ship Jennie Eastman, Nonnuu,
fiom RlUflOOa for London.
Ar at Buenos Ayres Jan 31, barque Ada Gray, Race
New York.
Sid Feb 1, barque Kate Kardiug, Harding, Liverpool; 7th, Sami E Spring, Small, Boston; 9th, .1 F
Pearson, Could. New York.
In i*ort Feb 13, barques Archer, Moody, for Boston;
Josephine, Haven, for do.
At Montevideo Feb 15, barque Satul B Hale, Matthews, for Boston; Paramount, Wiswell, for NYork;
Signal. Saunders, for do.
Sid Jan 28, barque Reuuiou, Tucker, New York;
Feb 5, ship Atalanta, Eastman, Callao.
Sid Feb 9, brig Abbie Clifford, Clifford, Pernambuco
•J H Dillingham, Herriman, do and St Thomas.
In port Fob 24, brig C S Packard. Packard, for New
Y'ork.
Ar at Asninwall Feb 29, brig Sullivan, Perry, Pensacola; Men 6, barque Midas, Higgius, New York.
Sid 27th ult, barque Emma FHerriinan, Nichols,

it will

management,

same

Pacific Kailroad and the

ern

sn

Winter

the

It Is

Kailroad, with flic International Kailroad, the South-

I, 926,400

For Sale.

Christian Association in this city the week he
was discovered to be a defaulter in the Security Insurance Company of New York of which
he was an officer, has come to the surface as
the F. W. Browning who imposed upon the
New York Times in connection with the attack

repeuted.

tf

the State of Arkansas.

Railroad and under the

attention.

Rond is the main

Fulton

across

continuation of the St. Louis and Iron Mountain

:he

W. R.

late in Japan at three times their home value.
Frank W. Ballard who figured so prominentin the national meeting of the Young Men’s

on

Inter**! 1 Per Cent* Gnld, Free nf Tax.

The Cairo nnd

WEAR,

MIDDLE

Wade

NORTHERN PACIFIC R. R. 7-30

lUUlls

MARKKA’*,

of

invite your

w'e

inch ID

slight testimonial of their regard.

The personal interest in the welfare of the students manifested by the kind-hearted and revered Professor richly merits their esteem; and most assuredly this was not meant for an empty token
but was the true exponent of the feeling of
the class.
Guy.

DUE 1801, IN GOLD,

Its

Congress will he urged to make another ap- I
for deepening the channel of the j
St. Croix river. Au appropriation of *15,000 [
in
was made
1867, with a proviso that the Prov- :

is

now attracting unusual attention.
The corps of instructors has been increased
this term by four professors, who are deservedly
popular in their several departments. We
think this a much better way to invest funds

from

-AT-

propriation

SPECIAL

GRANT BONDS,

^oiiueet the St. Louis
To which

BY

ince of New Brunswick should pay a like sum
toward the prosecution of the work; hut this
was uot done, and so the appropriation has reverted to the Treasury. The navigation of the
river has been greatly impeded by thirty years’
accumulations of sawdust, slabs and edgings,
and it is estimated that it will cost *100,000 to
clear the channel; of which New Brunswick
should pay one halt

COMPANY

LAND

Spring Styles,

CKNTF

FOB

IN GENERAL.

Caned.

advancing in all its various interests.
In the gymnastic department Mr. Sargent,
by his earnest efforts, is making physical train'
ings daily more popular. Under his direction
the adepts in agility propose to give a gymnas-

CLOTHS in

*250.

Mr. William Merrill, an unmarried man,
aged about 56 years, dropped dead ill the road
at Sanford ou Wednesday of last week.

iTf
ROAD

irtery for travel

YORK COUNTY.

Brunswick, March 21st, 1872.
having one of those quiet sea-

sons, when everything moves along in its proper
channel, with no class jars to disturb the harThe relations of the stumony of college life.
dents to the executive powers are of the most
pleasant nature, and the institution is steadily

City Messenger,

splendid Stoc k

A

Bath pays her City Clerk *400; Commissioner of Streets, *800; Suiierinteudeut of Schools,
*500; City Marshal, *400; Assistant do, *75;

City Physician, *150;

TAILORS,

BOftTO* A NKW YORK

I I l K»

First Mortgage, Sinking Fund,

BOND,

day received

this

Have

ANI>

CAIRO

1M79.

&

.VERCHAXT

J

case

OF

RAIL

The Bangor Whig says tlio heavy northwest j
there was much danger that they might uuikv
wind thut prevailed during the day Wednesday 1
a false move.
The "Liberal Republicans” like
piled up the loose snow iu drifts, almost equalIt because they say It will compel the Demo- I ling tlioso left by the last storm, and In conse- !
This under some ! quence the roads iu every direction were badly j
crats to come over to them.
blocked again. The Maiue Central traiu from 1
circumstances would be cheering, but it seems
the west was four hours ami twenty minutes
to me that the New Hampshire figures do not
late, not arriving until midnight, anil the Pullshow that when reinforced by the Democrats
man night express did not leave Bangor.
The
traiu arrived at half-past 7 in the evethey all together will be able to chauge the re- B. & 1’.uot
for
tlic
N.
E.
&
A.
waiting
train,
ning,
sult, but can be whip|>ed iu a lump as cheaply which left St.John at 6.40 in the morning and
as tho other way, and this thought pleases the
did uot come iu until 1 o’clock Thursday mornThe bolting Republi- ing. The stages were all more or less delayed,
friends of Geu. Grant.
and will probably have difficulty in getting
cans are pretty good fellows, but labor under
through ou time to-day. March this year lias
the misfortune that the wounds from which
uot been favorable to travel.
the
felt
suffer-are
not
The
by
SAGADAHOC COUNTY.
community.
they

|"

NOTICES.

-jHL..—

_

point

they

SPECIAL

SEW ADVERTISEMENTS

Addlu Marti.ict
iey Long, Wall, Fall River for do;
4 u ruble, New Bedford fordo; Pearl, Smith, R« k*ort fbr Fortress Monroe ; Darius Eddy. Hopkins,
•rovldcmv for New Yolk; Itio. Nutter, from do for
lo; Sil ts M« Loon, Simar, Rockland for New 1Yolk;
lutni'siagon. Sliute, Providence for do: Gertrude
< otner, Pluiuiuer, do for Darien; I«U S Burges*.
rell. do for Orient. LI; Sea Dog, Allen, tin Fall River
lor Jacksonville; M L Newton, Murphy, t alais for
Washington.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 19th, l*arque Philetia,
L’hase, Bueno* Ayres plan 18) for Boston.
Ar 20th. sehs tflla Amrnlen, Smith, Philadelphia tor
Portland; Prescott Haseltine. McDonald, Jacksonville for Boston ; Hannle Westbrook, Littlejohn, Ell*abetln*ort for Portland,
EDGARTOWN-SId lOth, sch Geo Wr Kimball, Jr,
Hall, (from Now York) lor Portlund.
BOSTON—Ar 20th, sch Sophie, Bunker, Sagua.
Cld 2oth, brig Home, Mayo, Darien; acn Belle
Crowell, Nickerson, Wilmington.
Cld 21st, barques Jus C Pendleton, iitcw) Gilmore,
Valparaiso and Callao; A C Small, (I’Biien. f iciituegos; sch Unexpected, (Br> McCaver. Portland.
SALEM—Ar 19th, schs Castellune. Warren, and
Ida Hudson, Greeley, Rockland.

Eagle Sugar Relinery.
Eagle Sugar Refinery having resumed busiTHE
pre]>ared to offer to the trade Sugars
of the
ness are now

I

usual

grades

of their

manufacture.

8.

GEORGE

HI \T,

Agent.
Ill Commercial Street.
March 20-d3w

Cienfuegos Molasses.
1IHDN
1 CHOICE ClKNFUEtlOS
4N TIKRCEM, I MOLASSES per Brig "Ella
Maria," landing at Central Wharf, and fur sal. by

441

GEO. S.

HUNT,

111 Commercial Mi.
March 20-dtf

Wooley,

bury. Pensacola.

NEWPORT—Ar 19th, sch Andrew Peters, Hopkins

Providence for New York.
In port 20th, brig H Means, Staples, Providence for
New York; schs Mansfield, Acliorn, from do for do;
W B Darling, Smith, and A E Wilard, Rich, do for

do; Com Kearney, Philbrook, JFarren fordo; Whit-

For Sale,
boUdlnf

mch 1J-2w
THE

I

now

occupy at No 11 Preble at.
L. F. HOYT.

For
L1KU IT and

ibis office.1"*

Sale.

Confectionery Store for sale

'Ptlt-to^lsgoing west.

at

a

barat

Inquire

i«ywrCTB~—!gaBae
Board of VI unu far lures.
The Hoard of Manufactures held a

THE PRESS.

CITY AND VICINITY.

and Patrick Curran

Bonney

BEFORE JUDGE

LANE,

IN CHAMBERS.

vs. A. O. Libby
assumpsit against the defendants
w ho are traders in Limerick, to recover the price of
three thousand cigars at $20.20. Defendants claims
that there w'as contract price, and that the cigars were
north that price. Decision for plaintiff for $16,20.
Allen Haines.
Symonds & Libby.
John H. Nay vs. Henry Taylor. Replevin for one
horse clipping machine of the value of one hundred

Thursday.—Charles H. Stebbins

et. al.

Action of

quired capital,and report

at

a

subsequent

ILLNESS OF J. W. PERKINS, ESQ.
John W. Perkins, esq a prominent citizen
and a member of the last Legislature from Auburn, lies in a critical condition and little hopes
are entertained of his
recovery. His sickness

originated from his lungs.
WASHINGTON.

meet-

Th.e

A number of other maufacturing enterprises
were debated in an
informal way, and after a

claimed title to the property. Decision for the plaintiff. Exceptions tiled.
Howard & Cleaves.
Bradbury.

A General Indian War Imminent.

General News from the Capital.

dollars. Defendant

Brief

Presentation—Wednesday evening

Under the head of Brief Local News the BosGlobe puts Portland items.
Mrs. Wetherbee, John L. Shaw and Albert
Pennell of this city are to sing at Lewiston on

ton

House

on

C. R. Chisholm & Co., at the Grand Trunk
depot, have received all the periodicals for
April, as well as all the choice literature of the
day.

in Somerset county.
made at tho Casco
Commercial street, kept by

James

Boy very

____________

The Drummer

niN('EI,l.A.JKULN HOT1CEN.

1

rtuvi

The vapor baths which Dr. Mace administers
at Cahoon Block are a luxury that
cannot easily lie paralleled.
They renew the

Steamer New Brunswick will leave here for

The N$w Brunswick makes this extra
take the passengers who have been snow
bound on the E. & N. A. R. R. the past week.

trip

Steamship Germany, Trocks, from Glasgow,
arrived at 8£ o’clock last night, after a rough
passage of tw enty days. She brought no pasDupee’s gallery, Congress
streei, a number of our art-loving citizens were
entertained by a trip to Mt. Desert and to the
Holy Land with the Sciopticon. The exhibition was highly successful.
H. P. Hoadiey, of New Haven, O. A. Dennen, of Mt. Kineo, E. F. Webb, of Waterville,
and C. F. Wise, of New York, are at the Preble
House; T. H. Hubbard, of Biddeford, S. EL
bridge Smith, of^Hartford, aud A. Patterson
booked at the Falmouth Hatel; Walcott
Hamlin, of Dover, N. H., A. J. Davidson, of
Concord, N. H., and J. H. Burleigh, of South I
are

Awivviuii.

ou'ics,

uuiivu

xu. n. uarui-

and S. S.

Cassady, of Boston, and Edward
Hersey, of Bangor, arc at the St. Julian.

ncr

L.

are at me

At 10 o'clock last night two cases of drunkenness were in the station house; only these
and nothing more.
There

party

at

unusually pleasant masquerade
Grand Army Hall last night.

was an

the

New Music.—From Hawes & Cragin we
have received the following new music: “Come
Home Early To-night," ballad, music by Edwin Christie,words by Dexter Smith: “Qui Vive

March, by D. L. Downing, leader of the New
York !)th Kcgiment band, and played by that
famous organization. Rays of Hope Mazurka
by A. E. Warren. “Love will shine through
all,” by Pinsuti, and sung by Miss Addie S.
Kotzschmar’s favorite Easter Carol,
Ryan.
“Come forth and bring your garlands.”
The Folio for April contains a lithograph of
P. S. Gilmore and two very pretty songs. The
and complete collection of
Offertorium,
music for the Catholic church, suited for choirs
of all capacities, and fitted for common and
a new

festive occasions, is published by Ditson & Co.
and for sale by Hawes & Cragin.
Portland Choral Association.—The excellent and successful choir which lately
brought out the Cantata of “The Haymakers”
have permanently organized themselves under
the above title, with Mr. Charles E. Hodg-

kins

The hall in

leader.

Clapp’s

block lately occupied as the U. S. Court room has been
leased upon terms made very liberal by the
worthy landlord. This new musical society the
latest out-growth of the musical interest of
Portland, have been invited to join the chorus
of the International jubilee, and have accepted
the invitation. The society will be augmented
to fifty members, when it will take its place as
134, and commence the practice of the magnificent old chorals that are to be sung on the great
occasion in June next.
as

The Eastern Mail.—The trains from St.
John arrived here yesterday afternoon, bringing six days mails from that city. A St. John
merchant sent an order by mail to a merchant
in this city, and as a matter of precaution sent
a duplicate order through the steamboat mail,
via International boats. The result was that
the merchandise was sent on the order received
u_)

uiiu

ntvauiri

kuvuvu

iucii ucoiiuaviuu

inu

before the original order sent by cars came
The change of mails between Portto hand.
land and St. John by Postmaster General Cresswell last autumn, from the steamers to the cars

days

was

not

an

expeditious arrangement,

as

The way that Mr. Bishop cleans and restores the colors of soiled and faded carpets, is
most wonderful.
There were a great many
gentlemen and ladies called at the City Build-

the

arrive in St. John from three to seven
hours in advance of the cars.
steamers

ing yesterday, where Mr. Bishop was renovating the carpets of said place. We understand
that the new patent way of cleaning carpets is
liked by all, as there is no raising of dust nor
taking up the carpets. Leave your orders at 16
Market

Square.

Messrs. G. B. & 8. W. Came, the celebrated
carriage manufacturers, who have established
a successful business at Portsmouth, are to hold
their semi-annual auction sale of carriages, &c.,
of their own manufacture, in that city on
Wednesday, April 3d. Persons attending the
sale are transferred over the railroad at fare
one

way only.

New lot

Hamburg Edgings at

Mrs. Welch’s.

Feast.

Helshazxar’s

Ancient

Harmony Society concerts, Wednesday evening, March 20th, for the benefit of the
Swedenborgian society; Thursday evening,
March 21st, for

the benefit of

the

Martha
Washington society; Friday evening, March
22d, for the benefit of the West End Congregational society. Conductor, Mr. Charles
Pearce; Pianist, Miss M. A. Leach.
impersonations.

!

Belshazzar, King of Babylon,.Mr. Watts.

Nitocris, Queen,.Mrs. Merrill.
Daniel,.Mr. W. Stockbridge.
Miss Strout, Miss
wish Maidens
Jewish
Maidens, j1Mrs. Brown>
pingree, Miss Chase, Mrs. Coffin.
Hananiah.Mr. Twombly.
Lord of the Court.Mr. Hudson.
Lady of the Court.Miss Strout.
High Priest,.Mr. Thomas.
Jewish Men and Maidens, Com-)
Harmn

Chal-}

qS-letv

panions bf Daniel, Jews,
“y &oclety
deans, and Soldiers,
)
Reader,...Rev. Mr. Hayden.

1. Instrumental Introduction.
2. Chorus—“With high-sounding paeans, with music and mirth.”
3. Song—Queen. “O! that I had wings like a dove!’
4. Chorus, “O Lord, to whom vengeance belongeth,
show thyself.”
8. Trio—Jewish Maidens. “Why standest thou afar
off, O Lord?”
6. Solo (Daniel) and Chorus.
“Lord, Thou hast
hc&rd the desire
7. Recitative (Daniel). “For Thou hast said by the
mouth of the prophecy,”
8. Chorus. “O Lord, Thou hast ordained afflictions.”
9. Martial Prelude.
10 Solo—Hananiah. “Behold the Lord of Hosts.”
11. solos, Duet and Chorus—King Lord, High Priest,
Queen and Lady of the Court.
12. Quintette. “O Holy and Most High! Now in
Thy presence kneeling.”
13. Solo (Daniel). “I will lay me down and sleep.”
14. Air—Jewish Maiden. “Care-charming sleep,

thou silent friend.”

INTERMISSION FIVE

MINUTES.

15. Air (Daniel) Chorus and Duet. “I laid me down
and slept.”
10. Recitative (King) and Chorus.
“My spirit is
troubled.”
17. Double Chorus. “Great Baal, we cry to thee,”
and “Jehovah we
18. Recitative—Queen and King. “Let not thy
thoughts trouble thee.”
19. Air (Daniel) “O God, Thou hast taught me
irom my youth.”
20. Recitative (Daniel) and Chorus. “O King, Thy
reward be to another.”
21. Solo (King) and Chorus. “Woe is me.”
22. Angel. “Arouse ye, arouse! Arouse ye princes!
and annoint the shield.”
23. Chorus of soldiers. “Sound the warlike Clarion.*
24. Recitative—Hananiah. “Still revel and riot.”
25. Recitative—Queen. “Of a truth is it that God is
a God of Gods.”
26. Solo (Daniel) and Chorus. “Like as a father pitieth his children.”
27. Solo—Queen. “Rejoice.”
28. Finale. “Magnify, glorify.”

worship.”

The society is also under engagement to give
several miscellaneous concerts for charitable
societies, and are rehearsing some choice
music.
Tickets

for any one concert of this season, 50 cents each, or three for $1, can be obtained of the different societies, at Stock-

good

The following additions will be made to the
programme of Belshazzar’s Feast, at City Hall

bridge’s

to-night.

design is to make these the best home
concerts of the season.
mar20tf

and at the door.

No reserved seats.

Commence at 7.45 o’clock.
The

1.

Solo. .Mr. Watts

3.

Solo.

4.

Solo...Miss Annie J. Ayers

Doughty Deeds.”
(By request).Mr. Hudson
“If

The Momitaneer.

2.
5.

For all the complaints peculiar to females,
Duponco’s Golden Pill are invaluable.

Take back the ring, Jamie.
Solo.Mrs. Merrill

Solo.Will Stockbridgo
Qusta O'Quella, Verdi.
C. Solo
.Mr. Thomas
Closing with the Marsellaise by the whole chorus
orchestra.

_\_

Pleasant Beunion.—Wednesday afternoon
about forty of the former parishoners of Bev
S. F. Wetherbee from this city, made him a
call in Biddeford, where he resides, fairly taking possession of the parsonage and the control

They soon placed upon
a “feast of good things,” with which
the came prepared, to which ample justice was
done. The evening was an occasion of rich,
social enjoyment, closing with religious services by the former pastor. About 12 o’clock
the party returned to the city by the Pullman
train, which stopped at Biddeford for their ac-

of things
the tables

generally.

*

commodation.

mar22-eodlw&wlt
During the year ending Feb. 1st., 1870, Mr
Fellows paid nearly eleven thousand dollars in
He is
advertising in the Dominion alone.
doubtless the most extensive advertiser in the
British Provinces.

marl6-dedlw&wlt

Grand Pianos for sale, made by Chickering &
Sons, nearly new and in good condition will be
sold at a great bargain.
For particulars, see
mrl6-tf
G. W. Twombly', 156
St.
Dead men tell no talks; if they did,
anathemas against the dejdeting lancet, the
drastic purge, and the terrible salivants of the
materia medica, would arise from every graveyard. The motto of modern medical science is
“Preserve and Regulate, not destroy,” and no
remedy in our day is so entirely in harmony
with this philanthropic logic as Db. Walker’s
In this pow-

erful, yet harmless restorative, dyspepsia, liillous complaints, and all diseases of the stom-

ably performed, and in point of harmony, precision of time and spirit of expression it im-

resistable antidote.

of furniture is being
put in position at the Custom House, in the
broadest part of the area between the counters
in the principal business room. It is au octagaAn ornamental

piece

nal column about twelve feet high, supporting
are clock
a large globe, on four sides of which
dials with figures in black. Around the column
and at the proper height are eight desks connected with it, for the convenience of business
The material is wholly of mahogany,
men.
highly polished and very handsone.
Periodicals.— Harper’s Monthly Magazine
for April has been received and is for sale at the
book stores of Messrs.Bailey & Noyes,and H.L.
Davis, Exchange street; Loring, Short &
Harmon and Augustus Robinson, under Fal
mouth Hotel, also at the school-book, mus
ic and periodical store of E. C. Andrews, No
36 Center street, and at the book and periodica
depot of Messrs. Fessenden Bros., Lancaster
Hall.

__

The present generation has rather “prided’
itself on the cold weather, believing that tin
present month, for instance, has no preceden
in the records of the past. But now comes tin 1
Commercial with the declaration tha

Bangor

“Hon. Geo. Sewall informs it that he one ,
heard his grandfather say, that, in 1776, Casci
Bay was frozen over, and a mail carrier crossei I
on the ice, from
Cape Small Point to Portland.’

Where is “W. G.”
We

hear that the health of A. B
Farwell, Esq., of Augusta, has so far improvei 1
that he is now
residing at home, and that then 1
are some
signs of decided amendment in hi
are

glad

to

case.

Immigrants
land DURING

arrived

at

the

ach, liver, bowels and nerves, encounter

an

enjoys a good run of patronage, and oilers
great inducements to a printer with a small
capital. The offer will be withdrawn, if a sale
a

week

or

two.

mar21-3t

Sixteen Years of Success.—In the | 183d
famous Mustang Liniment was the first
made known to the public by an extensive sysFrom that time to the
tem of advertising.

present, the demand for it has been steadily increasing until it has taken the lead of all embrocations, lotions, ointments, and other external remedies, imported or domestic, ever intro
duced into the American market. In the most
celebrated racing and trotting stables of pri
vate gentlemen, it is the only recognized cure
for such diseases of the horse as require out
ward treatment.
Nor is it less valuable as
local application for some of the most distress
ing complaints to which man is subject. Rheu-

joints, neuralgia,

HOUSE.
The bill reported yesterday from the Committee on Commerce to authorize the appointment
of shipping commissioners came up as the first
business, and w as postponed a fortnight.
Mr. Lynch, of Maine, from the Committee on
Commerce, reported a bill to facilitate commerce between the United States and China,
Japan and other Asiatic countries.
Mr. Randall, of Pennsylvania, characterized
the bill as a monster to crush out individual en-

terprises.

Mr Lynch replied that it merely authorized
a company to do what an individual would have
the right to do. A similar bill was passed for
the Bolivia company.
Mr. Wood, of New York, explained that the
Chinese Government required some recognition
of the company by the Government of the
United States.
Mr. Kerr, of Indiana, contended that Congress had no constitutional power to enact such
a law.
Mr. Cox, of New York, advocated the bill.
Mr. Willard, of Vermont, opposed the bill
and said it was very clear that Congress had no
power to create corporations except for some
object contemplated by the Constitution.
Mr. Banks, of Massachusetts, suggested an
amendment providing that public subscription
books shall be opened and stockholders be personally liable for all debts of tho company.
After further discussion Mr. Garfield, of Ohio,
moved to lay the bill on the table, which was

agreed

;--in the

^vuiuiuiu

Navy;

d,

xxaoiDtami

R. S. Colluin ami David

You
get those Steel Knives Silver Platei l
nicely at Atwoods, also Tea Setts, Castors 1

Ritchie,

Captains in the Marine Corps; Aulic Palmer,
1st Lieutenant in Marine Corps.

propriates $29,548,797—until adjournment.

NO TEACHERS WANTED.

The

Japanese Minister authorizes the statethat the public is under a misapprehension in supposing that he is
appointing lady
teachers to go to Japan.

AJEW lAHh.

ment

THE SPANISH MINISTER FRIENDLY.

bonds redeemed.

The amount of 1862 bonds redeemed to date

by the Secretary of the Treasury under three
calls is as follows: First call, $91,443,000; second call, $10,000,000; third call, $9,466,500; total, $101,919,500.

“Slippery

Dick”

non

est.

The Mayor Hall Farce Completed.

MR. BUTTS GOES TO JAIL.

C. W. Butts, temporarily
residing here as a
was found
guilty by the Police Court of
licentious conduct towards school girls, and sentenced to a fine of $500 and imprisonment for six
months. Four similar cases are pending against

lawyer,

STOKES AGAIN.
A DISCLAIMER BY

NEW
TER.

The Colored National Labor Union,
organized in the interest of the Republican
party, and
numbering 300 organizations, principally in the
South, is preparing for the campaign.
CniNESE SLAVERY.

days.

THE MISSING CONNOLLY.

All efforts to ferret out the hiding place of the
absconding ex-Comptroller Connolly so far have
been unavailing. His counsel pretend not to
know where he is, and Fithian aud other relatives intimate that he is not far off, but they refuse to divulge the hiding place of the culprit.
His counsel say he has a very heavy case to try
by and by, involving an immense amount of
property, and that he is determined |not to go
on the witness stand to be badgered
until that
trial comes on. The result of his hiding will

MASSACHUSETTS.
THE COLD WEATHER.

Boston, March 21.—Extreme cold northwesterly gales have continued during the day.
MURDER TRIAL.

The trial of Azro B. Bartholomew, indicted
for manslaughter in killing Charles F.
Storer,
17th of February last, in Chelsea, commenced
to-day in the Sbperior Criminal Court. The
defence isjustifiable homicide.

probably be the escape of the voucher thieves
(Haggerty aud Baulch). who will be bailed, unless Connolly can lie produced as a witness
against them.

Connolly’s satellites.
The man Everett, under arrest for forgery, is
one of the clique who surrounded Connolly during the latter part of hisControllorship,and was
drawing large sums of money from the city for
-publishing corporation notices in an unknown
weekly. He is said to have been more powerful around the new Court House with Connolly than any of the ring magnates. His arrest
was received with the greatest indifference by
the St. Patrick’s Alliance, of which he is Vice
•
President.
one of

WOMAN SUFFRAGE.

In the House this afternoon a resolve to
provide for an amendment to the constitution to
allow women to vote was debated at
length. A
substitute offered by Mr. Codman was lost,, 92
te 110.
A vote was then taken by yeas and
nays on ordering the resolve to a third reading
and was refused, yeas 77, nays 136.
RHODE ISLAND.
ICE HOUSES BURNED.

SUPPOSED DEATH OF THE

Providence. March 21.—A fire in North
Providence to-day destroyed a dwelling owned
bv Stephen Randall, the ice houses belonging
Karl (vflrnenter fir 8rma nml tlu> I'imllm.. «rnn!i
factory of H. Dunster. Total loss, $11,000 to
$12,000; partially insured. The file originated
in the house, where efforts were making to burn
a bed on which a
person had died of small pox.

THE PACIFIC RAILROAD TERMINUS.

Nashville, March 21.—The warehouse of C.
Moorman, at Shelbyrille, was entered by burglars last night. Michael Murphy, a clerk
sleeping in the building, was stabbed to death.

The safe was subsequently blown open and
robbed of $200 and the house was subsequently
burned. Murphy’s body was found iu the ruins
burned almost to a cinder.
JERSEY.

CAMDEN & AMBOY BEATEN.

Trenton, March 21.—After a sharp struggle
the attempt to reconsider the vote by which flic
New York and Philadelphia railroad hill was
passed yesterday, was lost, 28 to 2S. There was
loud applause in the gallery. This bill grants a
new railroad line across the State.

COST

CASE.

Madison, March 21.—Dr. E. G. Marshall Assistant Surgeon of the Insane Asylum, lasl
evening, after a painful illness of a week, tin
deceased assisted at the post mortem examina
tion of an an insane woman aud the virus frou
her penetrated his system through a wound in
his finger.

_

large.

stokes’ trial.
The case of Edward S. Stokes will he called
to-morrow before J udge Cardozo in the Court
of Oyer and Terminer, when the prisoner will
plead to the indictment charging him with the
murder of James Fisk, Jr.

KANSAS.
FOUR PERSONS BURNED TO DEATH.

Lawrence, March 21.—A fire this mominj
destroyed a tenement house occupied by a col
ored family, the father and three children wen
burned to death, only two of the family escap

A

CASE OF STABBING.

Hugh Waters,

old man employed in the
Astor House, was stabbed in the abdomen early
this morning in Chatham street by George
Hughes, a car conductor residing in Jersey
City, who was arrested. Waters was seriously
though not dangerously injured. The case resembles the Rogers murder, as the injured man
was approached by two men, one of whom entreated the other to restrain from killing.

_

METEOROLOGICAL.
PAS'

Office Chief Signal!
>
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
March 22 (1.00 A. M.)l

War

NEW YORK CUSTOM HOUSE.

OF THE

Dep’t,

All those in want of a hot or cold batl
p
should remember that Smith, No. 100 Exchang
to the waul 8
street, is always [ready to attend
of his customers.

A billiard match, 1500 points, for $200 an j
the championship of tiie New Dominion, i a
Montreal last night, between Jakes of Coboui) ;,
aud Bennet of Toronto, was won liy the form* r
by 817 points.

>

an

STOCK divided.

The Hartford & New Haven railroad has deplarpd a quarterly dividend of $3 per share fill
stock, and $1.50 on each'share of scrip payable

April 1st,

There were 18
deaths to-day.

SMALL POX.
new cases

of small pox and \

A HUMBUG.

that Elias has organized £
swindling gift enterprise for the relief of the
and northwestern sufferers. Each tick
Chicago
et entitles the holder to a reserved seat at a con
cert to be given April 7th and a chance in alot
tery of 20,000 prizes.
The

Post says

RAILROAD PROPERTY TO BE SOLD.

Poughkeepsie, March 21.—A decree lia;
been entered by J udge Jos. T. Barnard in the
foreclosure of a mortgage of property owned b;

ENTEliTA

fljq&wam-wa s ,*«r#

[J8IC

acthETXfira: ,2»

LL,

SATURDAY,

Bishop’s

Serenaders !

18 First Class Stars

S A

IVLSON.

Haydn

The

Association

FLUENT

HALL!

SAMSON,

EOREIGMST.

JjJu.

MUSIC_H
EVENING,

THE TREATY WITH THE COLONIES.

In the Commons to-day Mr. Gladstone in reply to the question of Mr'. Towers, stated that
since the conclusion of the treaty of Washington, a correspondence had been going on in regard to its provisions as they affected Canada
between the Colonial Secretary and the Governor General of the Dominion, that the correspondence was yet incomplete and could not be

presented.

Rome, March 21.—The Chamber of deputies

to-day adopted a resolution of
ministry, 283 to 17.

confidence

in

the

DOMINION OF CANADA.

Halifax, March 21.—The harbor is frozen
over to-day and the ferry steamers have
stopped for a time.
The Cape Breton mails, fifteen days overdue,
reached here last night.
A snow storm at Annapolis yesterday has
again blocked iip the railroad.
BAN DOMINGO.
DEFEAT OF BAEZ AND HIS LIFE

SOUGHT.

Porto Plata, March 10.—President Baez has
again lost the town of Savaueta and he is reported defeated at San Juan by Cabral. An attempt was made on the 4th to assassinate
President Baez simultaneously with the murder of his cousin Adolfo Coen, who was shot in
the street by Juan Julio. The murderer escaped to Turks Island.
TELEGRAPHIC ITEMS.
On the vote of want of confidence the government of New Brunswick was sustained
by a
majority of six.
A Loudon despatch says adriving snow storm
the first in fourteen months, prevailed there
morning. The city was enveloped in
Thursday
a dense fog, and at 3
p. in, the day was as dark

midnight.

receipts for the week ending

customs
March Uth, were

$3,842,404.

An Omaha despatch says that parties from
the Black Hills state that the reported
gold discoveries there are an unmitigated swindle.
The distillery and bonded warehouse of Geo.
H. Heavens, in Campbellsville, Ky., were burned Monday. Loss $55,000.
The case of Stanton,
defaulting internal revenue collector of Baltimore, has been
assigned
for March 28th. He furnished $25,000 bonds.
Gov. Ito and others of the Japanese Embassy, are now i a New York. Mr. Henry Clews
will give them a dinner to-day at Belmonico's
rThe liberal Republican State Committee of
New York has passed a resolution favoring a
State Convention to choose delegates to the
Cincinnati mass meeting.
The Spaniards have
captured the Cuban Gen.
Pera, with five companies, in the mountains
near Trinidad.
The Attorney General of Ohio decides that it
is unconstitutional for the Governor to appoint
Miss Annette Conize a notary public.
W. \V. Graves, clerk of the 'steamer Utah at
St. Louis, took between $5,000 and $10,000 from
the safe and left.
James Burns and John McAvoy were sentenced to fifteen years imprisonment at Sing
Sing, N. Y., for highway robbery.
Weather Report, March 31, 13 P. M.
War Department, Signal Service, U. S. Army, Divisions of Telegrams and Reports for the benefit of
Commerce.
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Boston.30.04
Charleston,S.C..30.49
Cheyenne. W. T.29.91
Corinne. Utah. .30.01
Indianapolis—30.62
Key West.30.19

Mt.Washington.29.37

New London—30.11
New Orleans. 30.21
New York

....30.21

Norfolk.30.32
Omaha..30.02

Pittsburg.30.25
Portland.29.94
San Francisco .30.04

Savannah.30.40

Washington... .30.30
30.40
Wilmington
..

Montreal..

^

a

<

b
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....29.90
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42
32
43
26
72
18
17
54
21
30
30
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10
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41
27
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W
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E
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W
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Clear
Clear
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and the

are

injuries sustained by
believed to be fatal.
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article

Fair
Fair

Cloudy
Clear

Cloudy
Clear
Clear

Which

I

My WALNUT CHAMBER SETS, embrace
and original deigns, and the best finish In
this market. I am offering besides

DRESSING TABLES,

CENTRE AND
LIBRARY TABLES,
OP THE

CHAMBER SETS!
IX THE

states !
With my faciiites for

MANUFACTURING AND PRODUCING

j

I

prepared to sell my goods on the most favorable
terms, ami at the very lowest market prices.
Having greatly enlarged my Ware
Rooms, can now exhibit one

am

j

j

bosom with a soft pearly
to the surface a smoothness and a gloss like that of a
polished marble.
Instead of clogging the pores, like the sticky

enamels, or contracting them, and thus obstructing perspiration, like the astringent cosmetics, it cleanses the skin from all impurities
and wonderfully improves its texture.
This
peculiarity is particularly appreciated by our

of the most complete
and finest assortments of

GEO. A.
No. 56

of the year when the

Blood needs purifying. Doctor Gould’s Domestic Bitters are just the thing.
Agents, i

Burial of the European and North Ameri-

Railway.

133 MIDDLE

of an Embargo until Spring—
The Snow-Bound Trains—Accidents and

Incidents.

Bloody Riot

at He Adam Jnnction.

TWO MEN FATALLY INJURED.

Gorge.!

speedily followed by rain,
sudden

transformed by a
into an ice sheet running
line and all its diverging
was

cold blast,
the whole
branches. The “dangers” ordinarily used for
clearing the track were of little avail. Men
were put at work somewhat more
liberally on
the estern than on the western
extension, and a
train which left Bangor on the
Saturday after
the blockade commenced,only arrived at Vance-

along

boro*

Sunday night. Both sides of the rails
held in. A solid rim of ice, which, when
broken off, presented
long glittering strips
seemingly as solid as the rail from which it was
separated. The St, John officials at once began
work on their end, and by a tremendous effort
one train was
got through. Then the snow
on

were

blew once more into the gaps and ravines in
desolate fields, and the blockade held good. It
is exactly eleven years since so great a snow
fall has visited the east of Maine and the provincial frontier. On the 21st of March, 1861, the
same unfortunate combination of snow and ice
checked all traveling, and created much suffering in the back country, whither no railroad
had yet penetrated. It should be rembered that
the European and North American railway
runs for the greater portion of extent through a
forest, and that in many cases trees have hindered the snow from drifting in; otherwise the
road would certainly have been blockaded until
spring. Our coast people can have no adequate
idea of the snow fall here.
Between Mattawamkeag and Me Adam there are drifts which
not only cover the fences, but which overhang
the track and look into the car windows.
X
doubt if the Union Pacific blockade was more
effectual than that between Me Adam and
Vanceboro’ has been, and the passengers from
Boston who were compelled to lie four days in
the drifts at Danforth will testify to their grandeur,
The railroad
company behaved generously,
offering to pay all bills incurred, and the hotels
were invaded, the depot was usurped, and the
country round about was ransacked for its fairest daughters, who gracefully consented to attend an extempore ball at the Danforth railroad
station. The passengers occupied the floors
and corridors of the diminutive tavern at Danforth, and the town has experienced a dearth
provisions since their departure.. Pathetic
ana comic incidents were not lacking during
the blockade last week. A lady started from

[of

and

Boots, Shoes

nu(,ai,

ivu \x\j

1U

STREET,

bold Regular Sales of

Foreign
uery,

paint,

and

Trade, and

Hals ami

securities:

of South-

Tennessee 6’s, new. 67

Virginia 6’s, new..'

55
95
52
60
gg
23

Missouri 6’s.
Louisiana G’s, new.

Alabama 5’s.
Georgia 7’s.
North Carolina 6’s, new.
South Carolina 6’s, new. 37}
New York. March 21.—Evening—Money active
and stringent, most of the loans being 1-32@1-16 per

cent, per day but closed at 7 per cent, currency,
and at 7 per cent. gold. Sterling Exchange nominal.
Gold dull at 109} @ 109$; loans at 5$ @ 7 per cent.—
Clearances $35,000,000.
Treasury disbursements
$1,378,000. Governments dull and steady. State
bonds dull and less firm. Stocks quiet—the interest
was centered chiefly hi the Pacific Mail aud Erie. The
former opened at £9$ and closed at 59$. The latter
was active and opened at 49, touched 48 and 50} and
closing at 49|. The Union Pacific was weak and debeen seemingly
clining, the foreign demand
supplied. A dispatch to Clews & Co. from London,
says the Stock Exchange has recognized the New
York shares of Erie after their registry
Heath &
Raphael, thus equalizing the price on both markets.

having

issortmeut of Mew York Citr Made Goads.
The attention of dealers is called to the above
which will be peremptory for cash.
mrteodlm
Boston, March 1st, 1872.

li. K. HUNT,

purchasers at wholesale prices. Cash advanced on
lescription of goods. Consignments nut limited.
dtf
February IX, 1868.

Currency 6’s.115
The following were the closing quotations of
Stocks:
Western Union Telegraph Co.
Pacific Mail.
N. Y. Central and Hudson River consolidated....
N. Y. Central and Hudson River consolidated sen

Erie.
Erie preferred.

704
59
94
90

BOTTOM,

If you want to fit

a

19*

175*
Reading.
Michigan Central. ..j 14
Lake Shore «& Michigan Southern..!!!!!!!. 93
Illinois Central.
130
Cleveland & Pittsburg.
904

Where you

can get a wide or narrow, full or slim Boot
Just the width and length that will be easy and
graceful, and enjoy the rare luxury of wearing a perfect fitting Boot.'

LADIES will find the only full line of the Justly
celebrated

The following were the
quotations for Pacific Railroad securities:
Central Pacific
bonds.101}
Union Pacific do. 91}
Union Pacific stock. 38

Union Pacific land grants. 84$
Union Pacific income bonds. 83}
Domestic Market*.

New York, March 21—Evening.—Cotton more active; sales 4189 bales; Middling uplands 22$c. Flour
better and more doing; sales 7700 bbls; State 5 90

@

dava.
Connecting at Eaatport with steamer QUEEN for
St. Andrews and
and with N. B & C. Railway for Woodstock and Houlton.
Connecting at St. John with the Steamer EM
PRESS for Dicin' and Annapolis, thence by rail to
Windsor and Halifax and with the E. A N. A. Railway for Shediac and intermediate stations.
EP“Freight received on days of sailing until 4
o'clock, p, m.
A. R. STUBBS, Agent
is t 25th then os
mchl3
tf

BOOTS,

Dunn &

Henry
G IG

this State.

Son,

SADDLE
-AND-

THE ASSORTMENT OE

Harness

SLIPPERS
For

Men, Women, Lada, ITfiaaea,
Children, in not snrpaaMed.

and

Shoes known

IRON

(UP

YOUTHS’ AND BOYS’

FOR

Will be continued

as one

feature

we Invite all our
one of the

examine

Largest

M. G. PALMER.

marl

Next above Emery, Waterhouse & Co.,
Where

eodlm

customers and the

All of Home

in

Manufacture

and Custom Made.
Our facilities in these spacious rooms enable us
to
manufacture and display our harness to great advantage,and we propose to otter ourcustomen
ments that will pay them the trouble of one
flight of

induce-

Please remember we manufheture
every harness
otter for sale, and hold ourselves

responslbl?for

we

ICE!

ICE!

Burnham &

Having secured their stock

Co.,

to

DAILY OR

furnish

FOR THE SEASON.

ORDERS

SOLICITED.

Office, No. 14 Cross Street,

Heavy

Our Rooms

Young Ladies’ Seminary, 59
Me.

are

next

below the Post Office,

ENTRANCE

nirl2distf

Portland,

Double Harness,

NADE EXPBEMbT FOR THE RE.
CONSTANTLY ON
TAIL TRADE.
HAND.

PORTLAND, MAINE.

F11HE Minsen Hymonds will open their Spring
A Session, on Thursday, February 22.
For Catalogue containing fall particulars, address
the principals. No. 12 Pine st.
fel2-d2wjtw4\v

Harness,

Heavy Harness,
Carryall Harness,
Light Double Harness,

of

Families, Hotels, Stores and Vessels any quantity wanted

WORKMANSHIP.

Business Harness,
Express Harness,

ICE!

PURE
prepared

GOOD STOCK AND

Pleasure

SEASON 1872.
Leavitt,

nubile to

Stocks of Harness
this State,

ot this Stock.

Orders from all narts of the State for oue or more
pairs are constantly coming In, and amy goods purchased. or sent on orders and not fitting, are exchanged or the money cheerfully refunded, at the option of
the buyer.
^"Particular attention paid to fitting Children’s
feet.

8TAIRS),

Entrance 59 Middle Street,

as

CLADS,

Manufacturers,

CORNER MIDDLE AND MARKET STS.,

That Stylish, Durable and Graceful class of Boots &

...

Chicago & North Western.78$
Chicago & Northwestern preferred..
91}
Chicago & Rock island.
.113
Mllwaukie Si St. Paul.
58}
Milwaukie & St. Paul preferred..!!!!”!. 79
Pittsburg & Fort Wayne. 96$

Capt.

Calais,

STREET,

BURT’S

25th,

same

PALMER’S

MIDDLE

and after MONDAY, March
the Steamer New England,
E. Field, and the Steamer
New Brunswick, Cant S. H. Pike,
will leave Railroad Wharf, foot of
Rate St., every Monday and Thursdav, at C.OO p. m.,
[or Eaatport and St John.
Returning will leave St. John and Eaatport on the
On

DIFFICULT FOOT,
Go to

ARRANGEMENT

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK !

hand-made by BANISTER & TICHENOR, of
Newark, New Jersey, (the best Boot-makers in
the United States.) always on baud in all
widths and sizes.

132

Calnia and Ml. John,
Digbf,
Windsor and Halifax.

SPRING

All

Are

[njj*

11

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

Gents’ Custom-Made Boots

by

The following were the closing quotations of Government securities:
United States coupon 6*s, 1881.113}
United States 5-20’s 1862.111}
United States 5-20’s 1864.111}
United States 5-20’s 1865, old. 112}
United States 5-20’s 1865, new.1104
United States 5-20’s 1867.112}
United States 5-20’s 1868.112|
United States 10-40’s., coupon.108

Caps,

Rubbers,

all warranted.

To be found in

New York Mtock and Money Market.
New York,March 21—Morning.—Gold 1004. Money
at 7 i»er cent. Sterling Exchange 1093 @
110$. Stocks

steady. Southern State Stocks steady.
The following are the forenoon quotations

Domestic Dry Goods, MilliFancy Goods, Hosiery, Gloves,
aud

NO

opened in the State of Maine, nearly all of
which are manufactured expressly for his Re-

iu» UTCMS-

10 casks

Harlem.
Harlem preferred.

Fill commence the Auction business hi Boston, and

Commission Merchant aud Auctioneer
316 Congress St., will sell everv evening a large
assortment of Staple and Fancy Goods.
Goods will be sold anting the day in lots to suit

Beat Assortment of

ENGLISH

Steamer Franconia from New York—100o
dry hides, 360 buffalo do, 37 bales Calcutta do, 13 do
buffalo hides.60 do rags, 22 do wool,10 do burlaps,20 do
cloves,3 do elk skius,270 iron water pipes,35 plates iron,
18 bdls steel, 60 do paper
hangings, 9 do wool, 75 rolls
matting, 50 do leather, 840 bdls splice bars, 43 pieces
marble, 65 bags shot, 50 do seed, 20 do coffee, 100 do
pepper, 29 do hair, 250 half chests tea, 25 setts wheels,
3 blids tobacco, 8 tierces do, 15 casks skins, 6 do lead,
5 do cream tartar, 40 bbls glass ware. 20 do
sugar, 15
do varnish, 120 kegs spikes, 20 do lead, 40 boxes tobacco, 50 do dry goods, 30 do groceries, 25 do drugs, 30 do

ern

»•. »« FEDERAL STREET, B08T0.X.

shooks.

hogs, 10 boxes oranges, 100 packages to order. For
Canada and up country—25 bales wool, 1 saw, 85 bars
iron, 8 stoves, 8 ovens, 1 crate crockery, 1 hhd molasses, 100 bdls leather, 37 bbls dye stuff, 75 packages to

BRADLEY,

AUCTIONEERS,

WITH

Uttgs 1It;©,

WHEELER &

Knxlport,

from

uum,

HOYT,

ever

tail

Steamboat*.

hardware, 100 crates sewing machines,
6 pianos, 200 packages sundries.

The whole line, from a point a few miles
above Bangor to St. John, has been literally
“shoveled out.”
The snow plows were put on
early last week, but only served to sweep off
the heavy top crust which had accumulated after the storm of the 8th and 9th inst. A suow

STREET.

Offers for sale, Wholesale and Retail,

Square.

Boston—30 coils
cordage, 130 bbls twine, 25 boxes cheese, 13 do glass
ware, 35 bbls rosin,15 do gambia, 15 bbls, 15 bhds and
20 kegs beer, 2 hhds hams, 50 do molasses, 75 bbls
IV,

EASTERN EXPRESS CO.
March 13, 1872.
O. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.
mrl4td

Portland,
F.

Also, every Thursday, sale of Boots and Shoes,
adapted to the New England Trade, including a large

PORTLAND, ME.

order.

Ranger

Exchange St.,

Of the finest and best French Calf,

ed

Exchange

ales,

feb28-3m3tw

FINANCIAL, AND COillDIEBCIAL

it may Concern.

every Tuesday and Friday during the yoar.

M. G. PALM ER,

Til*

marl8-eodlw&wlt

Whom

shall sell at the rooms of F. O. Bailey & Co.,
No 18
st, by auction, on Wcdne»the
97th
ilay.
Jlarcb, 79 Packages and Bunilea as described in Portland Advertiser, remaining
uncalled for, received previous to January, 1871.

WE

WHITNEY,

BELOW
MIDDLE
feb27
is
lm

Vessel at Auction.
1 O 1 li of Brig Castilllan of Portland, will be
AO AAr sold st PublicAuction,(unlesaprovlousy disposed of at private sale,) on Saturday, March
13*1, at 3 o'clock p. iu., at the Auction Rooms of Mesas. F. O. Bailey & Co., 18 Exchange st.
The Castilllan was built in 1832, rebuilt 1863, and
horougbly repaired and classed hi April, 1871, for
hree years In American Lloyds,
Registered 261 tons,
ind carries her cargo all under decks. For further
nformatlon enquire of
CHAS. H. CHASE & CO.
mchlOtil
Portland, March 18th, 1872.
To

Over 39 and 34.

And

rural belles, who find that the coarseness and
roughness, which country air is apt to engender, are speedily removed from their faces,
hands and arms, by this delightful preparation.

Montreal

AUCTION SALES.

The Best Style and Finish Painted

Clear

THE SNOW BLOCKADE.

MOST

MODERN STYLE AND FINISH !

face, neck, arms and
tinge, and imparting

Steamer

MARCH 18, to MARCH 29, inclusively shall
Exhibition, at my Green House, on Congress
it.. ODDOSite foot of Dow St., a v«*rv
nml hoaiitl.
ul collectiou of PLANTS and FLOWERS.
Admission 25 cents, which will entitle tho Holder of
sach ticket to a Premium, valued from 20 cents to 91.
mchlS
JOS. A. DIRWANGKlt.
lave on

j

nnil

at

’’rom

Clear

Cloudy

Seats for sale
Middle &t.

Floral Exhibition.

HAT TREES,

FURNITU RE!

Foreign Exports.
CARDENAS.—Brig Antilles.—6,685 box

Roscrved

usual.

as

Cragin’s Music Store, 77

mch20td

WARDROBES,

NOTICES.

21 Market

ENDS !

HASH!

1

Co.,

laughable scene

-A.TCD

Every Soug New, Every Joke Fresh l

Prices
iawes &

Delicate Creatures.—This is the phrase
—in—
applied by His Blackness, the Moor of Venice, I
to the fair ladies of Italy.
NEW ENGLAND !
It was the lovely
complexion of Desdeinona, such a radiant conTo my friends and patrons, I return my sincere
trast to his own, that won his heart; and sooth j thanks for their very liberal patronage, and hope by
strict ateution to business to merit tnc same in the
to say, every man of discernment considers a
j future. I shall be pleased to see any of my friends
and patrons at ray Warerooms, and will take pleasure
fair skin,like p sweet voice, an “excellent thing
in showing my extensive stock, which is one of the
in a woman.” But this is a charm which can
best in the Country. For Spring trade I shall offer a
be acquired. There is a healthful and odoriferlarge line of OFFICE DESKS, also a large line
of BOOK CASES of my own manufacture, at
ous toilet article, knowu
everywhere as Hagans ; lower prices than have been offered in this market.
Magnolia Balm, which literally transfigures
a cloudy or sallow skin,
suffusing the discolored

&

In the very

ODDS

LOOK OUT FOR

ETEGERES,

soldiers called out by the territorial government
for six months’ services in the Indian campaign. The claims presented amount to $980,000, while the war department officials declare
that $250,000 would have been sufficient for the
maintenance of the men hail they been treated
as soldiers.
Although $500,000 had been recommended for their payment, an examination of the accounts shows a purchase for these
men of some articles
that were never before
heard of as belonging to a soldier’s equipment;
for instance nearly $12,000 expended for tobacco at $3.50 per pound, numerous buffalo
robes
at $25 each, tea at 45c per pound, sugar at 75c
and coffee at 90c. Most of these claims belong
to the Ocean National Bank of New York.

Whipple

MOHHIN, JAPANESE TOMMY
AND MR. T. JACKMON,

SIDEBOARDS,

Expensive
Volunteers.—The Moutada
claims have been placed in the hands of
the House Military Committee. An inspection
of the documents reveals an interesting state of
affairs in connection with the case of the 250

W. W.

BAILEY’S CUBE !
BILLY

SEC TETARIES,

war

season

Companions,
AND

new

Gamblers.”
The Scientific
short treatises on thirteen topics, most of which are of a
riract cal character.

This is the

The Poet’s

can furnish in any style of
upholstering, i
with coverings of the finest quality of
)

Plush, Rich Patterns of Striped
'Perrys, best quality of all Wool
Cloth and
Terrys, Hair
French hustings.

the two screaming sketches

In

I

“Lottery
Miscellany contains

BUSINESS

AND

PARLOR SUITS !

Clear

Clear

all of my

( HARLEY MUTTON,

on

Cloudy
Clear
Clear

FURNITURE, nearly

“POMP” CAMPBELL,

manufacture, 1 would call 8{>ecial attention to
my assortment of

own

that his estimate of the
character and worth of “Lo” is very low. The
article on Lincoln & Johnson by Grandfather
Welles is worth the price of the number.
Father Welles is.in a fair way to gain more renown with his pen than he did at the head of
the Navy Department
Edward Crapsey continues his papers on “The Nether Side of New
York”

again calling the attention of my patrons to my

large Stock of

indicating

Receipts by Rnilroads

can

AN ENTIRE NEW PROGRAMME 1
In

It would be difficult for a fair critic to indimany points in which the Galaxy could be
improved. The April number fully sustains
the high character it has honestly acliived. In
it Justin McCarthy gives an interesting and aparticle about Charles Reade. Albert
Rhodes contributes an article ort the “French at
Home,” Gen. Custer contributes another chapter of “My Life on the Plains,” very entertain-

MORRIS BROTHERS
MINSTRELS.

_

by several gentlemen of Calais
who were spectators. The fight continued over
an hour and finally ceased from the exhaustation of the parties.
received

were

Cloudy

for temperature and elevation.

Barometer corrected

of them

two

preciative

THE ADVANCE OF SPRING.

The

doctors,

of the

Portland Manufactures

cate

HARMONY.

meeting of

The official report of Comptroller Green to
the State Senate says the cost of the new Custom House, so far as has been paid, is $8,194.9-’9, furnitures and repairs $5,282,2211. Additional claims outstanding, so far as known,
$242,579, which are held by the Tenth National
Bank. The Comptroller has no means of ascertaining other claims, hut says they are

WISCONSIN.

THE

CHARTER.

the Workingmen’s Union at
Cooper Institute last night was very thinly attended. Speeches were made against the employment of convict laborof prisons in competition with workingmen, and a resolution was
adopted denouncing the course of the national
and State legislators in pandering to the rich
and failing to legislate for the poor.
mayor hall’s trial ended.
The trial of Mayor Hall in the Common Pleas
Court is terminated and the remaining eleven
jurors discharged. This course was necessitated by Recorder Hackett yesterday, deciding
that the court held by him (Hackett) was regular, thus making the'court held by Judge Daly
before which Mayor Hall was being tried, unconstitutional. After J udge Daly rendered a
decision in the trial of the people against Mayor Hall to-day declaring the sitting of the court
invalid and discharging the jury, the unusual
spectacle was presented of the eleven jurors immediately upon quitting their seats in the jury
Mayor Hall and congratulatboxlapproaching
ing nun upon Ins temporary triumph, at the
same time expressing their
dissatisaction that
an
opportunity had not been offered them of recording their convictions that he was entirely
innocent of the charges against him. The Mayor seemed deeply affected.

ROBBERY AND MURDER.

SYNOPSIS OF WEATHER REPORTS FOB
TWENTf-FOUR HOURS.

Boston to Windsor, N. S.. summoned to the i
;ur0u.?,i ’'"“p Ohio 6 70® 7 63; Western 5 90®
death bed of her brother. She was delayed two I >o<i^KUt^‘ri8 —-950- Wheat 1 @ 2cbetter; sales
[ XM EXTS.
in
and
four
days
Bangor,
days at Danfnrth,
two
she
where
at
subsequently
days
McAdam,
received news of her brother’s death, and Strug 1
M
I I A
A
gled back through the drifts to Boston.
closing seller at 70cJ. Outs
widow with several children, who had left a
100,000 busb; Obio 55 a 58c; Western 53} (a!55c_
Beef quiet. Pork Bfeady ; new mess ljffetaj 13 oo
station on the Maine Central to go to one on the
Lard steady at 8} a> 9c. Butter uuiet and steady at
New Brunswick and Canada line, was in the
THE COLD.
11 ($ 38c. Whiskey firmer at 88 ® 87}c. Rico firmer
The cold continues with heavy northwest
Dauforth blockade,and was seen Wednesday at
OWE WIGHT OWI.Y !
atft} @ 91c. Sugar less active; Muscovado ut81(o,9cwind, the water in the Hudson is very low and McAdam, having been three weeks on the way.
Cotfee quiet and linn; Rio 174
refiuing8# @ 9}c.
in some places on the t)at»
A subscription was taken up for her.
ico is piled ten
Molasses in fair request; New Orleans 55 a
|the
(a) 20c.
feet in height. The frost in the ground is
Provisions appear to have been distributed
MARCH 83d.
60c; Muscovado 33@ 35c. Naval Stores—Spirits TurJ
nearly four feet deep. There is a great scarcity very liberally, car loads in some cases, being Dentine (iuiet at 671 @ 68c; Rosin quiet at 3 50 ® 3 75
of water everywhere.
for strained. Petroleum firm; crude 12}c; refined 22}.
sent.
At one time, however, a barrel of crackTallow beavyat 8} @ 9}c.
THE FAMOUS
ers was the only sustenance of a train full of
Freights to Liverpool unchanged; cotton per steam
a
whole day. The wires, too,
during
people
OHIO.
3-16; grain per sail 5d.
1 along the line have been so crowded with the
Chicaoo, March 21.—Flour firm for low grades.
necessary railroad business, that private mesWheat fairly activo; No 2 Spring 1 21} fg} 1 21}. Corn
sages could not be sent, and business interests
moderately activo at 37 47}c. Oats active ami adA BROKEN RAIL.
have suffered tremendously.
Many business
vanced ; No 2 30} (a) 30}c. Rye; 70c for regular and |
who
desired
to
reach
Calais
and
72c
Houlfor iresh. Barley quiet; No 2 Spring 50c. Propeople
visions firmer. Pork* 11 40 (fog 11 55, seller April. Lard
!
ton and St. Stephens were compelled, in sheer
8}c., seller June. Hogs quiet. Cattle firm, active
Five Cars and the Mail Burned. self-protection, to go on to St. John, after
aud unchanged. High Wines quiet at 89}c.
the blockade on this side of McAdam hemmed
Forming the Strongest Combination or
Receipts—2,400 bbls flour, 3,000 hush wheat, 30,000
them in, and have been worrying there for
Artistic Talent ever Concentrated
bush coni, 9,000 bush oats, 5,000 bush barley, 10,000
a week.
nearly
Cincinnati, Mareli 21.—The express train
hogs.
in one Organization.
The St. John people have suffered serious
at
East,due
Fort Wayne at 3 o’clock this momShipments—3,000 bbls flour,11,000 bush wheat, 9,000
losses from the total
of business in
inff»
interruption
Wish
thrown
from
the
track
a
broken
bush
For
com, 9,000
full particulars see Programmes. pric«« as
by
oats, 5,000 bush barley, 6,000
J48
their own back country and in Maine. Not a
rail five miles west of Fort
busb rye, 8,000 hogs.
usual.
Wayne. Two bag- freight train has run
for
a
fortnight.
through
one
gage,
Reserved seats can be secured at Hawes & CraCincinnati, March 21.—Pork quiet at 12 00. Lard
express, two Coaches and a sleeping
No sooner did an unfortunate freight attempt
car were burned.
giu’s.
The entire contents of the
quiet at 8|c. Bulk meats dull and firm; shoulders
to struggle through the drifts in the wake of a
Doors oi>on at 7: tsirformance commences at 8 o’clock
4c; sides 6} @ }c. Live Hogs quiet and unchanged ;
express car, nearly all of the baggage and part
nuh20<l4f
CHAS. MELVILLE, Ag’t.
passenger, than the passenger sent back for its
ot the
receipts 1600 head. Bacon steady; shoulders at 6};
through mail were destroyed. The ex- engine,
and left it drawn up on some switch
sides at 7}o. Whiskey dull at 84c.
press messenger was seriously injured and sevtrack.
All
eral others
things considered, the eastern exToledo, March 21.—Flour unchanged. Wheat acslightly scratched.
tension of the road has been kept in a rather
tive, higher aud regular; No 1 White Michigan 1 65;
STEAMER SUNK.
Amber*do 158. Cora firmer; high mixed 46}; low
more satisfactorily condition than the
western
mixed me; yellow47c; Michigan 46}c. Oats
Cincinnati, March 21.—A dispatch from during the blockade thus far. But imagine the No
steady;
1 at 41}c; Michigan 39c.
Louisville says steamer Charmer, while
eitticulties met between Fredericton Junction
going
over the Falls this
March 21.-Cotton
Charleston,
anil
St.
John—drifts
on
in
alstruck
a
rock
and
quiet;
Middling
drifts,
piled high
morning
Respectfully announce their first Concert for the seaat 22.
sunk in three feet of water. Her
turn at
freight is be- most immovable masses, ice-bound £rails for upland?
March
Savannah.
21.—Cotton
ing removed greatly damaged. The steamer
and
miles,
quiet; Middling* upgaps and cuts where the snow
1
eighty
lands 21} @ 21|c.
was valued at
had
to
be
hoisted
as
out
out
of
the
well
literally
$40,000.
The greatest difficulties were doubtless beyond
Mobile, March 21.—Cotton dull; Middling uplands 21}c.
McAdam. Drifts solidly bound with sleet were
a xr
NEBRASKA.
as high as ths
New
and
raked
cars
with
the
Orleans, March 21.—Cotton dull; Middling
car-tops,
A TRUCE IN THE WAR BETWEEN STATES.
their rugged edges, and trains passed over this
uplands 22}c.
MONDAY EVENING, MARCH 45,
Omaha, March 21.—The bridge transfer is new ana comparatively untried road too. It
Kuropeau Market*.
To consist of selections from
temporarily leased to a citizen to evade the al- was not and is not now safe to run more than
London, March 21—1.30 P. M.—American securl- j
illegal act of the Iowa Legislature, and ten miles an hour. [On the New Brunswick and
will deliver
HANDEL’S
freight and passengers to the Union Canada line there was a drift in a ledge so deep ties quiet.
1 acific Railroad, until the
Liverpool, March 21—L30 P. M.—Cotton quiet
question is perma- that every particle of snow taken out had to be and
And miscellanies from other coimosers.
s
ales
to
bales
the
settled.
from
steady;
10,000
bales,
hand
3,000
nently
to hand
including
up
ledge’s top
passed
for simulation and export. Breadstufts tinner; Caliby three men stationed one above the other, and fornia
SOLOISTS— Vocal, Mrs. H. N. Wetherhee, Miss AnWheat
11s
10s
9d
9rl;
@
llsjwlnter
Re<l|Spring
this was not very effectual, the wind whisking
CALIFORNIA.
nie Ayers, Miss Ella Lewis,
11s 6d; flour 25s (& 25s 6d; Com 28s 6d ;pork 53s 6d.
Soprano; Mr. J. B.
back the snow almost as fast as it could lie
PROGRESS ON THE SUTRO TUNNEL.
Hudson, Tenor; Mr. Chat. H. M, Lilian, BarLONDON. March 21—6.30 P. M.—Hnnanh at Q92 fnr
taken
out.
McAdain
seems
to
Air.
have
John
L.
been
headitone;
Shaw, Basso.
San Francisco, March 21.—The Sutro tunmoney and 93 for account.
quarters for the delayed passengers.
AccomAmerican securities closed firm; U. S. 5-20 1802,
ut*i is
Mrs. Helen M. Allen & Miss Lizzi
Instrumental,
progressing rapidly. The main tunnel is
modations were rather meagre there, as the fu922; do 1865, old, 93*; do 1867, 93*: U. 3. 10-40’s 89*.
now 2800 feet in
\V. Dyer.
*
length with six inches of water ture city occupies a place
Tallow G3s.
in the very breast of a
Mrs. GEO. O. GOSS, Pianist.
rumng.
wilderness.
cabins
and
three
thowing
March
21—5.30
Log
Paris,
P.—Rentes closed at 56t 57c.
INDIAN MATTERS.
Mr. HERMANN KOTZSCHMAR, ('ond’tr.
more imposing structures furnished
shelter for
Liverpool, March 21—5.30 P. M.—Cotton closed
Gen. Howard left for Arizona to-day. Gen.
the three or four thousand people who have
mid uplands 11 @ 111; do Orleans lijd; Hales
Tickets 50 cents each; to be obtained at Abner
quiet;
Crook has eulisted 100 Hualapas to fight against
been temporarily stopped there since the block10,000 bales, of which 3,000 bales were for export and
Lowell’s, Hawes & Cragin’s, Ira Stockbridge’s and at
their old allies the Apaches in Arizona.
ade began, and the company has paid for their
the door.
speculation.
For particulars see small bills.
food. Two hundred persons, besides the workmchl6
Boston Stock List.
ing gang, numbering as many more, have been
at
the
Broker’s Board, March 21.]
[Sales
fed and housed at McAdain at one time.
Vermont Central 1st
A
By the way of an episode, a brutal fight oc- United States Sixes, Mortgage 7s. 85
1861,.
curred on Monday at McAdain Junction. It
Bates Main; aid a ring Company. 115*
109*
POSITIVELY
LAST
NIGHT
THIS SEAFRANCE.
Pepperell
Co. 730
was a savage riot and at one time
nearly a hun- Boston andManufacturing
SON.
Maine Railroad. 142*
COMMUNISTS SENTENCED.
dred men were engaged in it. The trouble orMichigan Central Railroad
1145
Paris, March 21.—Emit, the communist inUnion Pacific Railroad.
38
between a party of returning lumberMONDAY
MARCH 25.
Union Pacific Kit Sixes.
cendiary, and seven of the murderers of the iginated
90}
men and a number of inhabitants of the place,
Rue Haxo, have been convicted and condemnFOR ONE NIGHT ONLY l
ed to death.
Many other communists pro- all of whom had been indulging in liquors.
nounced guilty of similar crimes have been senENCOURAGE
Weapons of different kinds were used, and but
tenced to transportation.
few of those engaged escaped without injury.
ROME.
Over twenty of the rioters afe now in the hands

WORKINGMEN.

THE

The

TENNESSEE.

iiig.

NEW

It is stated that the State Senate Committee
on Cities last night decided an end of the new
charter of New York by providing for two
Boards of Common Council, to consist of thirty members each—six from each Senatorial district to be elected by cumulative votes—and to
have the Police, Health and Fire Commissioners appointed
by two judges ot tbe Superior
Court, and to consist of an equal number of
Democrats and Republicans. It is said that if
these changes are made the committee of seventy will disown any connection with such charter.

Council Bluffs, March 21.—A telegram
from Senator Harlan at Washington states that
the Union Pacific directors have acquiesced in
the decision of government directors, that
Council Bluffs and not Omaha is the legal terminus of the Union Pacific; but it
appears that
on account of the contract with
Omaha, two
transfers will be made, one here and one in
Omaha.
The opinioj prevails that the questtou of its terminus will have to go to the federal courts for final adjustment.

A CURIOUS

MINIS-

New York, March 24.—The new Spanish
Minister to this country, Admiral de Polo, arrived last evening. He is stated to have said
that it is a mistake to represent him as hostile
to the United States, he having the kindliest
feelings and being desirous of cultivating amicable and peaceable relations with this country. He believed in clemency toward the Cubans.
He leaves for Washington in a few

The President sent to Congress to-day information showing that the decree of Count Valmazeda in December last, is but a modification
of the
Spanish decree of 1860 relative to the
importation and employment of the Chinese
for the development of agriculture in
Cuba,
The President does not say any action was taken by him to
prevent the extension of human
slavery contemplated by the decree.

NEW

SPANISH

THE

ORGANIZING.

i

the Boston, Hartford & Erie Ferry Extension
and Bailway Company, ordering a sale of the
property of that company to about $1*000,00&
The property comprises the Newburg & Fishkill Ferry, large tracts of land and trestlework
at Dunning’s Point and dock and storehouse
property at Newburg. The sale is aunouuced
tor the 3d of
May.

as

Brick House 34 India St. contaiding 1 j
will b
rooms, and all modern improvements,
sold low if applied for immediately. J. I
marl8-eod3t
Lunt & Co., 348 Congress St.

Forks &c.,replated in the best maunei
Particular attention given to Gold Platini I
watch cases &c. Remember the place. A. H
feb29-eodtf
Atwood’s Lancaster Hall.

Spoons,

large majority.

a

time after Monday.
The House, in Committee of the Whole, considered the army appropriation bill—which ap-

Probabilities— Clear and pleasant weatlie
and rising temperature will prevail Friday pve r
New England and the Mifidlo States with tli
winds backing gradually to the southerly. Tli 3
barometer will continue falling north of th 3
Ohio Valley with southerly winds, rising ten;
perature, increased oloudiness and light rai l
and snow will extend over the lower Lak 3
region. The area of raid over the Wester: 1
Gulf States, and Friday to the Ohio Valley an 1
over the South Atlantic States.
A very genei
ally rising barometer, northwestcrle winds an 1
weather
are
for
the northwos
clearing
probable

can

by

Ways aud Means, with power to report any

om-

son

throat, tumors, wens, earache, toothache
yield to its pain-subduing, counter-irritau
properties, and burns, scalds and cuts are heal
ed with incredible rapidity under its operation
mrll-eodlw&wlt

to

Mr. Sheldon, of Louisiana, from the Committee on Commerce, reported a bill authorizing a
mail steamship service between New Orleans
and Mexican ports.
On an objection by Mr. Randall, of Pennsylvania, that the bill made an appropriation, it
was referred to the Committee of the Whole.
The House then took up the Senate amendment to the Chicago relief bill, and, after dis-

SENATE CONFIRMATIONS.

now

matism, stiffness of the

or me

The Senate confirmed Joseph R. Lewis, Associate Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court
of Washington Territory; Alfred Taylor, Rear

mar4-4w

P. O. Vickery, of Augusta, having entered
into bnsiness engagements which will prevent
his giving bis personal attention to the Job
Printing business, will sell his interest in the
firm of Vickery & Rogers, Job Printers, 150
Water street, at a great bargain, and on easy
terms. If parties wishing to purchase, prefer
to buy the whole business, they can do so. The
presses and material are nearly new, the office

is not effected in

preiereuce

The following telegram has been received
here:
Arizona City, March 15.—But a few of the
tribes recently placed on the reservations manifest a disposition to
positively accept the conditions offered by the generosity of the
government. No opportunity has been lost to
acquaint
them with the intentions of the
government,
and I am convinced that
they fully comprehend
the order of Gen. Crook to remaiu on the reservations after the 15th ult.
Those at Verde and
C amp McDowell all
fled, and murder and robhas
bery
again commenced with renewed vigor,
it being evident that
they have hoarded flour
and
rations, for the purpose of inaugurating a
new campaign.
Raids will then be made on the
settlers in the valley around Prescott.
Large
amounts of stocks will be
stolen, and unless
protection is afforded the settlers will become
impoverished and decimated.
Reports reach
me of a similar condition of
affairs in the
southern section of the country, and there is so
much earnestness in the whole
proceeding that
ffull ofjustified
*u. 8ay*u£ that their hostility is
life and vigor. The Apaches who came
to the Colorado reserves and were
fed, all left
on the 14th ult. for the mountains
with the exof
ception
fifty Date Creek Indians, who generally remain about the post. The Hualapais at
Raes Spring, appear friendly and some of their
number will probably ioin Gen. Crook as scouts
against the Jausar. The Majaves, Pinios and
Papagos are progressing favorably. Gene ml
Crook is in the field and from present indications will pursue the Indians vigorously.
H. Bendel, Sup’t.
(Signed,)
The same officer in a report of general informatio'i relative to Indian affairs m Arizona for
says: The Indians who have left their
February,
reservations have been seen on every road and
trail in the vicinity of Prescott
Stock has
been killed and run off from the ranches on the
Verde river and in the Bradshaw mining district.

ir-

Port op Port

the Year
1871.—Passengers no t
immigrants—male, 3049; female, 1056; total
4705. Immigrants—male, 3051;
female, 077-to
tal, 4028.

iuc

IOWA.

Belshazzar's Feast.—There was a much
larger audience at City Hall last night than on
the previous evening. The cantata was admir-

proves with each rehearsal. An additional programme has been provided for this evening. A
special train, for the accommodation of the citizens of Gorham and Westbrook, who desire
to hear the music, will be run on the Portland
& Rochester road to-night.

»iiub iv is

Exchange

Vegetable Vinegar Bitters.

was

THE PROSPECT OF TROUBLE WITH THE INDIANS.
REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT.

t

sengers.
Last evening at

as

by

ened.

to

present,

examination of the witnesses.
The committee adjourned until Monday evenMeantime the names of the witnesses
ing.
will be furnished.

vigor and the system feels refreshed and light-

gor.

was

committee
that both said parties shall either in person or
counsel conduct the examination and cross-

soon.

Eastport and St. John to-night on the arrival
of the midnight trains from Boston and Ban-

absent. C. A.
Sun, in which

was

York

Afeer a general conversation on the course to
be pursued, Mr. Peters offered the following
resolution which was adopted:
Resolved, That the editor of the New York
Sun be allowed to have produced before the
committee such witnesses as he may desire to
have examined either by himself or counsel,
and examine such witnesses in relation to any
matters within the scope of inquiry before the
committee, and that the Secretary of the Navy
be allowed to appear with counsel if he sees fit,

Stackpole. The evening was passed very
pleasantly in social enjoyment, with music, &c.

was

Voorliees of Indiana,

Dana, editor of the New
the charges were made,
also Secretary Kobeson.

Mr.

town

White, yesterday.
Spring cleaning has begun.
Post Bosworth is to bring out

Mr.

and goblets.
Later in the evening a number of members of the church presented Mr.
Smith with a double-cased gold watch, through

the 29th inst., on the occasion
of the dedication of Central Hall.
The case of John Ware against J. & E. M.
Rand, of this city, which was to have been
tried Tuesday, was continued, pending the dis-

Eating

THE ROBESON INVESTIGATION.

Washington, March 21.—The special committee to investigate the charges against SecreMessrs. Blair of
tary Kobeson met to-day.
Michigan, Sargent of California, Peters of
Maine, and Warren of New York were present.

ver

Friday evening,

pute about the shire
A seizure of liquor

the Sew.
F. B.

street

Society met at tho house of John L. Shaw, on
Myrtle street, and during the evening tern gentlemen members of the society presented the
pastor, Rev. A. A. Smith, through Col. George
W. Parker, with an elegant silver pitcher, sal-

Jotting*.

Navy Investigation.

hour the

over an

ing circle connected with the Casco

Mr. Chandler, from the Committee on Commerce, reported with amendments a bill re'ative to the entry and clearance of ferry boats
and bonded cars passing from one State to
another through foreign contiguous territory.
Mr. West, from the Committee on Military
Affairs, reported a hill allowing persons held’as
prisoners or in hospitals at the time or subsequent to the issue of their commissions as
officers in the army the same pay and emoluments as if actually mustered at that date, provided vacancies existed into which they could
have been mustered had they been present with
the command to which they were commissioned.
Mr. Cragin introduced a bill authorizing corrections in prize lists; also a hill for a reduction
in the number and grades of officers in the
navy, providing; among other things that the
grades of Admiral, Vice Admiral and Commodore be discontinued when they become vacant;
that after a lapse of the grade of Commodores
to the vacancies of Rear Admiral
promotions
be filled by the selection of captains; that the
instruction for cadet midshipmen
course of
shall be, after the graduation of the next first
class, six years instead of four; that the pay of
all officers on the retired list shall be one-half
their highest duty pay at the time of retirement, and that promotions from the retired
list at once he discontinued.
The tariff bill was then taken up.
Motions to lay aside the tariff bill were voted
down, and Mr. Frelingliuyseu spoke upon the
tariff.
Mr. Morton offered an amendment, repealing
all laws
creating or imposing taxes upon domestic products anu upon stamps, except taxes on
fermented
spirits,
liquors and tobacco, the repeal to take effect Oct. 1st, 1872.
.ur. aumner saiu rue expensive macninery oi
tlie Internal Revenue Department ought to lie
abolished by Congress without waiting for the
action of the Executive.
Mr. Sherman said the reduction of the internal revenue would undoubtedly be accomplished
by a reduction of the machinery.
Mr. Sawyer gave notice of an amendment retaining the present duty on rice.
Mr. Hill favored a reduction by one half of
the internal revenue list before any general revision of the tariff.
Mr. Sherman proposed to limit the debate on
the tariff to the amendment pending at this
time, and would call up the motion to-morrow.
The Vice President announced Messrs. Hamlin and Casserly as a committee of conference
on the bill providing for reporting and publishing the debates.
The Senate went into executive session and
soon after adjourned.

DANGEROUS

ing.

very interesting session of
Board adjourned.

indefinitely postponed.

THE WEATHER.

The wind has been blowing a gale all day and
the thermometer in the vicinity of zero.

and Messrs. Deering and Jose were appointed a
committee to confer with Mr. Brown in relation to the proposed change in the building and
also the formation of a company with the re-

Superior Court.

a

were several stocks in the buildings adjacent
that were packed, and were more or less injured by water. The parties were fully insured.

willingness to subscribe from §125,000 to $150,000 for such an enterprise provided they could
secure to themselves the sale of the productions.
The whole question was discussed colloquially

Bradburys.

Pullen.

The building was occupied
saloon in the first story and billiard hall in
the second story. Owing to the promptness of
the fire department and a large supply of watei
the damage to the building was small. There
for

a

lined $1 and one-lialf-costs each for assault and
battery on William Sullivan.
were

prepare an alphabetical list of all private claims
that have been before the Senate since 1855,
with the action of the Senate.
Mr. Carpenter called up the bill to extend the
time for the construction of the Bayfield & St.
Croix Railroad, and moved to nou-eoneur in the
amendments made by the House.
Mr. Sherman moved to concur.
Mr. Pomery offered an amendment, and after
some discussion the bill was laid over and ordered to be printed.
Mr. Logan, from the Committeeon Pensions,
reported adversely on the House bill making all
pensions payable from the date of discharge cr
the death of the persons on whose account the
pensions were granted, and on his motion it was

defective chimney.

the vacancy in this Board caused by the resignation of Walter Wells.
The subject of remodeling Brown’s Sugar
House into a cotton factory was taken up. The
President stated, on the authority of the late
Secretary, that parties in Boston had expressed

PRESIDING.

Thursday.—Michael Dooley

Washington, March 21.—A resolution was
adopted directing the Secretary of the Senate to

Lewiston, March 21.—A fire broke out about
four o’clock this afternoou in a
building on Lisbon street, owned by C. C. Haley, caused by a

Messrs. Dana and Jose, who were appointed
committee to nominate a Secretary in place of
the
Walter Wells, resigned, recommended
choice of Win. W. Thomas, Jr.; and the report
was accepted and Mr. Thomas was elected.
It was voted to present the name of Wm.
Curtis to the Board of Trade for election to fill

Municipal Court.
JUDGE MORRIS

SENATE.

FIRE.

a

SPECIAL NOTICE COLUMN.
House for Sale—John C. Procter.
NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.
Bank of Dej»osit—F. A. Hawley & Co.
Notice—George Rackleff.
International Steamship Co.—A. R. Stubbs.
Wanted—'T. Lobenstein.
Administratrix's Sale—W. H. Jerris.
A Home for a Girl.
Municipal Bonds—Charles M. Hawkes.

■

MAIN*..
{Special Dispatch by Western Union Line.)

tsm.

Advertisement* To-Day.

New

BY TELEGRAPH.

meeting
at the Board of Trade rooms yesterday afternoon and was called to order promptly at four
o’clock by the President, W. S. Dana, Esq.
The office of Secretary being|vacant, W. W.
Thomas, Jr., Esq., was chosen Secretary pro

FRIDAY MORNING, MARCH 22, 1872.

X LI lit €0 S UR ESS- SECOND SESSION.

Middle

mrl2-d3m_

UP

Street.,
STAIRS.

Stockholders’ meeting.

of the Portland Publishing ComA MEETING
pMy m111 be held at their office
Saturday,

ine23d

on

lust.,

business.
A1

at 3

o’clock,

p.

m., for

the transaction of

GEORGE GIFFORD, Clerk.

Portland, March 20, 1872.

mar21U3t

THE PEESS.

POETRY.

Incident of the Paris Siege.

An
BY

N K\V

Commune.

The Hero of the

MAROARET

MB*.

FOR girls,

AT

I.

“Garcon!—You—you,

crew'
Snared along with this ^u*8**1
bo bold,
(Only a child, and yet
ten
as
years old)
—Scarcely as much

II.
I know!

FOREIGN

And fine for warming the blood; but who
Wants wolfish work Tike this to do?
Bah! ’Tis a butcher’s business.) How ?
(The boy is beckoning to me now:
1 knew ‘his poor child’s heart would fail;
Yet his cheek’s not pale).
—Quick! Say your say: For don’t you see,
When the church-clock yonder tolls out Three,
You’re all to be shot?
—

Gentlemen’s

Where

What?

All work will

receive

our

mchl9dTT&S3w

iionata

Eli Perkins Tennessee-ed.
gives the following
amusing account of one of the playful moods
of the New York stock exchange:
A well-dressed gentleman, with blue necktie, clear, gray eyes, light overcoat, massive
The New York Sun

ALDEN,
J. W. BRADBURY,
J. W. BRADBNRY, Jr.,

i

Family School

to meet at the Directors’Room of the Maine
Central Railroad Company, in Augusta, on the 26th
day of March, 1872, at 11 o’elook, a. m., to act on the
several matters specified iu said
and upon
come before them.
any other business that may
J. S. CUSHING, Sec.
mchl4
Augesta, March 12, 1872.

ments.

Josiah H. Sherman.

Jalso have the Agency for this State for the
CELEBRATED

Pianos,

i

leading instrument manufactured in the United
States.
2m

rloOA

e_.Aa

BOSTON LEAD CO.,
[Incorporated in 1829.]

J. H. Chadwick &

and

FITTINGS, PUMPS, k-C., &C.
Our Pare White Load, both
dry and ground in oil.
^
th'af'fWy'
bCr,5iCt,T
?Ure! and itGUARANTEE
that
tor fineness,
body and durability,
is not snra"y Lcad in tllc Inark«t, either foreign or
American
In order to protect ourselves, we have
adopted
our trade-mark an
eight-pointed red star, with
corporate seal in the centre. This is on every packof
our
Pure
age
Lead. None genuine without it.
ns

W. F.

Phillips

&

Co.,

agents fob the roM

MIDDLE ST.

jt&A48
HALL’S

VEGETABLE SICILIAN

BONDS,

HAIR

AND

RENEWER.

the Investment.
the best article

Is

RESTORE

FIRST MORTGAGE SINKING FUND GOLD
RONDS OF THE

TO

and

GRAY

ORIGINAL

FREE

BY

MAIL.

RFor?atLb^,lC<?rug^?s8hUa’
eod&eow
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and LN EQUALED l-.RIFIER OF
Sure and Perfect
Remedy for all

BLOOD and is

a

their Concomi-

Dr. Wells’ Extract of Jurnbeba
public as a great invlgorator and remedy for all t!le
impurities of the blood! or
weakness with their
going complaints

attendant evils.

ready for the public.

Mr. W

offered at SO Each, and the demand
a

“money order” by

we

pre-

have the money sent by express, for which there is

charge. All orders

the order they are received,

will be
so

secure

in

M. B. TRUFANT, the discoverer of
lent remedy for the cure of

comitto'the

assort-

sizes early application will be necessary.

an

excel-

RHEUM,

*Sf

-mch6d2m_WM. B. TRUFANT. Bath, Me.

“OAK

HALL,” Boston
5^’36,38 rvorth street-

WM.

E.

DEMISOIV,

SucccRBor to J. W.
Deering,

170 Commercial st., Head Merrill’s
Wh’f,
Foot of Crow street,
Portland, Me.,

Dealer in Coal and Wood,
©F FIRST QUALITY ONLY,
AT LOWEgT MARKET PRICE.

Having sold my Interest in the above business to
Capt. Wm. E. Dennison, late of the Steamer City of
Richmond, I beg leave to thank my friends for their
liberal
patronage and recommend Capt. Dennison for
their continued favors.
My books will remain at the office of Capt. DeniBon, an<l 1 will thank those indebted to me to setne their accounts, and
those to whom I am indebted
tl send in their bills.
j. w. DEERING.
March 5th-dlw-t eodtf

Standard Preparation, endorsed by the most reliable Physicians, and its astonishing curative powers
attested by thousands who have used it.
It is a sure, quick remedy for all diseases of the
Urinary Organs existing in male or teraale, Irritation
or Inflammation of
Kidneys or Bladder, Gravel, Diabetes, Reddish Sediment in Urine, Thick, Cloudy
Mucous anu Involuntary Discharges from
JTrme,
Urethra, Retention or Incontinuence of Urine, Chronic Catarrh of
Bladder, and all Chronic Maladies of the
Urino-Genital Organs.
*"
ani1 dealers in Med|clu
A

Maine

Id month.*'1

codly

MRS.

DlNSMORE’S~

COUGH ANI) CROUP BALSAM !
ThiK Is

truly the

best

Me,Heine yet offered

Public for the

Cough, Croup, An,hum

tWng'Stef

nud

th<>

10

T R Y
dc23d&w

w52

to

the

Colds.

Produce „ny-

IT!

3m

Wi"

(dAwtd)

Safigg
DEE^’,„

F

1r hereby given, that the
Rubscrtberg have
been duly appointed Executors of the
Will of
FRANCIS BLACKSTONE, late of
Pownal,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased,and
havetakeu upon themselves that trust by
giving bonds as the
law directs. All persons having demands
upon the
estate of said deceased, are
required to exhibit the
•aine; and all persons indebted to sai*l estate are
•ailed ui>on to make
payment to
PAyiD GKOS!, of Auburn, \ Exec f-

NOTICE

of

cure

Savings Bank,

!h'o. IOO HUDDLE STREET.

everywhere?
noUB

These Bonds have sold, daring; the past
year, to an extent unequalled by those ol
any other

Corporation, and they have now

taken their place among; the soil'd and favorite securities of the country.
This is because the Bonds
based upon tne
amplest security, being a FIRST AND ONLY
MORTGAGE “upon the railroad franchises, nd
all the lands and property, and rights of property,
real and personal, now in jjossession by the Northern
Pacific Railroad Company, or which the said Company may hereafter acquire.” The Land Grant of the
Northern Pacific Railroad will average over 23,000
acres to each mile of road.
This land is capable oi
producing in abundance all the Fruits, Vegetables
and cereals of the Eastern or Middle States.
THE VALUE OF LAND GRANTS.
The average-price at which twenty-sixland
grant
railroads have thus far sold their lands is $7.04 per
acre—the highest average of any grant being
$13.98,
and the .lowest $3.07. With few exceptions the average selling price has increased from year to year.
The lands ot the Northern PacificRoad are admitted
by all who have seen them, to be better and more
saleable than those of most other grants; but. sold at
the general average oi $7,04 per acre, they will yield
more than $161.000 per mile of road—more than three
times the possible cost of construction and equipment; at the lowest average of any grant (3.07)*
they will produce more than $70,000 per mile, which
is $20,000 per mile more than the company are allowed to issue bonds.
TRAFFIC ON PACIFIC BAILRO IDS.

officially reported, the gross earnings of the

pres-

Pacific Railroad (Union and Central) for 1871, the

An

are

net

over

“White’s

Specialty

PERKINS &

operating expenses.

.«

I

j

for

THESE

trYON, of Pownal,
,S£M’EL'
March 19th, 1872.
Pownal,
n

w!2-3w

JOHN Q.
agent for the

KELLOGG. 18 Platt St., N. Y.,
U. S. Send for Circular.

Uriinniafu

by

trr

W. F.

PHILLIPS & CO..

feb26-3mPortland,

required
as

5-20’s

are

exchanging

hereby given, that the subscriber has
NOTICE
been duly appointed and lakeu upon himself
tho
is

trust of Administrator of tbe estate ot
CHARLES B. PLUMMER, late of Bridgton
the County of Cumberland,
deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All
persons having demands
eH*a*°of said deceased, lire
to ex-

m

required

^atei.r^LE'ryrnftr
Bridgton, March

5,°$*

to-“~

WI£S’M$»r-

Manufacture,

BURDETT Sc WOOD’S
CELEBRATED

Seat

BOSTON

i

Piano Stools.

All

be

can

obtained at

STREET.
<lcl2eod-6m

i-H
S*

KENDALL & WHITNEl
dlw

”lly CHAS~F.'BEEMgri>.UB."1"

will be received by Westbrook Man
ufacturing Co., for building a stone dam on the
lower falls at Saccarappa, Me.
Plans and speclfichtions may be seen at the office o
the Compony in Saccarrappa.

PROPOSALS

JAMES HASKELL, Agent’
Saccarappa, Feb 15. 1872.
felSistf
■

His

divinity

established and rationalism routed

itopular

Administrator of the estate of
J°FDAN, la.te of Cape Elizabeth,
in the County of Cumberland
deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons
havingdemands upon the estate of said
are reouired
decoased,
to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted
to said
estate are called upon to make payment to
tne

°?N G.‘

THOMAS HANNAFORD, Adm’i
Cape Elizabeth, March 5th, 1872.
nich9-3w

300 Agents Wanted >oxv
rilO sell our Sewing Silk, Linen Thread Sc
A Picture.. Every family will buv them '871
mch!6t4w

Ma<le

Flusters.

They will certainly

This is

or

on

Ex

grounds

moderate.
For particulars apply to
PORTLAND STAR MATCH CO.,
Commercial Sreet, Portland, Me.
*
jan 12-d*&wtf

[
j

J THE wellIn known Farm
chard, Cumberland,

owned by Joseph Blanone mile from the Centre
would exchange for City Property. If not
sold by*
1st of April, will be to let.
Enquire on the premises.

feb21tf

J°*KP" BIiASCHABD,

delicate aud rehreahUa
l'07V. .-J/**ru"<'r •r »«nulae Partua
Cf-d 7r>,,^-.^.5olohni Water, aad la

el'err
aad

in

HUDSON RIVER OIL

WORKS,

And cannot be equalled for
and

Economy.

Furnished in cans, cases, and prime
bbls. by
Thurston’s Ivory Pearl Toolhpowder.
It is the best Dentriflee known.
Sold by Druggists and Dealers in Fancy Goods. Price
New York.

BARTLETT

&

CO.,
18 India Street,
Baton,
Ocn’i Ag’u for New
England.
A. A. CBENERi',
Agent for Portland.
feb26

4w

for sale

by

I

Wliatf and Dock, first, corner of E street.
miSifeodlf _Office, 10 State at..Boston.

ELIAS HOWE

Sewing Machines
ANDBUTTEKICK’S

Patterns of Garments
PLUMM-,B~4 WILDES;
_173

Middle St.. Up8talrs.

FISH ERH EIV 7
TWINES AND NETTING,
maxpeacthed h
t-. HOOPER A- SONS.
Send lor price-list.
Baltimore, Aid.
IfH
dly

IE AT.

_

SEED,

OAnrj
“V/U v/

NEED!

BUSHELS New Timothy Seed; also
Red Top lor sale by

Clover and

KESltAhi. At

IWITNEY.

Portland Se't ,2p 1*71.

serZdtt is

For Beauty ofPollah, Saving
Labor, Clean-

liness, Durability
■■tWARK

or

&

Cheapness, Unequaled.

IVORTHI.KSS

lTe‘:''3l!uidS«!”*OUr‘
Tin:
usr, at

RISIMI
twelve

EaUi lam"'8'

niTATIOXR, „„d,r
■**»P*“» color of

wmpSw

SI X POLISH IX MLR, for
»|or.
cents per pouml-twenty-tlvr

Cl"“l’cr ,1'“ “ny other Bulk

.ioV.,.*'

aml «"V
PnltalTfor

THk RIRIXC

SI X UXRkll PRXCII—N„
Sharpen'mr
Cheap and Durable—Bupi-rceUeitotherarticlesfor
jmrp.\»!L
THL RISIMi

VirSlZ"
bearings end machinery. Lasts six times as I on« as nil*
alone. U I!,, and Mil., hexes, 15 cents
perl”.
MX RLU k 1.1 All LI

MORSE

RRILATOR.

Try^“

BROS., Prop’rs., Canton,

jan27d&w-12w

u...
**

W5

mch 1 Id lt& w3t*wl 1

|

jDtJ

Catalogue.

W. C. STRONG & CO.,
B~C°° s*

r^chn,MMw'AaFnJ^04

<i"*j q's S?5!

•

9 S

Renovate those you have with
JOITVEX’M nODOKOI'N KID GLOYK
CLBAMR.

Healer. In l‘EHFl_MEKV>^

r°r thc
aide of
A (xFATTSrnte'1
-I- I^New York,” “Bright
Library of Inand Objects of
Interest" SJthiV'St0ai^*nHtitut,onH
that % book you got in by Rev. J. F.

Richmond, 5 years a City MlBsioncry. A work worth
having anil not a Sensation book. 200 Engravings.
Agonts sell 40 a day. E. B. TREAT, Pub. 805 Broadway, S,T.
mrh4t4w
AGENTS! ! !

Dealers anil purchasers of Fruit and
Ornamental
Trees and Plants will And their interest
In examining
our
largely increased and unequalled stock, which is
superior in quality, with many Novelties, selected In
Europe, by personal ims|®otion, last foil. Send for ih

MONEY IN BUYING A NEW
WHYpairSPEND
of Ki<l Glove* every time you go out?1

a

They are are composed of choice emollient gums
spread on the finest kid, of three different sizes, and
are worn with ease and comfort.
Sold l»y Druggists
Price 15,20 and 30 cents each.
F. C. WELLS & CO..
192 Fulton Street, N

BOARDS,

~

OIL!
ordinary kerosene lamps,
wherever good light and perfect
security from accident are required. It. is prepared
carefully at the

dimensions,

FOR SALE.

ECLECTI C
use

Oi hand and sawed to

«AKO pine PLANK,
HARD PINE FLOORING AND
STEP.

_

WICKES’

ior

Hard and WhUePine Timber

Farm For Sale.
Containing 72 acres; about 20 acres
As''™Lr S ?f good wood; about 16 acres movin8 aml tillage; a two story house,
km *
■ •JUBHiIJL. ^ood-bouse and barn connected ; all
rd LLiiiAL!-in good
situated one mile
from Cumberland Center. repair;
For particulars enquire of
PuRtJtTON, at Morrill’s Corner, Deering, or
J-RANCIS
Charles Farwell, on the premises,

feb26t-4w

is intended

cure.

25 and 50 cedts per bottle.
F. C. WELLS * CO192 Fulton Street,

good

location for either Farmer or Fisherman.
The laud is
excellent—sea-dressing and
muck abundant. The harbor is good and in close
proximity to good fishing
which with several
markets near at hand make it a rare chance to carry
on the market
tisliing and lobster business. Terms
a

has ‘he

Mtrcngthrning

Rapidly with Stencil

the Daily Press Job Printing Office
Marks,
change Street, Portland.

♦

h("

AN

tli‘; ProPrietor of Dr. f'age’aB
Latairh Remedy for a caaeofH
*'* Head" Catarrh or ■
Ozena,which he cannot cum. H
faolu by Druggists at 50 eta.

Porky, Brilliancy,

in want of Plain
Fancy Job Printing
THOSE
will find it
their advantage to call
Wu M
ro

IMuchinc-sprrnil

-w-Zs

a

Island Co Let*
19 LAND 13 miles from Portland and two
miles from main land, containing about 40
acres, together with the buildings thereon, consisting
of new Dwelling House, Bam,
Shells, and Fish
House, all in perfect repair*

•

certainty. Send
Concord N H

and Kev
MOY L
FV
lttUJN
A check Outflts.
Catalogues, samnles
and full iiarticulars free. S. M.
Spencer, BrattleboTO.Vt.
inchl6t4w

at

*

ThO YOU FEEL WEAK AND LANGUID IN
XX CONSEQUENCE OF OVER EXERTION®Have you taken cold? Are you afflicted with Rheumatism, or pains of any kind? try one of
Well*’

\

For

•

is hereby given, that the subscriber has
NemoE
been duly apiiolnted and taken
upon himself
trust of

ngJpJV
v

for

■'•BRADFORD.

It is one of the best and most desirable
chances for safe investment in trade in Portland.
For further particulars call on the
premises, No 32
St. Lawrence street, of
J. J. GILBERT.
P- S—All who have demands against me will
present them for payment, and persons owlnfc me will
please call and settle.
mchlUtf

the owner wants to go West.
SAMUEL D. TEBBETS.

.*** The

and rapidly selling religious work ever
Circulars address U. S. Pub. Co., N. Y.
Cincinnati, Chicago or St. Louis.
mr4t4w*i*m*
most

Issued.

H
»
§8 If

CICh*nf^

ON

5500
IS gjgy
;Q MW /

STOVE nail CDK«TNrT
By the canto at the Trry k>»ev marhe*
delivered on tanrd at place ot shipment, snd price,
sill pro.
care vessels *.1 trar*«noit the
same when desired
R °*H 1
STIBDIVA^T,*
Ivtldtf
____Mft Commercial at.

Lyuch.

Far Sale or To Lease*
account of poor health, my bouse and
store,
heated throughout
by steam with very little expense. Also, the stock which was
bought ‘before the
late rise.

ARRANGEMENT.

FOR_

•TEAM* It,

Kln-nT

mowing, araoie ana jiasture land, on
•kink
which is a young orchard of thrifty trees.
The whole
conveniently divided and fenced.
Said premises are
hlgh
groin'l
thc
overlooking
city of Auburn and Lewiston. The buildings with

disorders of Liver and Stomach, Headache, Dvsmrltlim
pepsia, &e. Sold everywhere at 25 cents.
AGENTS WANTED

lAMP,

or

Auburn, March 2,1872.

W7L“S*LL

WB

„„uf

W *

Carg;o7

by tlie

THE

On anl after Monday, Oct.
30, 1871,
rain* will run as follows:
fPassenger train at 7.30 A. M. for
South Paris, and intermediate stations.
,,
Mail train .stopping at all
stalious) for Island
Pond, connecting with night mail train for Quebec,
Montreal and the West, at 1.10 P. M.
Accommodation for South Paris and Intermediate
stations at 5.00 P. M.
Passenger trains will arrive as follows:
From Sontn Paris and Lewiston, at 8.15 A. M.
From Montreal, Quebec, Gorham and
Bangor, at
2.45 P. M.
Accommodation from So. Paris arrive at 8.45 P. M.
E3F"Sleeping Cars on all night trains.
The Company are not responsible for
baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid for at the rate o 1
oue passenger tor
every $500 additional value.
C. J. BKYDGES, Managing Director.*
H. BAILEY, Local Superintendent.
Portland, Oct. 26, 1871.
oc26islw-ostf

Jan31

Coiil

11

STETSON & POPE,

To Ia*«.
subscriber about to remove to
Portland, offers
for sale or to be let In the
of Auburn, a few
city
minutes walk from
depot, churches and schools Ills
™
dwelling house, stable and
<
outbuildings, and grounds
surrounding them of about
a lawn, sbrubberv
conidatinS
Jod
laI"1. '“"Oft of
»,,d gooseberry boshes,
irndI^5.bI?1*ardenJ
apple, i>ear, plum and cherry trees in full bearing.
AIro adjoining the above arc
thirteen acre* of hf<rh-

Cure

wlm w7

STONE_ DAM.

to $150 por month cleared with
terms at once to D. I. Guernsey,

Portland. Not 1.1870.

SPRING VALE.

WE

ou8e’___mrSAd

JERItlS,

Benjamin

ifoTt.a'ndoTviHnTt'v

—

_

rOAL**'

bury, Jr., Hon.Nathan Webb, Hon. John

WILL BE SOLD CHEAP!

have just published our Annual Seed Catalogue of FLOWER and VEGETABLE SEEDS
and will furnish it EREE on application.

—AT
_

House., Lai. an. * arm. far Sale. •
He would reler parties abroad to
th. following
named gentlemen ot this city: Hen.
<)«„. K. Slone
lev, Hon. A. W H. Clapp, Hon.

poiut in the

..

BROKE*,

Real Estate and Loan Agent

Railway

I_’

KENDALL'S MILLS,

State street, and the one in
Vernon Court, together with the lot

For Sale

MAHPMON, Agcnl..

■V RANDALL
ANDREVa,
Late of the Gardiner Hotel,the Maine
Hotel at Damariscotia, and Columbian House, Bath.
A 200,1 U*ety Stable is
connected with the

BUIGGS^fcsj., Merrill's

alteration of trains.

As

I

££*■ ,5“,?ou"
"i,tbol“t h,eN^r^y ftock“.w

TEBBETS~ HOUSE,

mch4t4w

A
r.

Fairfield house,

e.1P,aPo.rf1"1;! aIld,

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.

WINTER

WHITNEY

Iu23.lv

Forest Aveuue Horse R. R; one
of the best locations hi the
place. The lot contains
lj acres: the buildings are a two story house 23 bv °4
A small Green House ami
«hd land will be sold with or
the dwelling house and
suitable lot of land alone.
Inquire by mall on the
premises, or of E P.
Corner

FOR SAlRE !

Catalogue!

ortlan_

Trunk

a. m.

vessels-'

99

WM. H.

Long Wbarf, Boston, at 3 p.m.
S,reet Wh,r'. Philxdel-

10

''.surance one halt the rate ot salt.
log
Freight IOT the West by the Penn. fi R. and
Soott
by connecting lines forwarded iree ol
commission.
PASSAGE, TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage
apply to

T„„„

__

While doing average work, coupled with a good
it will supply steam for 150 indicated horse

L

From

».t?‘0“.
pbla, a 1

For Sale.
<!rtla?d Nursery, and Buildings connected
with ih Located at Morrill's
Corner, Deerlng,
miles from Portland, near R. R.
station, and term-

power.

ANNUAL

Seed

on

Line.

leave each port everj
W-dnegdov48atnjJ»T

mh2-dti

Do not be deceived by “Old reliable
office.” or
best routes’* advertised by other
parties, but call at
Grand Trunk Office under Lancaster
at the
Hall,or
and
obtain prices, and see the
Depot
saving in
time and distance.
Baggage checked ttirough and
Pullman Cars secured from Portland to Chicago
D. H. BLANCHARD’S, oppo. Preble
House,
No. 2S2 Cougress street, Portland. Me.
JM. FLOWERS, Eastern Agent,
Bangor, Me.
sept25dtf__

engine,

the
S. A
six inch, is used bytheGovemment in the Patent Office,
Washington, D. C. Its simplicity of construction and the
l>ower it transmits renders it
the best water wheel ever invented.
Pamphlet free. N.
E. BURNHAM, York, Pa.

Steamship

they Rtand.
Enquire on the premises.
Possession given immediately.

CALIFORNIA,
Or

r

HAWES & CRAGIN’S Music Store,
77 MIDDLE
IfManlc sent by mail.

TWO
the rear,
which

on

*Aceommodation.
$Fast Express.
W. MERRITT, Superintendent, Boston.
PAYSON TUCKER, Agent,
353 Commercial Street, Portland.
novll-dtf

-FOR-

use

phtlaBe LPHIA

the Portland
Office and two

FOR SALE ON STATE STREET.

I'y purchasing tickets via the

Vu^l^e^ "frU.MeS
throughout

B O S T O JN

a

Honses, No.

SANtPkON, Agent.

as Central Wharf, Boston.

Jnne2tf_

j

food

RAILROAD.

Grand

New

Country Residence,

Farm for Sale.

$5.00 SAVED

pH

A

E.

ACRES of good land, cuts 40 tons of hay,
atx)“t ^ cords of
young hard wood growth,
a brook
running through it that never fails; it has a
barn, house, ell and wood shed, and carriage
ourc, good well of water. Tbte farm Is situated In
the town of Bowdoin, Maine, 5 miles from
navigation
and R. R., Bowdoin ham, 5 miles from Lisbon
Falls.
Terms easy. For further information
enquire of
WM. SMALL, JR.,
mr4eod2w
Lisbon Falls, Maine.

Springfield line.
CaT’Freight trains between Portland and Boston
daily.
Passenger station in Boston, Haymarket Square.
Freight station. Causeway street.

ORGANS!

hours*

hours;
Baltimore *15. time 65
Norfolk, 48 hours. To Baltimore, 63 hours
r or further Information
apply to

B. & M. R. R.

1 niO

or

\

places 1 Vetf.
Through rates given to South and West,
rlne Passenger accon mice at ions.
Fare including Berth and Meals to
Norfolk *12.JO
time 48
to

i

__

Blanchard Maine State Boiler Co.

W. T. BROWN & CO., General Agents,
dcl8
Cor. Middle and Exchange Sts

I

furniture.
A. TUCKER,
on

Kennedy.*

"McClellan('apt.

baildtng* consist of a large two story modern
built.Brick house; a bain 38x72, clapbuarded and
painted; and a stable 24x36, all In good ropaii.
we** located for summer boarde's.
Will be sold at a great bargain before the firRt of
April,
gale the ('apt. Sylvanus
Ateofpr
Higgins farm in
Cai»e Elizrbeth; contains about one liundred aud
thirty acres, partly covered with a heavy growth of
wood and timber; comfortable
bindings and cuts
abont thirty tons of hay; three miles
from Portland,
and one and a half from
Cape Elizabeth Depot. Wflf
be sold low
applied for soon, otherwise will l»c leased for the coming year.
JOSEPH HOBSON.
c
Saco, Me., March 1st, 1872.
mch2deod*!tw4w wlO

|

call.

without

Conductor

Lawrence

Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington by
3
Steamer Lady of the Lake.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Peter,burn and
Richmond, by river or rail: and by the Va. & Tens
Air Line to nil
(wlnts In Virginia, Tennessee, Ala<weornM I «“<• over the Seaboard and Jioanoke It. It. to all points In .forth and South
Carolina
bv the Balt. & Ohio It.lt. to
and
Washington
s

tarm.

■“"7

(Old Instruments taken in exchange.)
CHOICE and large stock of Sheet Jttunic, !
Book*, Folio*, Wrapper*. Also a tine
-i
lot of Violin*, Banjos,
Drum*, Guitars,
Cornets, Concertina*, String*, ITfuaic Box- LXj
es,

&

Arrangement,

intensely

William

on

J

We will guarantee that this boiler will shew 50
per cent, more power with the same weight of eoal
than any boiler of the same heating surface in the
market, and will continue to do so, as Ion? as it is
used, and we will back our guarantees with Government Bonds.
The durability of this boiler is greater than any
other for the reason is that no cold water is allowed
to come in contact with the
heated surfaces,
the feed water being gradually heated as it ascends
from the lower to the upper compartment.
We would especially call the attention of Railroad
men to the foliowiug facts, that while running this
boiler with coal or wood the sparks are neutralized,
and none have ever left the smoke-stack or chimney,
which in itself is a most valuable advantage, novel
before realized.
Confining ourselves to practice and not theory we
invite all parties in waut of Steam Boilers to give us

William

“George Appold."

Beach: contama one hundred aud
f°rty acres, well wooded and watered; well adapted
the raising of market Vegetables, or for a milk

iExpress.

i.’he smoke and heated gases pass first through the
tubes in the upper comjiartment, then descend, and
return through the tubes in the second
compartment,
thence again descending they pass through the tubes
in the third compartment. By this
operation, the
smoke, and heated gases from the furnace on tlieir
way to the smoke stack, or chimney come in contact with giadually decreasing temperatures of

or

address,

Oliver Dyer farm in Saco,
THE
road, three miles from the Post
from old Orchard

afp^M***

rTHE

a

REED

or

deaud

Steamship*:—

■

FOR SALE !

become household words
Portsmouth for Portland tIO.OO A. M., 110.40 A.
among not only one but
M., 12.38 P. M., 15.30 P. M., ‘10.10 P.M.
many nations, must have
•Pullman sleeping car express train.
extraordinary virtues. PertAccommodation train.
haps no one ever secured so
§ Mail train.
wide a reputation or maintained it so long as Ayer’s
Cherry Pectoral.
tyThe Pullman Sleeping Car Express Train arIt
has been known to the pub- I rives at and iJpnnrta fmm tLn Tlnv.n« of 4i.o ir.:_
lic about forty years, by a
I
Central Railroad.
long contiuned series of
N. B. The 0.15, 9.10 A. M., and
marvellous cures, which have won for it a confidence
3.30,3.16 P. M.
in its virtues, never equalled by any other medicine. I trains from Portland, make close connections to New
ork
by one or other of the routes from Boston.
It still makes the most effectual cures of
Coughs.
Colds, Consumption, that can be made by medical Passengers ticketed through by either route.
F. CHASE,
skill. Indeed, the Cherry Pectoral has really
no9tf
robbed these dangerous diseases of tlieir terrors, to a
Supt. P. S. & P. R. R.
extent, and given a feeling of immunity from
eir fatal effects, which is well founded, if the rem& MAINE
edy be taken in season. Every family should have it
in their closet for the ready and prompt relief of its
Winter
Nor. 13, 1871.
members. Sickness, suffering, and even life is saved
by this timely protection, The prudent should not
Trains
leave
P.
S. & P. R. K. Sta-a--neglect it, and the wise will not. Keep it by you for
K&gjgB&Svrlitton, Portland, for Boston, *6.15, *9.10
the protection it afiords in sudden attacks, and by ts
M., 3.30$, 3.45*, P. M. Returning
"*
timely use.
*7.30 $8.30 A. M., *12.15, *3. P. M
For Rochester, Alton Bay,
PREPARED BY
*6.15, A. M.
Manchester aud Concord, N. H., via C. & P. R R
DR. .J. C. AYER & CO., LOWELL, MASS..
6.15*
A.
3.45*
P.
Junction,
M.
M.,
Practical and Analytical Chemists,
Manchester and Concord, via Lawrence. 9.10* A. M
And sold by druggists all round the world.
Lowell, 6.15*, 9.10* A. M., 3.30$, 3.45* P. M.
dccl8-d«fcwevery3dwly
Milton and Uuiou, 9.10* A. M.
3.30$, 3.45* P. M.
NOTE.—The 6.15* A. M. train arrives in Boston in
time to connect with Shore Line at 11.10 for New
OFFICE OF
York, the South and the West 9.10* A. M. train connects with the 3.00 P. M. Spriugfield Route aud Sound
Steamers for New York aud the South. 3.301 P. M
rain with the 9.00 P. M. train for New York via Shore

a

Northern Pacifies, thus
adding to their
principal the present premium on Government
Bonds, and increasing their yearly interest income
nearly one third.
All marketable stocks and bonds will
be received
at current prices in
exchange for Northern Pacific
Seven-Thirties without expense to the investor.
For further particulars
concerning this Bond, or
purchase of the same, apply to the undersigned.
SWAN * BARRETT,
H. M. PAYMON,
W. E. WOOD,
BHnkem, Portland
feb 27-T&T&B&W4W

iHw?,ue

PIANOS of the best

to

Sinking Fund to tho purchase and cancellation ot
the first mortgage bonds.
EXCHANGING 5-40’s. In view of the ability
and fixed
policy of the Government to call in its
5-20’s and substitute a
low-interest bond— $140,000
000 having been called
in for cancellation since
September 1st—many
of
holders

Merchandise,
CONSISTING OF

bondholders

Edgar Thompson)

them for

Musical

Me.

ill be sold with

Desirable

Leave Boston for Portland at t7.30 A. M„ 18.30 A.
M., 112.15 P. M.,{3.00 P. M., *8.00 P. M.
f°r I>ortIa,ld at s-°° A. M.,
returning at

the confimankind and
won

wlO

TABLETS present the Acid in combination with other efficient remedies, in a popular
form, for the Cure of all THROAT and LUNG Diseases.
HOARSENESS and ULCERATION of the
THROAT are immediately • relieved and statements
are constantly being sent to the
proprietor of relief
in cases of Throat difficulties of years’ standing.

box.
Sole

w

ARRANGEMENT.

any other

w3m

in good repair; well
furnished;
izajJlightfully located, with line shade trees
at5S?,“Te grounds, and has excellent Btabling.

GREAT WEST.

For Conghs, Colds and Hoarseness.

For Sale

proceeds of all sales of land are
no devoted
by the Trustees of the
(Messrs. J. Cooke and J.

as Coaghs, Colds,Whooping
Coagb,
Bronchitis, Asthma and Consumption.
FEW Compositions

PHILLIPS & CO..
PORTLAND, ME.

MW4S

umlerelgned offer, for sale the “New
House,” situated invtheitpleaaent
pza^Humpehire
I'JHLVhim! iirrmnprmiu rltv nf

Inquire of,
jalOeodtf

s

NORFOLK and BA LTIMOKF

—

reasona-

a

~

such

of

Steamships of this Line sail from
of Central Wharf, Boston

Tuesdays ami Saturdays at 4r.
►for

The

k

STUBBS, Agent.

end

GEO. R. DAVIS & CO.,
Estate and Mortgage Brokers.

28-eod3w

A. R.

fe28eod3w

««..

Passenger trains leave Portland daily, for Portsmouth and Boston, (SunUays excepted) at *1.10 A. M. t6.15 A.
M., §9.10 A. M., 13.30 P. M., 13.45 P.

For Diseases of the Throat and Lungs,

dence

Sale.

—

I

Commencing IHondny, IVov’r I3th, 18TI.

Ayer’sCherry Pectoral

<lec20 2la tc2os

Norfolk and Baltimore and
Washington,
D. C. Steamship Line.

Hotel Property for Sale.

PORTSMOUTH R. R.
WINTER

which have

Feb

decl6-tc

PORTLAND, SACO,

Sh?-

fe28eod3w

For Reiit.
Plano, in good order, at

IJeal

Hass.

CO.,

_moJj2_
WELLS’S CARBOLIC TABLETS,
t

WaIH hv

The

EASTERN AND

Consulting Office,

Street, Boston,

BY

Don’t be deceived by worthless imitations.
Get
only Wells’s Carbolic Tablets. Price 25 ets per

810,000.

61 Hancock

junUdlyr

Portland, Dec. 15,1871.

AND

pay a
cost. With its

The rood is completed to the eastern boundary ol
Dakota, the Bed River of the North, a distance ot
255 miles. On the Pacific coast, 65 miles are under
construction, the greater part of which is completed
including purchased Hues, the Northern Pacific Com
pany now have nearly 600 miles of running road
Contracts are let for the construction of 635 miles
more, to be finished before the cloBe of 1872.
WE WOULD RECOMMEND THE
NORTHERN PACIFIC SEVEN-THIRTY GOLD ROND AS ONE OF THE
REST AND SAFEST SECURITIES
NOW OFFERED TO THE PURLIC.
In tins security are comblined tho
high credit of a
first-class Railroad Bond, with the solidity and safeof
a
Real
Estate
ty
Mortgage on Land worth more
than twice the amount loaned.
These Bonds are payable in 1900—bear 7 3-10 per
cent, interest in gold, payable first of
July and January—are free of U. S. Tax—are receivable at 10 per
cent, premium for the Company’s lands at the Lowest Cash Price, and are issued in tho
following denominations: CouiKin bonds, *100, *500, and $1,000;
Registered bonds, $100, $500, $1,000, $5,000 and

the various causes
instruc.HmiR fnr its (*AmnlAtn n>^tnrnlinn nlu,>
ter on venereal infection, and the means of cure, be:
ing the most comprehensive work on the subject ever
yet published, comprising 150 pages. Mailed free to
any address for 25 cents. Address,

octave

seven

ble rate.

urdays, returning alternate diy-s.
At Centre Waterboro’ for
Limerick, Parsonsfield,
daily.
WILLIAM H. TURNER, Superintendent.

w

Dyspepsia.”

WHOLESALE

AND

equal traffic on the Northern Pacific Road will
dividend of more than 9A per cent, on its total

CONSTRUCTION OF THE ROAD.

treatment of diseases of the
ith remarks on marriage, and
of the loss of manhood, with full

causes, consequences

leave st'John an<1 EasttKjrt
ev*o
tP ConmxJtiug at Eastirort with Stoamer QUEEN
for St. Andrews anti Calais ami with N. 3
g r
Railway for Woodstock and Houlton stations
Connecting at St. John with steamer KMPRESr.
for Digbv and Annaisilis, thence
by rail to Wlmisor
and Halifax uud with the E. & N. A.'Railway
for
diac and intermediate stations. Winter
rates will
be charged for freight after Dec. 20th.
Freight received on days of sailing until 4 o’clock

thursdaV'1"

acre., .lx mllee
a railroad station*
Will be sold at a bar-

good second-hand Safe.

A

At Buxton Centro for West
Buxton, Bonny Eagle
aud Limington, daily.
At Centre Waterboro’ for
Limerick, Newfield, Parsonslield and Ossipee, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Sat-

on

Dr. Jourdain’s

For
A

Trip Per Week.

:r«“l

SALE.
one

John, Digby,

On and after
Monday, Dec. 25th
the Steamer
New' Brunswick
C“pl. ,I H Pike, will leave Jtall" linrf. foot of Stale streer
‘■very MONDAY at 3 13 1p.m.
TT-;-—
lor Easti>ort
ami St. John.

excellent farm of about 94
ANfrom
thin city, an<l
from

Limington, daily.

a new

One

.am.

Ml.

Halifax.
ARRAN GEM ENT.

WINTER

Loan I//

good house and out-buildings.
gain if applied for soon.

and Conway Railroads, and the 12 o’clock train making direct connection at Rochester with trains from
Boston, leaving Boston at 7.30 A. M., via Bostou &
Maine, and at 8.30 A. M. via Eastern Railroads.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 5.30 P. M.
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.
Stages connect as follows:
At Gorham for West Gorham, Standish, and No.

edition of his lectures,
just published
HAScontaining
most valuable information
the
and

reproductive system,

FOB

andafter Monday, December, 18,
!871. passenger trains leave Portland
:
•wi,-3ior Rochester aud intermediate stations
-““at 7.15 A. M., and 1.30 P. M., making
direct connection at Rochester with trains for Boston
over Boston & Maine and Eastern Railroads.
Also
connect at Rochester with Dover and
Winniplseogee
Railroad for Alton Bay, and with
Great
Portsmouth,
Falls aud Conway Railroad for
Conway.
Leave Rochester for Portland and way stations at
7.30 A. M., and 12 M.
The 7.30 train connecting with down trains on Dover and \\ inuiplseogec, and
Portsmouth, Great Falls

Anatomy, Boston,

nu.l
Winlnr and

era

Winter Arrangement.

OF THE

Ea.lporl, Calais,

Small Baildiag l.ot 47x30, ia Ike Wr.tpart of Ike cily, for aale. Apply lo
mr9eo<12w
DEO. B. DAVIS & CO.

Lovell, daily.

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAILROAD,

PRESSION OF SPIRITS, ARE
ALL ALARMING SYMPTOMS IF
NEGLECTED, BUT WHICH ARE
EASILY REMOVED BY THE USE
OF
FOR SALE BY AI.I, DRUGGISTS,

great and unquestioned advantages in
distance, grades, climate and tributary fertile country, the Northern Pacific is assured of a vast and
profitable business from the outset, with a large increase for the future.
These facts regarding Pacific Railroad
earnings,
and the market value of Railroad
Lands, as shown
actual
sales
to
by
settlers, show the unquestioned
security of Northern Pacific Railroad Bonds.

Parisian Gallery of

for

..

SLEEPLESSNESS, DIZZINESS,
HEADACHE, GLOOM AND DE-

earnings

Of this 66 per cent, is from Local Business, and, it is
stated, fully 53 per cent, or nearly Nine and a Hall

Millions,

BY CONTRACTION UPON UNDIGESTED
FOOD, USUALLY SOON AFTER
EATING.
ACIDITY AND WIND CAUSED
BY FOOD FERMENTING INSTEAD OF DIGESTING.
COSTIVENESS AND LOSS OF
APPETITE, OWING TO UNNATURAL CONDITION OF FOOD AND
WANT OF GASTRIC JUICE.
PAIN IN THE HEAD, SIDES,
BREAST AND EXTREMITIES,
MOUTH CLAMMY WITH BAD
TASTE AND FURRED TONGUE.
CONSUMPTIVE
SYMPTOMS,
COUGH AND PALPITATION OF
HEART OFTEN MISTAKEN FOR
CONSUMPTION WHILE IT IS ONLY A SYMPTOM OF DYSPEPSIA.

Quarter.

to

Retail*!nThTt,Ju£
JwC,£

us-

promptly filled

that to

ARE PAIN IN THE PIT OF THE

Cantion.

And other
diseases of the Skin, has consigned to us a
quantity of his Compound and Ointment. The charman ufacturer, and the abundant
evidence
5S25
u Y1?
furnished
during the last twenty-five years, of the
of
us
confidence
^ve8
in one
rleprepmed^’
it for the r ’.Lief
ring Of0®??
of sufferers.
and for sale Wholesale
and
,c^eive<,
bX »• « Har, W. F.
PhilU«
Sdl iSV W‘ Perkin* and by H. WoodevervwhereW?*8 s{-’and by respectable Druggists
f TW “l"™™eCt,0n8-

mail rather than to

DYSPEPSIA

STOMACH, CAUSED

fo?-

SALT

distance who

would say that

January.

Brownfield for Denmark and Bridgton dailv

Fryeburg

HAMILTON. Superintendent.
Portlaud, November 8,1871.
uostf

HUGHES,

Circular.

Room.
$7 00
further information apply to L. BILLING 4
Wharf, 01
.JOHN PORTEOUS, Agent.
Rhpl3tf

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

wpJnt0l

'Hu: 8.45 A. M. tram from No.
Conway, arrives In
Portlaud in season for early afternoon train for Boston and passengers by the 1 P. M. from North Concan
take tlie Portland steamers arriving in Bosway
ton early the next morning.
Tickets for sale at the ticket office M. C. K. R.

Cumberland St., Portland.

PROPRIETOR

DYSPEPSIA.

OF

dally.

DR. HUGHES particularly invites all Ladies, who
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No. 1
Preble Street, which they will find arranged for their
special accommodation.
Dr. H.’s Eclectic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in
regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
'■ertain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will lindi t invaluable in all cases of obsttuctions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable,
containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and
may be taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country, with full
directions,
by addressing
Dll. HUGHES,
nll865<l&w No. 172 Cumberland Street, Portlard,

Specialty

SYMPTOMS
o

Iore

Diseases of the Skin.

the second thousand of these famous
suits

those from

United Stales during^the month

_

who left ORDERS will find their
packages
ready for delivery at the desk.

we

the

fore-

household remedy and should be every famUv as a
freely taken in all
the system. It gives
health, vigor
“1*™ aRtb° rltal forces, and animates and
temperaments.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Platt
Street, New York
Sole Agent for the United
..
Price
One Dollar per Bottle. Send for CircularStates!
fcb26
4w
f

Those

To

White’s

for oreanir

For
u
the
ine

derangements of

HAVE BEEN RECEIVED

for them is Increasing.

over

JURUBKBA

“Communists Suits”

ments of

THE

Jaundice, Scrofula, Dyspepsia, Ague and Fever, or

written appli11

Schuyler,

send orders for single suits

and

second year of through business (December
estimated) reach Seventeen Millions and a

ttants.

arc now

j

Sold in

ent

L1Hn^IUSTSpleon,E,nT1.ar?ement

!" confidently recommended

a

2m

diseases of the
or Obstruction of Intestines, Urinary, Uterine, or Abdominal Organs,
Poverty or a want of Blood, Intermittent or
Remittent levers. Inflammation of the
Sluggish Circulation of
.>?r’
the Sr°Psy'
Blood, Abscessos, Tumors,

1000

fer to receive

w8

South American plant that has been used
for
raedical faculty of thoee countries
with wonderful
efficacy as a powerful alterativf.

No. It) Pine St,, New York.

have

ProPriet0n>-

a

FINANCIAL AGENTS OF THE COMPANY
mch!9d&w3m
w!2

we

not

JURUBEBA!

For the -present we are offering these Bonds at 95
and accrued interest in
currency, or will exchange
them for Government Bonds, or other marketable
securities, at the rates of the day.
Further and full particulars, with pamphlets and

Jones &

London,

FOR

as

erses.

This is

HAIR

YOUTHFUL COLOR.

prevent the Hair from falling out.

SENT

^100.

“Oak Hall,” and

known to

OUR TREATISE ON THE HAIR

nations of $1,000, $500 and
This road, 02 miles lone, affords the shortest
existmg outlet to Chicago, Toledo, Detroit, Fort Wayne
Logansport, and intermediate points for the celebrated Block and Bituminous Coals of Parke
County, as
also, for the largo surplus products of the rich agricultural and mineral section of the State which it trav-

or

ever

,Jl088y'and does

THEY BEAR 8 PER CENT. GOLD
INTEREST, I PAYABLE QUARTERLY IN NEW YORK, FREE
OF GOVERNMENT TAX, AND
ARE COUPON AND REGISTERED.
The issue is limited to $10,300
per mile, in denomi-

i»ersonal

ITS

It will

South-Western Railway of Indiana.

on

sold in

Oronnd in Oil,

MORE INCOME

mans, furnished by us
cation.

were

&

Security,

Crawfordsville

these bonds

Diseases of the Kidneys, Bladder, &c., are always
unpleasant, and at times they become the most distressing and dangerous diseases that can affect the
human system. Most diseases of the
Kidneys arise
ro m impurities in the
blood, causing humors which
ettle on these parts. Vegetine excels
any known
emedy in the whole world for cleansing and purifyng the blood, thereby causing a healthy action to all
the organs of the body.
Vegetine is sold by all Druggists.

$1,500,000

AND GROUND ZINC,
LITHARGE, RED
LEAD, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, TIN
PIPE, TIN-LINED PIPE, IRON PIPE

.the best thing known, whereup-

Logansport,

Of

of

DRY

respectfully,

Mrs, Munroe Parker, 386 Athens St.

j

Stamp for

'or

from 9100 lo any amoanl
desired, an Unit
mortgage, la Portland, Cape Eliin.
beth, Wealbroak. ar Deering. Parfie. de■iroa. al building ran a I ho be accommodated with lonna.
CEO. K. DAVIS At
CO.,
K“,a** * J,,r,K»«e Broker.,

Porter,

Scotia

LINK

A
Atlantic

loan money la

to

a*

ery Tuesday, at 4 P. M.
Cabin passage with State

cln».

Sebago and BrWgton, dally.
VIA 3.15 P. M.
South Windham for North Windham. Casco
Raymond and Naples, daily.
At Baldwin for Cornish, Kezar Falls and
At
At

prepared

»K

run

The favorite Steamship CAR
LOTTA will leave (lalt'» Whar'
SATURDAY
M. for Halifax dire.close connections with the
..--—-—-’making
Nova Scotia Railway, for Windsor,
Truro, New
Glasgow andPietou.
Returning will leave Dominion Wharf, Halifax ev-

ESTATE.

To

$20,000
"

Franconia

an.!

every
at
4 P.

BULLETIN.

——■Mw*y<dlowB:

Dlrigo

further notice,

No vs

W SICKLY

-““

At East Baldwin for

Eclectic medical Infirmary*

.Dear Sir,—I have taken several bottles of your
yegetine, and am convinced it is a valuable remed v
for

Pure White Lead !

she naively exclaimed: “Oh! I’m so
glad
that I’ve found out! I wonder if they keep it
at the apothecary’s!”

on

i

BOSTON
Dry

5^*Send

a

Elalifax,

Vor

Geo. K. Doyis & Co.’s

R. R.

At

Dr. R. J. JOURDAIN,

Dyspepsia, Kidney Complaint, and general debility of the spstem.
I can heartily recommend it to all
suffering from
the above complaints.

Co., Ag’ts,

manufacturers

to what would remove
paint from
window-glass, was told that “elbow-

9 1-2 Per Cent,

$6,000,000

omcc 99, 94 & 98 Oliver
Street,
BOSTON.

—An aristocratic lady, after anxious in-

GOVERNMENT

!

DR. J. B.
172

©GDENSBURG

0

May 9-dtf

UT Privatepart lev can be accommodated bv ap1
to the Captain on
board,
Fare down and Pactt
cents, chlM-en halt pree
Portland.June 23, 1871.
1e23dtl

8TAGVI.
VIA 7.40 A. M.

returned if desired.

Address:

&

(

O-ave flultV Wharf, Portland,
every MONDAY ar.d THURSP.
ami
leave Pier 38 E. K., New York
at
4
M.,
DAY,
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 3 P. M.
The Dlrigo and Franconia are fitted up with fine
accommodations for passengers, making this the most
convenient and comfortable route for travelers between New York and Maine.
Passage in State Room $5. Meals extra.
Goods forwarded to ami from Montreal, Quebec,
Halifax, St. John, and all parts of Maine. Shippers
are requested to send their freight to the Steamers as
early as 4 P. M.,on the days they leave Portland.
For Freight «»r Passage apply to
HENRY FOX, Galt’s Wharf, Portland
.J. F. AMES, Pier 38, E. R., New York.

piyieg

A. M.
P. M.
Leave Portlaud,
7.40
3.15
Leave N. Conway, 8.45
1.00
The 7.40 A. M. from Portland and 1.00 P. M. from
No. Conway will be freight trains with passenger ear
*
attached.

by

|

Steamers
will, untU
follows;

ande3.45npM

_nEAL

Steamship

NEW ARKANKK.niCNT.

CAPT. A. sc
OlIYKlt.
Will leave the Wett side ol
Portland Pier, tlailj lot
Praka’ lain urf at 8.13 A M. and 3.15
P M.
"
*«Iand 0 13 A M,

njtf

“"mhSlur A"0,,t-

8KMI.WEEKLY I.INK

express,

<;?, ?nd after Monday, Nov. 13tli, and
I?.ti 1 furH>er notiee, trains will run as

t

forwaraed immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential and will be

South Boston, Feb. 7,1870.

Stevens:

Yours

jjuiry as

THAN

Mr.

PORTLAND

111

are

Heartily Recommends.

Remember 144 1-2 Exchange St.

hat.

PAYING 60 PER CENT.

North’ll Pacific Bonds

uiecooc. wme

TO THE LADIES.

Age.

East Marshfield, Aug. 22, 1870.
Mr. Stevens:
Dear Sir,—I am
seventy-one years of age; have suffered many years with
Kidney Complaint, weakness
in my back and stomach.
I was induced by friends
to try your Vegetine, and I think it the best medicine for weakness of the
kidneys I ever used. I have
tried many remedies for this
complaint, and never
found so much relief as from the Vegetine. It
strengthens and invigorates the whole system. Many
of my acquaintances have taken
it, and I believe it to
be good for all the complaints for which it is recommended.
Yours truly,

Will sell to be paid for in Install-

w47

years of

Augusta,

one or

many men of the age of thirty who are
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burning sensation, and weakening the system in a manner the patient cannot account for.
On examining
the urinary deposits a
ropy sediment will often be
lounu, and sometimes small particles of semen or albumen will appear, or the color will be of a
thin, milkish hue, agaiu changing to a dark and turbid
appearance.
There are many men who die of this difficulty, iguorant of the cause, which is the
SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
I can warrant a perfect core in such
cases, and a
full and healthy restoration of the
urinary organs.
Persons who cannot jiersonally consult the Dr. can
do so
writing, in a plain manner, a description of
their diseases, and the appropriate remedies will be

South Boston, Sept. 27,1870.

Seventy-one

consulted by

Middle-Aged Men,

There

New Man of Me.

a

we are

unuer

Mr. Stevens:
Dear Sir.—For fourteen months, I have been afflicted with Kidney Complaint. I have tried
doctors,
and
many patent medicines, but found no relief.
friends persuaded me to try your Vegetine; and
it has made a new man of me. 1 can most
cheerfully
recommend it to the public as a sure cure for the Kidney Complaint.
Alvin Gliddfn,
461 Broadway.

Price lists sent by mail.

heaving, shoving, and screaming. Mr.
Perkins was tossed from one to the other like,
a gigantic clothes
pin. Once he assumed a
pugilistic attitude, but this only produced
of
peals
laughter. The brokers went at him
with renewed appetites.
They began to toss
him into the air and roll him over the floor
like a stray ten-piit.
Mr. Perkins grew white
when an active broker
shouted, “Let us hang
him!” He begged that
they would spare his
life at least.
Here one of the bulls secured
the remains of Mr. Perkin’s
glossy beaver and
drew' it over Eli’s scalp. Thou thev
gently
raised Mr. Perkins and stood him on ins head.
Then the drove of hulls nnrl
about him like a circle of
savages about a captive. Mr. Perkins finally
got on his feet, and
his
watching
opportunity, shot out of the
gate like an antelope, leaving behind his hat
and cane. The merry brokers sold these articles by auction; after which the bears and
hulls resumed the fight over
Erie, raising it
higher than they had raised Mr. Eli Perkin’s

Undoubted

A BLETHER.

ST.

ranted.

The

uccu

■*

My

AH Instrument. War-

were

An

principal,

Received the HIGHEST
PREMIUMS In the New
England and State Fairs in
1865.

A hundred men were bawling
“Tennessee” at the top of their voices. All

was

ALDES

Made

144 1-2

McPhail’s

remedies

J. M. Gile,
363 Third St., South Boston.

SALES-

EXCHANGE

ri

but

"-o--

Respectfully,

ROOM,

deafening.

grease”

Summer Term of ten

THE POPULAR LOAN.

MELODEONS

—j

—--

finest corps of teachers of
any similar school in
the country.
Send for catalogues or address the

March liman,

tried most of the popular

passes

whom are as weak ami emaciated as
though they had
the consumption, and by their friends are
supposed
to have it. All such cases yield to the
proper aud.ou
ly to eorrect course of treatment, and in a short time
are made to rejoice in perfect health.

the treatment of some of the most skilful
physicians
Boston,all of whom pronounced my case incurable.
This was my condition when I was advised
a friend
by
to try the Vegetine, and I could see the
good effects
trom the first dose I took, and from that moment I
kept on improving until I was entirely cured, taking in all, I should think, about six bottles.
indeed a valuable medicine, and if I should be
simicted again in the same way, I would
give a dollar
for a dose if I could not get it without.

April 33, 1873.
It has the advantage of an
entirely new building,
the most delightful locality and
surroundings, and
the

ORGANS

tc

Boys!

oil

HASTINGS,

MANUFACTORY

ating pain.
I have faithfully

day

usual.

|

Peak’. Island Ntrnnbsal Company
NTKANEH

General Superintendent.

as

llaine

Tor Peaks5 Island.

Through Tickets are sold in Portland for Houlton,
St.John, for 38.00; and to Halifax for
J. M. LUNT,
Feb. 14, 1872.

taken

MtohS,!®.

312.00.

ranted.

a

Freight

jn2dly

Calais and

_

Deck.■.'.///; •// •.*]

Passengers

from Portland for Dover and Foxcroft
ticketed through. Fare $5.00. A good line of
connect
at Dexter with the 7.15 p. m.
Stages
train,
arrivingat Dover and Foxcroft at or about 9.00 p. m.
Leave Dover and Foxcroft at or about 6. 30 a. m
Connecting at Dexter with the 8.15 a. in. train for
Portland and Boston. Fare to Portland $5.00; to
Boston $6.50.
Stages for Guilford, Abbott, Monson and Moosehead
Lake, leave Dexter at 11.00 a. m. Connecting with
fho Vicrl.fr
-I»_.1_1

clocl

o

fare.

Cabin

booked to all parts of the United States
Drafts issued oil Great Brittain and Ireland for
Cl
and upwards. For Freight and Cabin
passage applv
at the Company’s Office, 80 State Street. For
steerage passage, at 00 State Street, Boston.
JA,WK« ALEXANDER, Agent

Ar-

Passengers

Many Thousands Can Testify to This
By Unhappy Experience:
Young men troubled with emissions in sleep,—a
complaint generally the result of a bad habit in
youth—treated scientifically and a iwrfect cure war-

Hardly

6:45,

nVi^i-

\

PREPAID STEBRAGE PASSAGE.

are

Complexion.

run the season as follows:
Leaving Atlantic Wharf, Portland it 7
and India Wharf, Boston
every day
J. at 5
P. M., (Sundays excepted.:

Liverpool. Glasgow, Queenstown or Derrv to
Boston or New York,
CURRENCY

Night Express (from St. John), leaves
Bangor 7 p. m.. Water vile 9:23, Augusta 10:15, Brunswick 11:45, Bath 6 p. m..
(remaining at Brunswick
until 11:45). Arrives at Portland at 1 a. in.

SEASON.

—--

will

From

No. 7.

How

a

Railway,

No. 9. Leaves Augusta at 3 p. m., Bath
5, Brunswick 5:25, Lewiston (via Danville) 5.
Arrives at
Portland 6:45 p. m.

and Aches, and Lassitudo aud Nervous
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition,
are the Barometer to the whole
system.
Do not wait for the consummation that is Bure to follow : do not wait for unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beaut v

Boston, May 30th, 1871.

_

MAINE.

School will open its
THIS
weeks,

petition,
legally

dollar for

a

E. A N. A.

on

3. Leaves Bangor at 8:10 a. m., Dexter 8:15,
Skowhegan 9:40, Waterville 10:45, Augusta 11:45
Brunswick 1:35, Bath 1:00. Readtield 11:40, Lewiston
12:50. Arrives at Portland 2:55 p. m.

The Pains

and

train

Steamers appointed to sail
FKO.n NEW YORK.
ABYSSINIA,Wed Mch 20 ALGERIA. Wed Apl 3.
CUBA, Wed. Mch 27.
JAVA, Wed. April 10.
I
Passage Money, including fere from Boston to N York.
Cabin, #80. *100, *130 gold—accordingto aceomimslation. Steerage $30 Currency. Tickets to
Parts, *15
Gold, additional. Return Tic kets on favorable terms
Passengers enbark at Cunaril Wharf, Jersey

No.

Have Confidence.
All who have committed au excess of any kind
it
be
the
whether
solitary vice of youth, or the tingUng rebuke of misplaced confidence of maturer years,
IN

connecting witli

No. 1. Leaves Augusta at 5:45 a. m.. Bath
Brunswick 7:15, Lewiston (via Danville) 6:45.
at Portland 8:36 a. ui.

making

SOME ANTIDOTE

and suiterior sea-goii g
I TV, a» d
been Hft tl
up
great expense with a tor- *3
number of beautiful Slat.- I toon »
new

MONTREAL,
having
at a

Cabin, $80 Gold. Steerage, $80 Currency

a. in.

rives

opportunity

H. R. Stevens, Esq. :
Dear Sir,—I have been badly afflicted with
Kidney
Complaint for ten years, have suffered great pain in
my back, hips and side, with great difficulty in passing urine which was often and in very small quantities frequently accompanied with blood and
excruci-

Blue,

FARMINGTON,

Company

W. P.

for

Another would give
dose.

n. m..

study

EOK

l’he

steamer* FOREST

Cork Hai.

PARTHIA. Sat., April B, SAMARIA, Tnes. May 7.
jyPassengers embark at the Cnnaril Wharf, East
Boston.

for Old town and Mattawainkeag.
No. 4. Leaves Portland at 5:15 p. m. Arrives at
Brunswick 6:35, Lewiston via Brunswick 7:45, Bath
7:10 and Augusta 8:15 p. in.
No. 16. Leaves Portland at 8:05 p. m., for Lewiston via Danville, arriving at Lewiston 9:50. This
train connects with 3 p. m. train from Boston.
Traius Due at Portland.

preparatory

SEEK

10:30

Queenstown,

at

Steamers appointed tc sail
DIRECT BROM BOSTON
TRIPOLI, Sat, Mar. IK. PALMYRA, Sat., At 11.1. !
BATAVIA, Sat. Mar. 23, OLYMPUS, Tuts. Apl 23.
SAMARIA, Sat., Mar. 30. SIBERIA, Tins., April 30

No. 9. Leave Portland at 1:00 p. m., Lewiston
via Danville 2:50, Readtield 3:59, Kendall’s Mils 5:10,
Brunswick 2:30, Bath 2:50; (there connecting with
the Knox and Lincoln railroad for Damariscotta,
Rockland, Ac.); Augusta4:00, Kendall's Mills 5:10,
Skowhegan 5:50, Dexter 7:15. Arrives at Bangor 7:40

know
that remedies handed out for general use should have
their efficacy established by well-tested exiwiicnce in
the hands of a regularly-educated physician, whose
studies lit liirn for all the duties he must
fulfil; yet the country is flooded with poor nostrums
aud cure-alls, purporting to be the best in the world
which are not only useless, hut always
Injurious
The unfortunate should be i-akticulak in
selecting
his physician, as it is a lamentable yet incontrovertihie fiuit, that many syphilitic patients are made miserable with mined constitutions bv maltreatment
from inexperienced ohysicians in general
practicefor It is a point generally conceded
by the best svphtland management of these
ograpliers, that the
plaints should engross the whole time of those who
would be competent and successful In their treatment
and ours. The Inexperienced general practitioner,
nor time to make himnavmg neither
selt acquainted with tlieir pathology, commonly
pursues one system of treatment, in most cases
an indiscriminate use of that
antiquated and dangerous weapon, the Mercury.

m

At Little

Pursuant to the above petition, I hereby notify the
Stockholders of the Portland & Kennebec Railroad

In an instant a heavy-voiced stock broker
raised the cry of “Tennessee.” The alarm
was taken up.
It ran about the immense
room like wildtire.
The brokers rushed for
Mr. Perkins like a drove of buffaloes. His
glossy beaver was sent spinning to the ceiling,
and his gold-headed cane
went hurling
through the air like an arrow. As the shinbeaver
descended
it
was
ing
caught on the toe
of a prominent broker’s boot, and sent whizzii g over the president’s desk. The
president saluted it, and down it went to the other end ot the room as
though discharged from
a catapult.
Every broker gave it a vicious
kick.
First the tile turned somersaults in
the air, then danced
along the, fleor anon
its
paid
respects to the delighted spectators in
the gallery, and Anally rested on the inside
of the railing, a shapeless ruin.
Meanwhile Mr. Perkins began to suffer
from the attentions of the bulls and bears.
One of the bears stood back to Eli, and suddenly bent himself as if on hinges. Mr. PerkinB shot forward like an
empty coal car. He
came in collision with a well knit
bull, who
his
shoulder to Mr. Perkins, and gave
applied
a lurch.
In a second Eli was
spinning over
the floor like a waterspout. The
uproar was

a

MONDAY,

—AND—

on

ME.

The Spring Term will commence

Stockholders in the Portland & Kennebec R. R. Co.

floor.

ually

NORBIDGEWOCK,

D.

nose, kid gloves, heavy moustache, glossy beaver, expansive browj patent leather boots,
sandy hair, gold chain, small ears, and a eoldheaded cane, dinted into the stock
exchange.
This was Mr. Eli Perkins, of The Commercial Advertiser. His appearance on the floor
of the exchange was a violation of the
rules,
which admit none but members. Mr. Perkins walked up to the president’s desk and
made himself perfectly at home. After some
minutes he carelessly sauntered down on the

which

FOR BOYS!

.lAl.i.

*/

School

Family

Augusta

Caution to tbc Public.
Every intelligent and thinking person must

pain
day

MARCH 35th.
m., to act upon the following matters, to wit:
First.—To see if the stockholders will accept an Act i
The School has been under the management of the
approved February 7th.l872, entitled an “Act authorpresent Principal for 16 years, and boys with him
izing the Maine Central Railroad Company to make will find a IlleflUint hmn** ytlH ropoivo (Knrnnnli Iti
a loaD.”
struction.
HAMLIN F. EATON.
Second.—To see if the stockholders will authorize
References: J. T. Cham plin; Pres. Colby Universithe President of the
to unite in a Mort; W. H. Sbailer. Ed. Zions Advocate; F. O. Libby;
Corporation
ty
gage, as provided by said Act.
Joseph Russell and T. C. Hersey, Portland.
Third.—To take such action under the provisions of
feb22oodtd
said Act as may be deemed expedient.
r. d. Rice,
ABBOTT
ABNER COBURN,

uParbleu /—Come out of the line, I say!
Come out!—(Who said that his name was Ney ?
Ha! France will hear of him yet one day!”
—Scribner's Monthly for April.

At

Eaton

a.

VII

her

CO.,

.a

Language.

French language.
References: Gen. J. M. Brown, J. W. Symonds.
C. F. Libby, Esq., Gen. H. G. Thomas.
Apply from one p. m. to three o’clock p. m., at 2
Appleton Block, Congress St., or in writing P. O.
Box 1866.
febl9
oo4dly

St Middle Street.

thoOetl,

on

Morazain,

rostoy.

S AILING FOR LIVERPOOL.

Calling

^

ifax.
No. 10. Leaves Portland at 7:00 a.m. Arrives
at Lewiston via Danville 8:55, Brunswick 8:30, Bath
9:00. (there connecting with Knox & Lincoln Railroad for Damariscotta, Rockland, Ac.) Arrives at

longstanding

and in small quantities. For twenty years I
have
been a great sufferer with this complaint. 1 have
tried all of the remedies recommended which came
within my reach. I have been to South America to
all parts of the South and West, to 6ee if a
change of
climate would help me. I have expended thousands
of dollars to obtain relief, still my only
reply could
be, No better.
About a year ago, I was advisod by my friends to
try the Vegetine; they having taken it themselves
and been cured. Without much faith, I consented
to
try it; and I can truly say, that I received great benefit from the first bottle. I began to rest bttter
nights, and was not obliged to urinate so often, with
much less pain. After taking three or four bottles I
was not obliged to get up but once or twice
during
in my back and limbs was
the night; and the
to day. I have taken in all
growing less from
some twelve or fifteen bottles; and
to-day I am as
able to attend to active business as
any man. Who
can appreciate the blessing of good health
more than
one who has suffered for twenty
years as I have? Is
it not my duty (now I have found
relief) to make
this fact known? The Vkgetine has done
more for
me than I ever dared to hope or
expect from any medicine; and believe be, dear sir, I am happy at all times
to si>e&k in its favor.
I am, Sic., very gratefully
yours,
wyman D. Osborn,
418 Third Street.

for

VAIL NTEAVKBN

Feb.

for Bailo r, Pfo.
12:30 a. ni. Brunswick 2:25, Augusta 4:00, Waterville 5:00. Arrives
at Bangor 7:3w a. m. Connecting with E. A N. A.
Railway train for Hoult >n, Calais, St. John and Hal-

CC88.

J

LINE

CTTISTARD

Pa»e8nger trains leave Portland
6, (night express via Augusta,) at

permanent cure.
He would call the attention of the afflicted to
the
fact ot his
and weU-eamed reputation?
tarnishing sufficient assurance of Ids skill and sue-

I have suffered pain (more than I can
describe)
through my back, hips and limbs, together with great
difficulty in passing the urine, which was very often

STEAMERS.

_

perfect

k.

RAILR0A1L

Train. From Portland.

long
standing or recently-contracted, entirely removing
the dregs of ilisease from the
aud making a
system,
au<l

own.

Esq.,

are required to call a
meeting of the stockholdof the Portland & Kennebec Railroad,- at the Director*’ room of Maine Central Railroad Company, in
A

at-

PROF.

ers

that’s all:
the wall?”

be

J. C. L. MORAZAIN and wife having taken
a convenient house in the city, are
prepared to receive as boarders, a few
young ladies desirous of acquiring a theoretical and practical knowledge of the

TO
Kennebec Railroad Company.
You

word;

can

Rooms, teg^SiCommencing
'wO1*72-

Medical

dally,

H. R. Stevens, Esq. :
Dear Sir,—Probably no case of Kidney
Complaint
has ever come under your observation where this
pain tul disease had more stubbornly refused to vield
to the influence of so many different remedies as
mv

MISS ETTA A. FILES,

to

Stockholders' Meeting.
John S. Caching, Secretary of the Portland &

VI.

evening pupils

MAINE CENTRAL

STEAMERS.

1118

M. to 9 P. M
Dr. H. addresses those who are
Buttering under the
affliction of private diseases, whether
arising from
impure connection or the terrible vice of self-abuse
his
entire
time
Devoting
to that particular branch of
the medical profession, he feels warranted in GUARANTEEING A ClutE I.V all Cases, whether of

Boston, Feb. 10,1871.

_

week.

Teacher of the French

Portland & Kennebec R. R. Co’y.

Well, thauks that my desire
granted; and now I’m ready. Fire!

more

Will

FROM PARIS,

i>ersonal attention, and

ALLEN &

As he stood and heard
Me give the word,
dog to die.”)

—One
turn my back lo

three

Jules Cli. L.

We hope by strict attention to business to merit the
patronage of the public.

“/» time!

me

Street,

will make

wo

--

“Ha, ha! No doubt of it! Off! Begoue!
—(Now, good Saint Martin! speed him on!
The work will be easier since he's saved;
For I hardly think I could have braved
The ardor of that inuoceut eye,

You’ll let

Apply

or

per

1872.

v l; o e t i n

FOUND AT

No. 172 Cumberland Street,
he can bo consulted
privately, aud with
WHEBE
the utmost confidence by the
afflicted, at all
and from 8 A.
hours

ONLY FINDS RELIEF IN

Principal, 11 Elm Street.
marl6eod3w_
BOARD IN A FRENCH FAMILY

Perfect Satisfaction Guaranteed.

v.

Was

8y Two
tended to.

AT SHORT NOTICE

IV.

a

Terms, 91.00

CUSTOM CLOTHING

“But, sir, here’s a wateli that a friend, one day,
over the way,—
—My father’s friend, just
Lenfc me; and if you’ll let mo free
minutes
seven
of Three),\
lacks
still
(It
I’ll come, on the word of a soldier’s son,
into
back
when
line,
Straight
my errand’s done.”

like

SPRING

Furnishing Goods,

IVo. 87 Middle

18th,

Private

scription.

Academy!

TERM begins March
continue U weeks.

etc., at

‘Excuse you one moment ?' O ho, bo!
D’ye think to fool a National so?

him

Portland

AMERICAN

&

WOOLENS,

III.

*\Sacre /—Fair, open fight, I say,
Is right magnificent in its way.

Dooming

Music
Spring Term commences April 2d, 1872.
For Circulars address the
Principal.
MISS L. G. BELCHER.
March 21-eod & w4w*

-OF-

CAN BE

parts of the South
West, Suffering
pain beyond de-

ami

RAILROADS.

DR. J. B. HUGHES

To all
and

facilities strictly firstSuperlor a^vstages in Modern Languages

ana

NEW AND ATTRACTIVE STOCK

‘Know?*—To
sure
Why not?
We’re here to be shot;
And there by the pillar’s the very spot,
Fighting for France, rav father fell.
—Ah, well!
That’s just the wav I would choose to fall,
With my back to th^wall!”
be

Accommodations

opened a

Have

MAINE.

& CO.

ALLEN

_MEDICAL.

America.

THE WILLOWS,

FARMINGTON,

_Do you hear? Do you know
there. In the row,—
Whv the gendarmes put you
You_with those Commune wretches tall,
With lace to the wall?”

MISCELLANEOUS

FAMILY SCHOOL Have Been to South

Establishment!

Tailoring

PRESTOS-

J.

EDUCATIONAL.

The Physical

Of

WOMAN

Still outsells any book in the market. It is thoroughly established as the only reputable work on the delicate subjects of which its treats.
Nearly Ready 1 A now book from the pen of DIO
LEWIS, America’s most itopular lecturer aud writer
on health.
The world-wide reputation of thc author, and the
largo sale of all his previous works, cannot fail to secure an immense demand for his latest and best
GEO. MACLEAN. Publisher.
mch4t4w
3 School
Boston.

St.,

It will make them equal to new with
scarcely any
trouble. Be careful to get the Genuine.
Sold by r nggixtx and Dealers in Fancy Good*
Price 25 cent* ]>er bo*tle.
F. C. WELLS & CO.f
Fulton Street, New

__iy-‘

York.

MiTijiij

S S < * * S

BK s,iFT

THOni’XO.XX

POIUDK

OPTIXf Rf

used dally, will make it so. It is
entirely
v
Compound, exquisitely perfumed ami s.lL ? Vegetable
mi for nourishing the Hair.
apt‘
Sold l>v
'“it'a<
Dealers in Kaney GoodsTj^ce
nce “5
o* an
iS?***’ a,,d
an,l 88

bottle.

cents per

F. C. WELLS &
CO.,
-1!l- Fallon Street’. New York.

trootZ /

Wood I
WM, BUSS.

